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The problem of reproducing tlie fiock -i-itii greatest ef­
ficiency is of primary inportance to all poultryraen. Under 
existing conditions, it is necessary to set an average of 50 
percent sore eggs than the ni-snber of chic>s sr-roected. Fur-
thersiore it is necessary to start in the brooders three to 
four chiclcs for every siature pullet desired. This ineffic­
iency is due largely to nortality of the ecibr^ 'os and of the 
subsequent chiclcs. It seens plausible to believe that some 
of this mortality say be caused by inherited lethal genes. 
The present study "Efas under'baken in an atterapt to ascertain 
the existence cf such genes in breeding stock of the more 
popular breeds and to detemine the node of inheritance of 
lethals encountered, 
Advancenent has been made in the past decade tov/ard the 
perfection of mechanical eq.uipnent used in incubating the 
eggs and in brooding the chicks, Trenendous strides have 
been taken toward the better nutrition of grovTing chicks and 
of breeding birds so that losses resulting fron physiological 
disturbances have been greatly reduced. The control of dis­
ease has likemse advanced rapidly. But inprovenent in re­
productive efficiency by the elimination of inherited 
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defects from, the "breeding stock has received scant attention. 
lictensiTe observations have been raade in the field of ab-
t ,».vj 1.1 - t/p J. cJ: w Ui v> X u**w tjwll# j-i u b-x-O i.iOt. o uw 
detemine the possible inheritance of abnorsialities observed, 
There is little question that abnormalities frecuently arise 
frora other than inherent causes, but until extensive tests 
are made to ascertain whether or not a given abnornality is 
inherited, the assumption of non-inheritance remains a r.ere 
Suess, "Jhen it is established that a given lethal character 
is inherited steps maj; be tal-cen to eliminate it froir. the flock. 
The great number of inlierited lethal genes v;hich have 
been discovered in Drosophila and the identification of a 
nunber of inherited lethals in larger aninals points to the 
probabilitj'- that a nuniber of then exist in the domestic 
fowl. 
Henderson (1930) sives an adeouate classification of 
tlis nost important l-moiTn influences bearing -apon eirJoryonic 
life and presents a comprehensive reviev; of the literature 
eoverins all pliases of the probleia, 
Hatchabilit;/ of e:-gs or its conponent factors has been 
sho-sn to "be inherited. Pearl and S'orface (1909) and Pearl 
(1911) indicated that differences in hatchabilit3'- Tiere prob­
ably inherited, Kays and Sanborn (19S4) concluded that high 
liatchability is dependent upon one dominant gene, Dunn (19ES 
ana 19S5a) however issued the that, "The first ad­
vance vve can raajie over this (i.e, considering hatchabilit3r as 
a general trait) is to abandon the concept of hatcliability as 
a single or simple character.,,.the logical nethod of ap­
proach is to study separate causes singly wherever that is 
possible," Hays (1926) has offered evidence that the male is 
an important factor in the determination and inheritance of 
hatchabilitj-, Jull (1926) states, "All of the available evi­
dence to date concerning factors affecting hatchability points 
to the conclusion that hatcliability is inherited,.,,,, .un-
doubtedl^ r JTialformations are responsible for a goodl3'- propor­
tion of fully formed chiclcs that fail to hatch and this aspect 
of txie subject should be investigated nuch nore thoroughly 
than has been done up to the present," Snyder (1231) reports 
that, somewhat encouraf5ing results are being obtained 
h^ich T,70uld possibility of establishing families 
laore or less homozygous for high hatching ability, and others 
for 10v7 hatching ability," Jull (1930) concludes, contrar^  ^
to the hypothesis of Hays and Sanborn, that probably nore 
than one pair of genes is involved in the inheritance of 
hatchability, Jull (1932) gives a comprehensive revie?; of 
uork bearing upon the inheritance of hatchabiliti^  and con­
cludes, '^ undoubtedly several pairs of genes determine hatch-
ability, and it is apx)arent that different pairs of genes 
vary in their effects,,.," 
The influence of sialpositions of enbr;v''os upon hatching 
quality iias been investigated rather extensively. Sanctuary 
(19S5), Hutt (192S), Snith (19S1), Byerly and Olsen (1951) 
and (1952), Taylor (1952) and Hutt and Pillcey (1954) have 
all published v/ork bearing upon SOSB phase of this problen. 
The three first named investigators have expressed the belief 
that nalpositions naj- be inherited, but conclusive evidence 
has not been submitted, Huo (1952) discusses at soir.e length 
seven different critical stages in the nornal developnent of 
the avian eiabryo and the mechanics involved in the emergence 
of the chick fron the shell. He states that malpositions re­
sult if the embryo fails to pass successfully an^ - one of the 
seven critical stages. 
Zstensive descriptions, illustrations, and classifica­
tions of teratolosioal monsters in chid: enbryos have been 
riade by Dareste (1891), Stockard (1921), Lesbre (1927). Ilntt 
and Greenwood (1929b), Entt (1930a) and Hutt and Pilkey 
(1930), but conclusive evidence as to tlie inlieritanoe of dif­
ferent types of nonsters is lacking. 
Pa-Tie (1919), D^ -erly (1950), Biddle (1950), Snith (19.53) 
and Byerlx'', ICnos, and Jull (1934) have published results con­
cerning the distribution of iiiortality during the period of 
incubation and have offered some explanations as to the 
causes of the tvro sharply defined Tweaks or modes of mortality 
TS'hich occur, one near the beginning of embryonic development, 
the other near the end of the incubation period, 
T.'riedt (1930) discusses at length the lethal factors 
laiotJii in donestic aniiaals. Concerning the occurrence of 
lethals in livestock, tliis author states, "Aaong cattle seven 
recessive lethal factors have already been noted, anong horses 
one, anong s^ wine one, and asiong sheep t"E;o, and this in spite 
of the fact that investigations of lethal factors araor.g live­
stock are not general." 
Tliree definite eabrj'onic lethal factors have been re­
ported in domestic foT;ls. Dunn (lG23a) reported a recessive 
cabryonic lethal factor linlced \7ith recessivo \vhite pluniage 
color in V.'yandotte stock. This factor appeared to exert its 
influence relatively earlj'" in the incubation tDeriod 
Dunn and Landauer (1926) and Landauer and Dunn (1930a) 
and Landauer (1930) and (1952) have offered ccncliisiTe proof 
that in the hCEnosygo-as condition the creeper trait, i7hich is 
determined hy a single doninant gene, is lethal, Tlie charac­
teristic lethal period is desiisnated as beginning on the 
fourth daj/ of incubation although a. siaall percentage of horao-
zygC'Us erri.br;,''0s survive until the last \ieek: of incubation and 
in rare instances are alive at hatching tine, but they never 
hatch, 
iOi inherited recessive character designated as "stick3'" 
has been investigated b;/ Byerly and Jull (1950) and (19S2) 
and Byerly (1931), "Khich is lethal in the horaosygous condi­
tion, The outstanding characteristics of such sjibryos are 
the extreiTiO softness of the bones and the unabsorbed armiotic 
and allantoic fluids Fhich are verjr viscous at hatching tine. 
A general edema is usually noted. The lethal action occurs 
during the latter part of the incubation period, and as 
stated bjr Byerly and j"ull (loc, lit.), "Stickiness per­
mits life iTithin the shell, but is a bar to hatching." 
Crew (1925) reported the doninant factor for frizzled 
pluinage as being lethal when hoiaozygous but later v7ork by Hutt 
(ISSOb), Landauer and Dunn (1930b) and Landauer (1930) failed 
to reveal either a gaiaetic or a zygotic lethal factor associ­
ated with this character although excessive enbryonic 
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nortalit^ ' occurred in frizzled stock. This was e^ lained as 
being due to the action of ph^ '^ siological factors, 
OiiUix\-Lj^  »w'U.j o wi -Lii xoivj. w'cio J. J-J. S o xO'uuj. L/V::;U. U^ / 
Landaiier and Dunn (1S26), Considerable TTork has been done 
since its discovery to deterriine •'."hether or not chondrodys-
troph3'- is inherited, Dunnes (1927) results rdlitate stronglj-
against gcnetic reconbinations as a caiisal factor; ho-c7ever, 
he states, "the distribution of chondrodystrophy anon^  the 
descendants of the inbred 'chondro' fanily, irregular and rare 
as it is. Slight still be reconciled V7ith the theory of inheri­
tance if the hereditary basis of chondrodystrophy ^ 7ere not a 
single factor but either a coribination of several recessive 
factors or a general hereditarj- background deternining suscep­
tibility to external or internal conditions -srhich disturb 
developnient," Eutt and Green^ rood (1929a) found no senblance 
of genetic ratios and report negative evidence for chondrodys­
trophy being due to genetic constitution of the enbrj-o but 
they state, "However> the greater frecuency of the abnorr^ ality 
in the prof:en3r of certain birds of our flock than fron others 
suggests stronsl3^  that the tendency- to produce it is inherited,' 
Ivlunro (1932) concludes, "...the evidence is strong for believ­
ing the nalforsation to be due to genetic factors ";hich depend 
on unfavorable environsiental conditions to becone phenot;7p-
ically eyopressed," Byerly, Titus and Ellis (1953a and b) on 
the other hand, have concluded that chondrodystrophy is not 
an inliarited ciiaracter. It appears, olien, altho-a;^ :i e^ 'idonce 
offered to date is soneuliat conflictinGj that cliondrodjstropliy 
laaT lie inlierited Drit. if so. tlie mode of inheritance is coin"oleZe 
ConnectiCTit (Storrs) Agr. Isq), Sta, Hpt. (1926) states 
tlaat, ",.,,tiie pure runpless condition is not necessarils'-
lethal, since one riiripless fo"l has been found to be pure, and 
to produce only rumpless chicles t/hen bred to nonial nales." 
Landauer (1929) reported a case of thyroger.ous dTTarfisn 
in the Rhode Island Red fowl. Careful histological studies 
were nade of several glands, but no data v;cre available as to 
the iriheritance of this condition, Hayhev; and Upp (1932) and 
Upp (1932) have offered linited evidence T;hich indicated that 
dwarfism is inherited as a recessive character and that it 
has a delayed lethal action. Death is occasioned apparentl3^  
b^ - a failure of certain ductless -.glands to function properlj^ . 
L'laterials and I.Tethods 
The naterial used in this study v;a5 eolleeted over a 
three-year period, 1931 to 1933 inclusive, and at tv;0 dif­
ferent institutions. The first v7ori-; v/as done during the 
spring of 1931 at loiia State Collese, b^iariination -eras nade 
of 206 dead enhryos from 653 fertile eggs set froia 26 Vuiite 
V/yandotte females mated to four nales. One hundred and forty-
seven additional sn,"bryos, representing only a portion of those 
that died fron 55E fertile egris, were exaszined froci 15 other 
daios of various breeds. 
During the fall of 1931 and the spring of 1932, a total 
of 974 enbryo exaninations v;as made at Louisiana State Uni­
versity, This i?as the total nnmber of dead enbrivos from 
3,343 fertile eggs set frcxn 159 dams mated to 2S sires. Of 
the individual roatings, 31 were S, C. 'iU Leghorns, 104 Rhode 
Island Reds, 5 vTnite j;3randottes and 19 cross-breds. At Io7;a 
State College in the spring of 1932, a total of 473 embryos 
that died on or after the 14th day was examined from 89 
closely inbred S, G. vJ, Leghorn hens mated to eight males of 
liKie breeding, A total of 2,733 fertile eggs was set from 
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these hens during the season of exanination. 
A total of 1,162 dead enbryos vvas exarr.ined at Louisiana 
State Universitj^  in 1953, These embryos were obtained fron 
4,032 fertile eggs produced by 153 hens mated to 25 sires, 
•Hie individual riiatings uere as follo?:B: 56 S, C, Vfnite Leg-
horn inatings, of vtiioh. about one-half t-;ere nildly inbred nat-
ings, 15 Rhode Island Hed, 4 creeper, 5 VTnite •..'yandotte and 52 
Eatings of crossbreds and PJiode Island Reds, 
Also in 1953 at lOTra State College 1,217 dead enbr^ -os 
(14 days or older) viere examined from 4,519 fertile eggs laid 
by 147 highly inbred S. C. '.V, Leghorn hens nated to 12 inbred 
Lejdiorn laales. 
This study involved, then., 4,130 dead eir.bryos of IcnoBH 
pedigree from. 16,452 fertile eggs produced by 567 hens mated 
to 36 sires and involving several types of special Liatings, 
Description of Abnoimalities encountered 
Chondrodystrophy, This abnorraalit:)' varies greatly in 
degree of expression, ranging from embryos mildly affected 
to estrenieljr abnornal enbryos (Figure II, Plate 1). The most 
coiaiiion characteristics of chondrod^ 'strophlc eiribryos are 
"parrot bealc" resulting frc2i shortened lower beak and dot^ nward 
curvature of upper beajs; sliull bulged anteriorly, causing 
head to have a ro'onder contour; greatly shortened and thick­
ened legs; retarded doim grotvth; and a general retarded size. 
Creeper, Hie disting-aishing characteristic of hetero-
2;3-gous creeper enbr;;-os is the narliedly shortened metatarsi, 
noraosyscus creeper era-orj'os characteristicall;r die on the third 
or fourth day of incubation, but sorae enbr3''os live up to near 
the end of the incubation period {Figure I, Plate 2), Thejr 
resesible extreme chondrodystrophic embr\'os, but the head 
changes are less pronounced. The eyelids are absent or 
greatl;.- reduced in size. In the hoiTiOzygous creeper enbrjro 
size is retarded; and all extremities are ^ e^atly shortened, 
the legs appear as little laore than feet attached to the body, 
but the long bones are represented in vestigial condition, 
Stic Icy. The ernbryo is iinniersed in a sticliij'-, viscous, 
liquid; shows retarded size; a general edeisa is tj^ pical; and 
the bones are rerj soft and rubbery (Figure II, Plate 2), 
Microphthaliaia. The failure of one or both eyes to 
develop normally is designated as raicrophthalmia. The condi­
tion varies froa a scarcely noticeable decrease in the size of 
the eye to an apparent absence of the eje, Hutt and Green-
vraod (IGSSa) consider anophthalmia as merely an advanced 
degree of microphthalmia (Figures I and II, Plate S), 
Sctopia or eversion of viscera. Such enbr^ ros are char­
acterized by failure of the bodjr cavity to close rmich leaves 
1 r:; 
the \-iscera orcposed. Tlie condition occurs in varyin-^  de-grees 
(jiijore I, Plate 1, and Fiijare II, Plate 5), 
Hemorriiaf^ e» The incidence of heriorrliass "Eras sub-divided 
according to the location of the rupture, into tlie follot7ing 
classes: general internal liemorrhage in T7hich the point of 
rupture is not detected; external henorrna^ e at pipping tiiae; 
and lienorrhage at heart, liver, kidneys or brain. 
Sdezaa, Glassed as general; enlarged Musculus Cosiplesus; 
and odeiia around head and throat. Infiltration with liquid 
of x^ arts affected is the distinguishing characteristic. 
Constricted aenbranes. Such enbr^ ros were characterized 
by a constriction of the extra-enbryonic nezifcranes in such a 
nanner as to interfere vjith noinal developnent, Various 
parts of the body frere affected in different (2r.bryos, 
Retarded sise. Srforj'os xieve observed tl^ at shoned devel-
opiiental characteristics of a given age but in size of body 
i"ere distinctj.y smaller as conpared to nornal en:bryos of like 
developnient. For exanple, an enbryo night shov: nomal devel­
opment of a 16 day e:?ibrj,'-o in all respects except size, but in 
body size was conparable to a 13 day eribryo. 
Delayed hatch. This tenn. was used to designate enbryos 
that were slovr to hatch as compared to others of the same 
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setting, ?or ejoiiaple, enbryos were found tiiat viexe still 
alive in the siiell on the 24th day of incubation that had not 
deTeloped past the norriial SOth day stage. Such an ei;ibryo 
TTould be classified as "delayed" four days. 
Yoll-: ei^ cluded. This term designated those individuals 
in which the body cavit3' ?7as practically closed TTith the yolic 
resaining outside the body, 
Prognathia. Upper and lo"er beak of uneven length, 
E3rperencephaly, Complete absence of upper bealc, absence 
of roof of the cranium and absence of both eyes (Figure I, 
Plate 1), 
Ssencephaly. Brain exposed (Figure II, Plate 3), 
Otocephaly, Used in this study to designate estrerae 
otocephaly or complete absence of the head, 
Duplicit^r. The one case of duplicity recorded was a 
case of practically complete frKrinning, Tlie eriibrj^ 'os are joined 
firmly in the abdominal region. An example of complete twin­
ning was also found in fi&ich the t\7ins were entirely?' separate 
(Figure I, Plate 3), 
Malpositions. The normal hatching position is described 
bj'' Eutt (1929) as folloY?s: "The head is tovreird the larger 
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end of the egg, Tiie neck is so "bent as to bring tlie head to 
tlie right side of the bod^ '" and bacl-svards r/ith the beak •under 
the rit^ ht TJin=3 and ,1ust ezterrial to the fenorotibial joint. 
As a consequence of this position the tip of the beaiv rests 
near the shell at a point just vshere the inner shell neribrane 
separates from the outer to fcrin the air-cell. The feet are 
folded on the ventral side of the body almost exactly the 
sane as in a trussed fo\?l, except that the toes reach to the 
head." 
several inajor inalpositions occur coiamonly, They were 
classified as follows for this study: 
Malposition 1, Head bet-jieen thighs. Sanctuary (1925). 
Malposition 2. liead in the small end of the egg, 
HeauiTiur (1751). 
lualposition 3. Head to the left. Sanctuary (1925). 
Malposition 4. Srabryo rotated in the shell. Hutt (1929). 
Malposition 5. Head not under the •ering. Hutt and 
Cavers (1931). 
Malposition 5. Head to the left and not under vrlriQ, 
Positions 5 and 5 conibined. 
Malposition 7. Snbryo rotated and head not under wiPig. 
Positions -= and 5 combined. 
Malposition 8. Head between thighs and in SEall end of 
• 
r-ositions 1 and 2 combined. 
- IS -
Malposition 9. Feet ever head, SnLith (1951), 
Dv7arfisEi. This abnomiality is in some cases noticeable 
in the older eribryos or at hatching time but in others cannot 
be detected until the chichs are three to fiTe T7eeics of age. 
Distinguishing characteristics are: shortness of the legs, 
particularly the netatarsi; outer toes turn more or less out-
v?ard and baclc-vTard; body carriage is abnomal, the fore part of 
the body being carried lo-cver than is normal; the head is shorter 
and broader, \7ith a -'parrot" bealc; the eyes protrude and the 
skin around the head is v^ inicled and thicirened (Figure I, Plate 
4, and Figures I and II, Plate 5), 
Routine exanination of the erabryos 
Tlie first j'ear, the eggs were candled every other day 
from the fourth to the 18th das'- of incubation, and exaainations 
nade on the day of candling. The dead-in-shell xiere esanined on 
the day that the chicks Y;ere pedigreed. For the exaninations 
made at Louisiana State University the eggs were candled on 
the eighth or ninth day of incubation and again on the 17th or 
18th day of incubation, and the dead enibryos examined the same 
day as candled. The dead-in-shells and enbryos still alive 
were esar:iined on the S2nd day of incubation, or later. 
Prior to examination the eggs were separated by hens and 
arranged in order "by pens. Record for each uniiatciied egg -eras 
mads as to, dam n'uiiiber, pen nuslDer, date eg^ s were set, date 
ezariination T7as made, age of embr^ 'O at deatn, ser of enbryo 
and "notes". Tlie description of all abnoriiialities observed 
vias recorded under notes. The age of the embryo at death vras 
judged by the relatire deirelopinent of the enbryo and of the 
extra-em.bryonic nerabranes. 
The process of examination was started by opening the egg 
rather carefully mth forceps and a snail pair of scissors. 
The shell Tras renoved from, the large end of the egg and the 
shell nembranes carefully renioTed. The position in the shell 
of the more advanced eir;bryos was recorded. The erabryos viere 
removed frora the shell and apparent external abnorraalities 
noted. They were dissected to observe internal abnormalities 
if present and to determine the sex. To raaice the internal 
eicamination the embryo v^ as held 7Jith the back uppenr.ost and 
vras cut completely across the back to a point about one-third 
the distance down each side. The incision was made in the 
middle region of the lungs, thus being somei7hat anterior to 
the gonads. Incisions vjere then made parallel to the dorsal 
line of the body and extending caudally to the region of, but 
ventral to the hip Joints, The anterior end of the escised 
portion of the back X7as then grasped with blunt forceps, 
gently raised and turned posteriorly exposing the gonads and 
kidneys. After the sex was determined, the viscera ^ vere ez-
amined and gross abnormalities, if any, noted. Brittleness 
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of tlie bones i~as gauged "by breal-cins tlie metatarsus or the 
tibia of tlie ri:3lit I0.2 of the older eiibrj-os, 
The 'data on all er.:br3'0G e"Gn5ned were coded as ^ iven oe-
lov; and placed on Hollerith cards to facilitate analysis,' 
Special consideration has been given to the of the eribryos 
at death, distribution of tlie series and to descriptioris of all 
t3rpes of abnonaal ernDr^ o^s encountered; as influenced by tine 
of hatch, by breeds 037 character of nating, ty sire and by dam, 
2:atin3s were mde in attempts to determine the possible 
irlieritance of certain enbryonic abnoriTialities, particu.2£Lrly 
chondrodystroph;/, ses: ratio end mlpositions. In detemining 
the p-ode of inheritance of dtrarfisEi and the inter-relationships 
of d"rarfisirij creeper and stichinesc characters, satinr^ s tvere 
made to produce Fa and baclccross generations. 
The eggs x^ ere incubated in cabinet—tj^ e. forced draft 
incubators under controlled conditions. Settings ~erc riade 
at Louisiana State University at all seasons of the year,, al­
though nost of the eggs v/ere set during the spring, or noriial 
hatcliing season., All eggs at lor;a State Gollegc v:ere set 
betv7een January 9 e.nd hay 6, ¥:ith a Irrge p0rcer-ta.ge set dur­
ing tiie middle of the season. 
All Louisiana breeding birds were allorred outside rtins 
throughout the year lU'ch sose green feed crop aliTaj'-s available. 
The lo~a breeders «'ere confined fron oanL;ar;;r until April, but 
t;ere supplied with cod liver oil in the ration d^ jring the breed­
ing season. 
Code for Sxsjainations 
Year (ColuHn 11) 
1. 1931 
2. 1952 
3. 1953 
Institiution (Colnsn 12) 
0. Louisiana State University 
1. loVi'a State College, 1932, 193S 
2. lOTia State College, 1931 
Breed {Coluain 13) 
0. Other breeds and cross'oreds 
1, Vi'liite Legiiorn 
2» Bhode Island Red 
3. "JJliite Wyandotte 
4. Bed S Legiioni - Crossbred 
5. Red-Leghorn Gross X Red-Leghorn Gross 
6. Red-Leghorn Cross IC Red 
7. Red-Lsghorn Cross Z Leghorn 
5. Rhode Island Red S Unlaiovm Grossb3?ed (Sticky) 
9, vjhite n::;'andotte J Leghorn (Crossbred) 
Character of laating (Coluans 14 and 15) 
0, Regular 
1, Inbred (siildl3?-) 
2, Inbred-mlposition stock 
3, 3ire dv;arf carrier 
4, Both parents dwarf carriers 
5* Sire sticky carrier 
6, Both parents sticl^ - carriers 
7. Sire creeper 
8, Dam creeper 
8. Both parents creepers 
10. Si"^  or sillcy mating 
3-1, Albino (T.yandotte) niatirig 
14. Sire sticky carrier, also dvrarf carrier 
15. Sire sticky carrier - both parents dTra.rf carriers 
IS, Sire sticky carrier - also dtvarf carrier and daia creeper 
19, Sire di^ arf carrier - dan creeper 
20. Unknovm 
Dallas moaber (Gol-anns 16, 17, IS and IS) 
Sirens rAisiber (Coltirnns 20, 21, 22 and 25) 
Date set (Col-uTiins 24, 25, 25 and 27) 
lionth 24, 25 (e2ca:r.r)le 0112 is January 12tli) 
Da-/ 26, 27 
A.qe at deatli (Coliczins 23 and 29) 
1-21 - Days of incubation 
22-23-24-25 (alive) 
50 - A^ e at death unlmo'cm 
31 - iiiiTe on 21st day 
Seic (Column 30) 
0. Blanlc - unknoTm 
1. Male 
2. Ferrtale 
3. Ouestionable (i.e. unlmorai) 
Malpositions (Coluisn 31) 
0, Korcial 
1, Head bet?7een thighs 
2, Head in small end of egg 
3, Head to left 
4, Rotated in shell 
5, Head not under vang 
6, Head to left and not under vjing 
7, Head not under ijring - rotated 
8, Head in smll end and between thighs 
9, ITeed over head 
1-Ialform.Gd lliribs (Coluinns 32 and 53) 
0. Kornal 11. Feet bent 
.1. Llild chondrodystrophy 12. LoT^ er limos incomplete 
2, Kedium chondrodystrophy 13. Unclassified log ab-
3. Sxtresie chondrodystrophy noi^ nalities 
4. Heteroz3?-gous creeper 14. Short-thick and bone 
5. Honosygous creeper not birttle 
6, Bone not brittle 15. Ghondrodystrophy and 
7. Sticliy bone not brittle 
3. Short shanks 17. Sticky and short-thick 
9. Thici: shanks shanks 
10. Short-thick shanks 18. Ghondrodystrophy and 
sticky 
- Zc ^ 
ifonornialities of eyes (Ocrosm 54) 
0. Morsial 
1, Only ri'^ t eye present 
E. Only left eye present 
3, Absence of both eyes 
4, Zlicroplitlialnia riglit eye 
5, UicropiithalirLia left eye 
6, !.IicroplitIfialrn.ia botli eyes 
7, Only one eye (trhicli not designated) 
9, Unclassified eye abnormalities 
Abnornialities of head (3;-:cept eyes) (Coliiinn 44) 
0, Normal 
1, lilzenceplialy or (brain exposed) 
2, Procnatiiisn (riandiblss of -aneven size) 
S, Upper nandible rrdnature 
4, Upper nandible absent 
5. Cross-beak 
6. Head absent (extreme otocepiialy) 
7, No upper nandible,- brain exposed or hyperenceplialy 
S, Exencepiialjr and cross-beak 
9, Unclassified liead abnorraality 
aversion of "viscera (Ectopia) (Col-orm 35} 
0, Noriual 
1, open abdonen - ectopia 
S» Hernia 
Heiiiorrlia;^  (Goluinn 3S) 
0, Horijal 
1, General internal 
2» Qoneral exbemal 
3, At heart 
4, At liver 
5, I'/hen pipping (caused bj- beak) 
5. At throat 
7, At kidneys 
8, At liver \and kidneys 
9, At brain 
- 24 -
Saeioa (Column 37) 
0. Ilonnal 
1, Enlarged iiatchinvS r.uscle - (:;!usculus complssus) 
£ o Creneral 
S» At tiiroat 
4, G-izzard enlarged and filled with licjaid 
5, Aodoinen and thorasic cavities 
6, neck and breast 
7, Around }iead and I.Iusculus oonplesus 
8, Around head 
Llcaibrane abnomalities (Column 33} 
0* Homal 
1, Hembranes around neck 
2, Lieir.branes around body 
3, llenbranes around legs 
4, Hembranes around head and one foot 
5, Ileribranos around right leg 
6, Yolk menbrane around heart 
7, YoBc mer-brane around head 
S, Yolk ir-erabrane around head and body 
Retarded size (Golusin 39) 
(for stage of developnent] 
0, Ncrsal 
1, Retarded one day 
2, Retarded two days 
3, Retarded three days, etc. 
8, iincunt retarded not given 
Dela';-ed hatch (Column 4G) 
0, JTcr:^ -82 
1, Delayed one day 
2» Delajred t^ ro days 
3, Delayed three days 
S. iiunber days not given 
Yolk abnonaa.lities (Coluisn 41) 
0, Norrrial 
1, Color bright green 
2, Ruptured yolk sac 
3, not absorbed 
4, Yolk green and not absorbed 
I^ r.'bryo too decoEposed for exanination (Colurm 
0. Ilomal 
1, Too decomposed 
Lliscellaiieous abnonsalities (ColiTiin 43} 
0. Hone 
1. Tviisted spine 
E. "Siialcers" as palsy 
5. I.Ionstcrs (unclassified) 
4. Abnonial gonads 
5, Incomplete tv/inning 
7. DoiTTi not rell developed 
8. Unclassified 
Pipped (Goliinn 45) 
0. Z^ ot pipped 
1, Pipped 
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i.\SSill uS 
Llortality c-grTos 
Tables 1 oo 5 and fisiires I to lY present coniplete 
eribryo raortality for 9,110 fertile eggs and also si"e the 
mortality of the third week of incubation for 7,352 addit­
ional fertile esss. 
Year and institution. In table 1 and figure I the data 
are groapsd aocordint^  to the year and the institution in T7hich 
the eggs i?ere set. 
The general trends of the nortality curves for the var­
ious groups are in agreeinent one •srith the other and are simi­
lar in type to those observed in previous studies by PajTie 
(1919), Byerlj^  (1930), Riddle (1950), Byerly, Titus and Ellis 
(1955 a and b), Smith (1953) and Byerly, IZnos: and Jull (1954), 
The most outstanding deviations are noted belov:. The 
mortality of the IcE^ a (1951) group shows a narked increase 
for the 10th to 15th days and a,3ain on the 15th daj?-, Tliese 
increases are attributed to environmental influences as pro­
posed by Smith (1955) and Byerly, Titus and Sllis (1955a and 
b). This group is ccfciposed chiefly of dead enbrjros fros the 
v/hite wyandotte breed. The highest mortality for this group 
occurs on the 20th day which is later than for any Louisiana 
I 
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group b-ut quite similar to tlie lotra (1952) group, Tlie 
hiohsst aortaiitj/ for the lowa (1935) group ocexirs on tlie 21st ' 
day and is decidedly iiiglier than that of any other group. The 
loua (1932) and lovia {1953; groups consisted alniost entirely'" 
of highly inlDred 3, G. '.V, Leghorns. A sinilar trend is re­
ported for inbred stocl: by B:yerl3r, Znos: and Jull (1924). 
Character of riating. Tables 2 and 3 and figures II and 
III present the nortality distribution for groups separated 
according to the character of the mtings, Tlie t3;^ es of rat­
ings used consisted of regular matings, i.e. those other than 
the various special inatings given below; mildly inbred natings; 
isatings in which only the sire a carrier of dTrarfisri; rat­
ings in v;hich both parents carried dwarfisra; mtings in which ' 
both sire and dan carried dwarfism and sire also carried 
i 
stickiness; rnatings in which both parents carried stichiness; 
closely inbred S, G, 17, Leghorns (T?as 2_lso malposition stock); ; 
J 
isatings in Tvhich both parents u^ re creepers; ratings in which 
both parents carried kiisi or sill-:y plurnage; and natings in 
which the sire carried the albino character. Warren (1933a). 
Although the nortality curves are similar for all except 
one of the various kinds of matings, sone notable differences 
are evident, Liortalitj- for the regular, the mildly inbred, 
the sire dijarf carrier and the kitri natings is quite sinilar 
throughout and hatchability vras appreciably higher for these 
groups than for the others, :.'ortalit3^  for the first to the 
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TAB 
DAILY EMBR 
By Institu 
I I I  
Institution * Total " Total ' 
and year ' raimber 'percent' 
» fertile' dead ' 
1 essrs 'embryos' 1 • 2 » "5 ' « 6 
lo^ 1931 1135 40.6g 0.25 0.93 1.52 1.52 0.76 0.63 
Louisiana 1931 900 29.39 0.00 0.g9 2.39 1.44 0.73 O.hH 
Louisiana 193^ •29^3 23.96 0.92 1-97 3.30 1.66 1.43 0.71 
Louisiana 1933 40g2 2&M 0.71 l,4o 2.47 1.03 0.64 0.61 
Iowa 1932 2733 30.45 
Iowa 1933 ^19 34.56 
Average of 
four oosrolete 
groups 0,65 1.47 2.65 1.35 0.92 0.6^ 
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TABLE 1 
DAILY mSRYO ?£ORTALITY 
By Institution and Year 
Percent dead of fertile eggs set 
Bays of incubation 
* 6 <7 * i ' 10 » 11 ' 12 « 1-^ * 14 « iq » 16 
0.76 0.6g 0.59 0.16 0.51 1.43 1.77 1.35 0.34 0.6g 1.60 0.6g 
0.78 0.44 o.7g 1.22 1.00 0.67 1.33 0.56 0.56 0.56 1.^9 0.33 
IA3 0.71 0.54 0.61 • 0.24 0;20 0.27 0.24 0.l4 0.l4 0.17 0.4i 
0.64 0.61 0.73 0.61 0.59 0.49 0.32 0.59 0.15 0.15 0.42 0.51 
0.26 0.29 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.26 
0.04 0.11 0.30 0.2g 
0.92 0.64- 0.66 0.61 0.50 0.5^}- 0.59 0.57 0.21 0.25 0,64 0.4^ 

• iq ' ife~T 17 ' Ig ' iq ' go ' ai • gg • ' g4 I gq ' 1 
1.60 0.63 : 0.!5% 1.6G 3.12 5.65 2.19 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 
l.g9 0.33 1.56 i|-.7g 5.00 1.7^ 0.56 O.li 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.17 0.^1 1.33 3*33 2.51 1.56 oAi 1.12 0.20 0,14 0.00 
O.ii-2 0.51 1.37 6.10 ^.92 2.65 o.gg 0.00 0.61 - 0.4-9 0.02 
• 0.55 0.26 0.70 1.17 2.f^ 5.56 4.2g 
0.30 . 0.2g 1.02 2.6g 6.71 10.11 
5 0.6^ ' 1.31 3.92 2.60 O.g? 0.44 O.jK 0.26 0.01 

*Age at death*A1ive 
L!t ' < 20 ' > SP > I SH < 2K > nnknown 'gist da? 
.60 3-12 5.65 2.19 0.51 0 .00 0.00 0.00 11.4^ 0.51 
•73 5.00 1.7^ 0.56 0.11 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.67 
•53 2.51 1.56 O.il-l 1.12 0 .20 0.14 0.00 • 0.^1 0.00 
.10 4.92 2.65 O.gg 0.00 0 .61 • 0.4-9 0.02 0.02 0.00 
.17 2.7^5- 5.56 il-.2g 13-^7 
,68 i}-.g9 6.71 10.11 g.^2 
.49 3.92 2.60 0.27 O.iW 0.34 0.26 0.01 1.65 0.13 
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TABLE 
DAILY S2£BHY0 
By Cfharacter 
1 1 
Character* Total * Total 
of 
mating^ * dead * 
* ernbrvos * 
eggs 
set 1 
t 
* 2 
t 1 
» 1 » 
t 
ij. » 
t 
S ' 6 
1 
» 7 
0.  li}-5g 5521 0.72 1.56 2.72 1.25 1.10 0.71 0.62 
1. 211 9S3 0.i|-l 0.71 1.^2 0.51 0.^1 0.31 0.61 
2.  23S7 7352 
3. 132 ^1 1.25 ^.37 1.37 0.^3 2.08 O.S3 
K. 2g9 79^ 0.50 2.90 3.90 1.69 1.13 0.38 1.26 
6- 39 62 1.61 3.22 9.6B 3.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9. 55 0,00 0.00 3.57 2.3$ 0.00 1.19 0.00 
10. 222 0.00 1.35 0.00 
• 
0.90 0.90 0.45 0,90 
11. Sk ISO 0.00 1.11 5,00 1.11 0.56 0.00 1.11 
15. 115 225 0.00 0.89 2.67 1.33 0.^ 0.^ 0.^ 
0. Reg^ ar 
1. Mildly inlsred 
2 .  Highly inbred 
3. Sire durarf carrier 
^Legend for Character of Mating 
Both sire and dam dwarf carriers 
6. Both sire and dam stioky carriers 
9. Both parents creepers 
10. Kiwi aatir^ 
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TA3LS 2  
>AILY SiaRTO MORTALITY 
!y Character of Mating 
Percent dead of fertile eggs set 
. Days of incttbatioa 
I t f » t i t t I • I 
6 » 7 » g ' 9 » 10 « 11 » 12 • 1^ » 14 ' m • 16 • 17 
0.71 0.62 0.71 0.49 0.62 0.67 o.5g 0.25 0.31 0.72 0.4$ 1.27 
0.31 0.61 0.31 0.4l 0.31 o.gl 0.51 0.20 0.10 0.4l 0.31 0.61 
0.10 0.11 0.l4 0.22 0.36 0.26 0.91 
2.0g O.S3 0.42 0.42 • 0.21 0-00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.21 1.04 
0.33 1.26 0,50 0.3& 0.3g 0.00 0.25 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.25 1.39 
0.00 0.00 1.61 0.00 1.61 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.61 0.00 1.61 
1.19 O'.OO 1.19 2.33 1.19 2.3g 2.32 1.19 0.00 0.00 3.57 7.14 
0.45 0.90 1.35 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1.11 0.56 2.22 1.67 2,7$ 4.44 0.00 0.56 2.22 0.56 1.67 
0.44 0.44 0.44 0.^9 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 2.22 2.67 6.67 
priers 
arriers 
11. AlMno Wyai^otte 
15. Sire sticky carrier; botli parents 
dwarf carriers 

m B 
00*0 00*0 •tri?*o IftT'O 00*0 Wi ££*5 6g*g 6? *21 19*9 LS'2 2c 
00*0 9^ *0 22*2 II*I 00*0 Il-t 6g*2 ££*g A9*t 9^ *0 2< 
00*0 00*0 06*0 06*0 00*0 5£*I 0^*1? S6*-TR o6*o 00*0 00*0 & 
00*0 00*0 6l*I 6l*i 00*0 2£*2 06*11 ££*}3 06*it irI-Z • £  Oi 
00*0 00*0 00*0 19*1 00*0 00*0 Sli'9 6l*iT2 19*1 00*0 I 
00*0 00*0 S2*0 2^*0 £i*o £l*l 29*9 69*2 6£*I S2*0 £  
£2*0 00*0 12*0 21?*0 00*0 00*0 91*1 62*2 19*5 •i?o-i 12*0 I 
OS *01 96*2. ?I*9 20*-fcr 2.1*2 I6*0 92*0 9 
0G*0 00*0 19*0 I^ 'O 19*0 15*0 2£*I Z£*i? 92*1? 19*0 t£-0 I 
•t?2*0 00*0 £l'0 •t?2*0 09*0 96*0 ZS*2 G£*£ i.2*I *0 E 
JEP S-B 92-
t 1 •^ 2 1 
1 
t 
.. ,, ? 
22 1 
f. 
t2 . 
1 
02 1 •"Ft- i 21 1 
L JU 
Lt • 91 
1 
t 
jt— 

^ ! i9 
1 
» 20 
t t 
» 21 • 
1 
22 < 
,  , J  
2"^ ' 
— "1 
24 ' 2^ « 
at death' 
unknown ' 
Alive at 
21st dav 
3.30 2.57 0.96 0.60 0.24 0.15 0.00 0.24 1.63 
gg 4.37 1.32 0.51 0.61 0.51 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.31 
17 4.0g 6.1g 7.96 10.50 
6l 2.29 1.16 0.00 0.00 0.^2 0.21 0.00 Q,B3 0.00 
.69 6.68 3.7^ 1.13 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.19 6.45 0.00 0.00 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.90 ^.33 11.90 2.3g 0.00 1.19 1.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.90 H;S3 k-.03 1.35 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.33 g.g9 ii-.JW. 1.11 0.00 1.11 2.22 0.5S 0.00 0.00 
.^9 g.g9 5.33 1.73 0.00 o.Mi- 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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TABI 
PERCSIT D3AD BY 
By cliaractc 
: 1 « t 
OliaTacter of mating ' lumber • Uuffiber • 
1 
i dead embrvos 
' fertile • 
' egffs set* 1-4 
1 
0. Regular 1^5g 5521 23.66 11.? 
1. Mildly inbred 211 933 14.22 7.f 
2. Higlily inbred 2367 7352 
3. Sire dwarf carrier 132 4gl 36.36 15.3 
i{-. Botli sire and dam dwarf 
carriers 239 794 25.26 9.( 
6. Botli sire and dam sticky 
carriers 39 62 23.21 2.! 
7. Sire creeper 5 ^1 
9. Botlx parents creepers 55 9.09 3.< 
10. Kiwi mating ^5 222 11.11 17.: 
11. Albino Wyandotte 130 13.33 4.5 
l4. Sire sticky and dirarf carrier 21 56 14.29 9.i 
15. Sire sticky carrier - botli 
parents dwarf carriers 115 225 9.57 3.^ 
13. Sire sticky and dwarf carrier -
daa creeper 2 5 
19. Sire dwarf carrier - da» creeper 13 .19 
20. Unknown 11 4o 
Total number- 24gg 3703 557 25^ 
Averasre percent! 22.59 10.-
^Oharaoter of mating 2. omitted. 
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TABLE 5 
PERCSST D3AD BY FOUB DAY PERIODS 
By character of mating 
Htmber 
Percent of total dead embrvoB 
Age at deatli - days of inou'bation ' Age at 
fertile • 
eggs set' 
1 
1-4 ' 
t 
9-12 
1 t 
' 11-16 • 17-20 
•21st and 
' after 
* death 
* unknoira 
5521 23.66 11. g? g.92 6.72 40.05 7.^9 0.g9 
9^3 1^.22 7.5s 9.4g 4.74 52.13 11. g5 
7352 3.00 40.43 24.12 32.45 
4gl 36.36 15.15 3.03 1.52 3^.64 2.27 3.03 
79^ 25.26 9.00 2.77 1.73 56.40 4.g4 
62 2g.21 2.56 5.13 2.56 5^.97 2.56 
4i 
gi?- 9.09 3.64 12.73 7.27 60.00 7.27 
222 11.11 17.72 6.67 2.22 4g.g9 13.33 
1^0 13.S3 4.26 21,2g 6.3B 44.6g 9.57 
56 14.29 9.52 4,76 9.52 52.33 9.52 
225 9.57 3.4g 4.35 11.30 66.09 5.22 
5 
19 7.69 
4o 
gyog 557 25^ 201 l44 1122 IB? 19 
22.?? 10.37 g.og 5.79 4^.10 7-'?2 0.76 
ting 2. omitted. 
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FIGURE I  
E M B R Y O N I C  M O R T A L I T Y  - B Y  I N S T I T U T I O N  A N D  Y E A R  
LEGEND 
IOWA 1931(402 DEAD EM BRYOS) 1,18 5 FERTILE EGGS SET 
---  LOUISIANA 1931 (269 DEAD EMBRYOS) 900 FERTILE EGGS SET 
-—LOUISIANA 1932(705 "  "  '  2,943 
LOUISIANA 1933 (1,163 "  "  ^ 4,082 
—1 IOWA 1932/832 "  "  )  2,733 "  M 
— • IOWA 1933(1,597 "  "  J 4,619 "  •! "  
• "  ALL 6 GROUPS COMBINED (5,046 DEAD EMBRYOS) 
FOUR GROUPS ("IOWA '31^ LOUl SIAN A '31 j '32/33 J COM BINED 
(2,619 DEAD EMBRYOS^ 9,110 FERTILE EGGS SET O POINTS INDICATE TOTALS AS OF 21 ST DAY AND AFTER, 
N \U \ 
8 9 10 I I  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
INCUBATION TIME - IN DAYS 
F I G U R E  I I  
EMBRYONIC MORTALITY - BY CHARACTER OF MATING 
00 
LEGEND 
REGULAR - INCLUDES SEVERAL BREEDS BUT CHIEFLy 
WHITE LEGHORNS Vo''os) 72.1 <•/, HATCH. ! 
"^BRED fMILDLY) Cl;', 78 52 »/, HATCH. | 
SIRE DWARF CARRIER (i'J ^2 S-* HATCH | 
BOTH PARENTS DWARF CARRIER (f,%' rEBrnt^EOOi) 63-59 "fo HATCH. 1 
—^ BOTH PARENTS DWARF CARRIERS /II5 TOTAL DEAD x 40 00 u-i-u 
AND SIRE STICKY CARRIER '2?5 FERTILE EGGS' 
— B O T H  P A R E N T S  S T I C K Y  C A R R I E R  r ? j T ' i L E ° ^ t O ( : 5 )  1 3  ° / o  H A T C H  j  
CLOSELY INBRED LEGHORNS CaSST TOTAL DEAD \B7 0 0 /0 HATCH 
MALPOSITION STOCK *7174 FERTILE EGGs' 
O POINTS INDICATE TOTALS AS OF 21 ^  DAY AND AFTER 
I r I 1 ! I 
1 
M 
2 34 5 6 7 8 9 ID II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 23 24 25 
INCUBATION TIME - DAYS 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
I I 
10 
9 
6 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
0 
FIGURE I I I  
EMBRYONIC MORTALITY - BY CHARACTER OF MATING (CONTINUED^ 
LEGEND 
OO REGULAR - INCLUDES SEVERAL BREEDS BUT CHEIFLY WHITE LEGHORNS r cn r i LC  " cGGs )  ^  2 .  I 
9 BOTH PARENTS CREEPERS JOTAL^ DEAO^ j 34 55 hatch '  ^ I I 
1 0 ^'KIWI" (ALSO SI&MATING)^ J<5 79 30 HATCH i ' i t j ! 
1 1 ALBINO" WYANDOTTE ^E^NLE^ O^OSJ 7 . 77 7. HATCH 
% HATCH 
10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 2 
INCUBATION TIME - DAYS 
fourtli dav of incubation inclusive \ra.s appreciably Iiisiicr for 
the sticlxiness, tlie albino and tlie creeper natin^ s, Ezcep-
tionally hig^ h. IStli day mortality is noted for tiie sticl^ iness 
and the botli parents dwarfism carrier sire also stickijiess 
carrior mtings, "itli duarf matin^ s^ iiiternediate uotiTeen tliese 
and the higher hatchins groups laentioned preTlously, Tlie ex­
ceptionally hig].i 18th day mortalit;- is diie to tlie lethal ac­
tion of the stickiness gene at that tizne« The creeper nat-
ings sho'-j-ed a soneuhat greater iiortality for the 8th to 15th 
days and very high mortality on the ISth, 19th and 2Gth days. 
The peal: of mortality at the niddle of the incubation period 
is believed to be due to environnental conditions trhilc the 
late peal: is due to the death of honoz^ rgous creeper er.ibryos. 
The albino inatings (of IThite TV^ n^dotte breed) suffered 
hi^ i mortality on the ISth and 19th days and sho~ a riinor 
peak of nortality on the 11th and 12th days such as that noted 
for the yhite Ujrandottes in figuj^ e IT and the Io~a (lOol) 
group, also chiefly :yhite V;yandottes. The closelj* inbred Eiat-
ings which are also high salpcsition stock .^ ave a different 
t^ rpe of mortality curve for the latter part of the incubation 
period. In this ease the mortality increased consistently 
from the 16th day through the Slst day due chiefly to the 
lethal action of the malpositions. 
Considerable variation is noted in the percentaf^ o of 
the total dead esibryos that died on or after the 21st day. 
for tiis different types of riatings (see table 5), I.'ortalit3' 
for tliis period varied fron 2,27 percent for sire dwarfism, 
carrier riatings to 24,12 percent in the case of the closely 
inbred stoch. The hi^ h incidence of late nor tali t;/ in the 
inored r;iatin.-:s is here a.~ain attributed to rialpositions. The 
nagor peal: of late r.-iortality occurred variously on the ISth, 
19th, 20th or Slst day of incifoation, dependent upon the charac 
ter of the niating -ander consideration. Thus the stoch used 
accounts in part for riinor differences reported hy different 
worhers. 
Breed, Table 4 and figure lY present the distribution 
of eiabryo mortality b;r breeds, Few differences in distribu­
tion of p.ortality of any consequence are noted. The single 
coinl) lihite Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds yielded reriarkablj' 
similar nortality curves. The peai: of mortality occurred on 
the 20th day for the v-fliite V-yandotte and "miscellaneous breeds, 
uThereas it occurred on the ISth day for the other groups,. 
•The Rhode Island Red X Le^ -orn and Rhode Island Red }Z Sticlcs'' 
crossbred riatings {\7hich include the laatings producing d-crarfs) 
show appreciably higher mortalit;/ for the 18th day. 
Sate eggs were set. Table 5 presents the aistribiition of 
enbryo mortality according to the date up-on uhich the eggs 
vjere sot. The upper part of the table gives the results ob­
tained at Iowa (1931), Louisiana (1931, 1932 and 1933), The 
Table 4 
PERCENT OP EI<'IBRYOS DEAD - By Four Day Periods 
1 
' Total 
^ ^  
t Age at death - days of incubation 
-f 
'Age at 
Breed ' number t • 1 ' i — •' 2l3t ' death 
' dead » t f 1 1 and •unlmovm 
' embryos f 1-4 » 5-8 ' 9-12 ' 13-16 ' 17-20 ' after t 
0. Miscellaneous 
breeds and 
crossbreeds 276 7; 24 8.69 9.78 7% 25 52.89 12.31 1.81 
1. White Leghorn 590 23.73 13^ 05 8,30 3.39 42>8B 8.48 0,17 
2. Rhode Island Red 841 27; 94 12.24 6.90 5.71 40.43 5.95 0^ 83 
S. White V/yandotto 338 18.94 7.10 15.67 10.66 38.46 8^ 88 0.30 
4. Red by Leghorn 
or0sabred 259 25.26 8.99 2.77 1.74 56.41 4.84 0.00 
8. Red by Stlcl<y 
crossbred 184 17,39 4.35 4.35 8.68 60.32 4.90 0.00 
!D. Highly inbred 
Leghorns 2367 ? ? ? 3.00 40.43 24.12 32.45 
26 
24 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
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FIGURE IV 
CMBRYONIC MORTALITY - BY BREEDS 
LEGEND 
R f REDS (QA\ DEAD EMBRYOS.) 
WHITE WYANOOTTtS ("338 DEAD EMBRYOS-) 
r i red x leghorn crossbred (289 dead embryos) 
miscellaneous cr0s5breds and small number of 
OTHER PUREBREDS (276 DEAD EMBRYOS) 
r l  red X 5TfCKY - unknown crossbred (iqa dead embrvos/ 
white leghorn louisiana ONLY (590 dead EMBRYOb) 
\ 
) 
\ !!/ r % / 7 V 
•<1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ^ 10 11 IP.  13 14 16 17 ib 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
INCUBATION TIME - IN DAYS 
TABLE 5 
TOTAL KmiBIiHi DEAD, PERCENT DM, BY FOUR DAY PKRIODS 
AND PJJRGKfIT OF DKAD EIW.5HY0S PIPPED 
Date eggs 'Total * Days of Inoubatlon __*of total 
were sot »nurabor * * * ' •dead 
» doad » 1-4 » 5-8 • 9-lS • 13-16 » IV-SO < and »pippod 
t t » t » r » after » 
Fom' ^roupa oomblned 
January 1-17 65 16,92 9,23 10,77 1,54 52,31 9,23 21,54 
January 18-30 165 12,12 11,52 2,42 3,64 59,39 10,91 15,76 
February 1~16 347 19,88 8,93 6,63 3,46 46,11 14,99 12,68 
February 10-27 354 24,80 10,24 7,48 10,63 38,19 8,66 4,72 
tiaroh 1-13 278 23,91 10,51 11,23 5,80 44,20 4,35 8.27 
March 18-30 254 17,32 8,66 9,84 6,69 48,82 8,66 8,66 
April 1-14 228 17,26 8,41 11,06 4,42 51,77 7.08 10,53 
April 15-S9 268 24,07 13,33 5,19 4,07 48,89 4,44 8,21 
May 230 34,20 14,72 4,33 4,76 36,36 5.63 5,65 
Sept, - Oct, 202 16,16 10,61 14,14 11,62 43,94 3,54 8.91 
Nov, - Dec, 197 29,95 8,63 8,12 5,08 41,62 6,60 8,63 
Number for total 
oxamination 2488 547 260 202 144 1142 193 235 
Percent for total 
examination 22,03 10,47 8,14 5.80 45,80 7.77 9,45 
Iowa - 1933 
Jamiary 9, 16 87 2,30 59,77 28,73 24,14 
January 23, 30 197 1,52 48,22 26,90 25,88 
B'ebruary 6, 13 128 1,56 49,22 21,87 28,12 
February 20, 27 111 7,21 49,55 25,22 23,42 
Itoroh 6, 13 317 r 15,77 35,65 35,33 22,08 
Marcy 20, 27 356 2,53 44,94 32,58 27,81 
April 3, 10 343 1,46 49,27 30,61 28.28 
Nurftber for total 
examination 1539 34 707 476 399 

*jr»x-uoao 
Date Gggs 'Total * Baya of Inoubatlon •of total 
were sot •numbor * * 't • ^TsT^'doad 
» dead ' 1-4 » 8-8 » 9-lS • 13-16 » 17-SO » and 'pipped 
f t f f » » I after • 
Four g;roup8 oomblnod 
January 1-17 65 16.92 9,23 10,77 1.54 52,31 9,23 21,54 
January 18-30 165 12.12 11,52 2,42 3.64 59,39 10,91 15,76 
February 1-16 347 19,88 8,93 6,63 3,46 46.11 14.99 12,68 
February 18-S7 254 24.80 10,24 7.48 10,63 38.19 8,66 4,72 
March 1-13 278 23,91 10,51 11,23 5,80 44,20 4.35 8,27 
March 18-30 254 17,32 8,66 9,84 6,69 48,82 8.66 8.66 
April 1-14 228 17,26 8.41 11,06 4,42 51,77 7.08 10,53 
April 15~S9 268 24,07 13,33 5,19" 4.07 48,89 4 . 44 8,21 
May 230 34,20 14.72 4.33 4,76 36,36 5.63 5.65 
Sept, - Oct, 202 16.16 10,61 14,14 11,62 43,94 3,54 8.91 
NOV, - Dec, 197 29.95 8.63 8,12 5,08 4l, 62 6,60 8,63 
Number for total 
oxarnlnation 2488 547 260 202 144 1142 193 235 
Percent for total 
examination 22,03 10,47 8,14 5,80 45,80 7.77 9,45 
Iowa - 1933 
January 9, 16 87 2.30 59,77 28,73 24,14 
January S3, 30 197 1.52 48,22 26,90 25,88 
February 6, 13 128 1.56 49.22 21.87 28.12 
February SO, 27 111 7,21 49,55 25,22 23,42 
laarch 6, 13 317 t 15,77 35.65 35,33 22,08 
Marcy 20, 27 356 S.53 44.94 32,58 27,81 
Aj,)ril 3, 10 343 1,46 49.27 30,61 28.28 
IJUmber for total 
examination 1539 34 707 476 399 
Peroent for total 
exaraimtion 2.21 45,94 30,93 25,93 
iSJil 

lo-crer part presen'Gs data for lovra (1953), Tlic date the egrzs 
viere set was not available for the loTv-a (1352) group. 
SzaiTiination of the data in table 5 reveals that no con­
sistent seasonal difference in distribution of r:iorta.lity T/as 
obtained i2i either croup,. -Iliis is contrary:" to the r.^ r:: of 
Si-iith (l£o5] vihc reported for Ontario, Canada, a striking dif­
ference in seasonal distribution of mortality. Tliis lach of 
a£:ree:;ient naj bo dv.o to differences in geosraphioal location 
and attendant environnental conditions, 
The percenta^ -e of the total nujr.ner of dead G:rfcr3^ ';s that 
pipped for the upper group in table 5 v:a.s soneT;hat higher 
during January and February than for other months, but no 
consistent seasonal trend uas present. ?or the lo-a (1953) 
data little difference existed for the different dates that 
the eggs ivere set. 
Classification and incidence of abnorcial eiiibryos 
A rather detailed classification is given in table 6 of 
the anoiTialous enbryos encountered upon ey:anination of all un-
hatched eggs (2,438) fron 9,110 fertile er^ ^^ s set. 
Certain classifications under "nalfornod logs" occiirred 
only in a fevJ r-atings. The creeper cjiaracter described bj-
Landauer and Dunn (1930) and Lai';dauer (1932), and sticl:3- char­
acter described by Byerl^ / and Jull (1930) and (1932) are de­
finitely^  icnoi-Tn to be inherited and consequently occurred, only 
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in special natiiii^ s, Short-tiiicL; slianks and lack of brittle-
ness Oi bones occurred iTitli but few exceptions in dv;arxiss. 
natings, Chondrodystropii3r ^ as noted in 6.55 percent of total 
dead embryos or as 1.79 percent of all fertile oggs set. 
Absence of one or both eyes occurred in 2.21 percent of 
the dead er^ bryos or 0.60 percent of fertile sGgs. It vras 
not ascertained trhether the left e^ -e or tlie rii'lit eye './as 
in-vTolved nore frequently, but only one -jvc^ s affected in 35 in­
stances TThile both eyes i^ ere affected in 20 cases. 
L'icroplithalnia appeared in the left eye in fix"e in­
stances, the ri^ it eye in three instances and in both oyes in 
17 eases, Th-e total frequenc;^ - of nicrophthalnia equaled 
1 percent of all dead cr.bryos or 0.27 percent of all fertile 
eggs, 
jJversion of viscera vq.s noted in 2.61 pcrcent, heraor-
rhase of various l£inds in 6.67 percent and edema in 3.17 per­
cent of the dead embryos esarained. Constricted eirbra-enbi^ .-onic 
menibranos accoimted for 1 percent of the embryos that died. 
Retarded sise of einbryos prabably "sas not a direct cause of 
death, but indicated the presence of sorae functional disturb­
ance T-?hich prevented norinal grovrbh of the eiibr^ ro. Two and 
tx7enty-four one hu:i.dredths percent of the unh-atchod o'-:r;;s 
•;:7ere classified as delayed hatch. 
TAB; 
CLASSIFICATION AID IHOIDS^CS OF A 
All dead eaibryos (24^) ezaaine 
Classification of 
abnormalities 
' Incidence 
• ' As percent "As Derceat of 
• Hiuaber ' of total 'total fertile 
• 'dead eabrvos' eggs set 
Cliondrodystrophy 
Creepers 
Poorly calcified shanks 
Stickys 
Sliort tiiick shanks 
Legs incompletely formed 
Unclassified leg abnormalities 
Total malformed legs 
Absence of one or both eyes 
MicrophtlJjalaia (one or both eyes) 
Unclassified eye abnormalities 
Total abnormal eyes 
Ectopia or eversion of viscera 
General internal hemorrhage 
(Jeneral hemorrhage at pipping 
Hemorrhage at heart 
Hemorrhage at liver — kidneys 
Hemorrhage at brain 
Total hemorrhage 
General edema 
Enlarged Masculus coa^lexas 
Edema around head «- throat 
Total edema 
163 
33 
11 
17 
124 
6 
& 
362 
55 
2| 
gil-
65 
67 
I 3^ 
12 
166 
27 
29 
23 
79 
6.55 
oill 
o.6g 
0.2^?-
0.32 
14-. 5^?-
2.21 
1.00 
0.16 
5.37 
2.61 
2.69 
0.76 
1.37 
6.67 
1.02 
1.17 
0.92 
3.17 
1.79 
0.36 
0.12 
0.19 
1.36 
0.07 
0.09 
3.9^ 
0.60 
0.27 
o.o4 
0.91 
0.71 
0.7^ 
0.21 
0.37 
0.37 
0.13 
1.g2 
0.30 
0.32 
0.25 
o.g7 
^Exclusive of eye abnoi 
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table 6 
IDSSrCS OF ABSGR-MAL EMBRYOS KsJOOUKTSRSD 
•SS) exaained from 9110 fertile eggs 
r 
•oercent of 
thl fertile* 
eggs set * 
Classification of 
alsnormalities 
Incidence 
' As percent 
Hiimber ' of total * 
'dead eabryos* 
As percent of 
total fertile 
eggs set 
1.79 
0.36 
0.12 
0.19 
1.36 
0.07 
0.09 
3.9s 
0,60 
0.27 
0.0^ 
0.91 
0.71 
0.7^ 
0.21 
0.37 
0.37 
0.13 
1.g2 
0.30 
0.32 
0.25 
O.S7 
Constricted membrane around 
t!ie body 5 
Constricted aembrane around 
head - neci I5 
Constricted laeabrane around legs 5 
Total constricted eztra-eabryonic 
laeabranes 25 
Retarded size (for relative 
development) ^5 
Delayed hatch - one day 3 
Belayed hatch - two days I9 
Belayed hatch - three days 20 
Delayed hatch - four days 7 
Delayed hatch - number days not 
specified 7 
Total delayed hatch 56 
Color of yolk bright green 21 
Haptured yolk sac I6 
Yolk excluded 7 
Total yolk abnoaraaalities 44 
Prognathism 10 
Upper mandible absent 
(h3rperencephaly) 12 
Cross-beaks 10 
Sxenpephaly 26 
Head absent (otocephaly) 3 
Unclassified head abnormalities 12 
Total abnonaalities of head^ 73 
0.20 
0.60 
0.20 
1.00 
l.Sl 
0.12 
0.76 
O.gO 
0.2g 
0.2g 
2.24 
0.g4 
0.64 
0.2g 
1.76 
0.40 
0.4g 
o.4o 
l,o4 
0.12 
o.4g 
2.92 
0.05 
0.16 
0.05 
0.26 
0.49 
0.03 
0.21 
0.22 
O.Og 
O.Og 
0.62 
0.23 
O.lg 
O.Og 
0.49 
0.11 
0.13 
0.11 
0.29 
0.03 
0.13 
O.gO 
>f eye abnormalities. See this classification given separately. 

TABLE 6 
Incidence 
CLASSIFICATION AHD IHCIDMCS 
Togetiier a coapar 
"T" "i T As percent of 
Classification of t lumber 'As percent of total fer­
abnormali t i es » * total dead ' tile eggs 
t ' embrros ' set 
Twisted spine 2 o.og 0.02 
Incomplete twinning 
0.04 {duplicity) 1 0.01 
Unclassified terata 16 0.6^ O.lg 
Total miscellaneous 19 0.76 0.21 
^'Sasbryos too decojsrposed to 
^.10 permit identification 102 1.02 
Maluoaitions 
116 .^66 1. Head "between thighs 1.27 
2. Head in snsall end of 
egg 170 6.23 l.?7 
3. Head to left 59 ^57 0.65 
Ssbryo rotated in shell 100 ^.02 lao 
5. Head not under -wing 95 5.7^ 1*02 
b. Positions 3 sjod 5 
combined 5 0.20 0i05 
7. Positions k- and 5 
Gombined 15 0.60 0.16 
g. Positions 1 and 2 
0.44 combined 11 0.12 
9. Feet over head 2 o.og 0.02 
Total all malpositions 571 22.9^1. 6.26 
Total all abnormalities 1589 63»79 17.42 
included in total abnonnalities 

TA3LS 6 {Oontiiiued) 
AUB IHCIDSJsOS OF ABKOHMAL SMBRYOS 3NG0UIJT3HES 
lirith a cosroarison -with -Dreirioua results 
B. Cosstparisoa of iacidsnce of certaia sonsters and alsnori 
oonditions -srith some previous results - As percent of 
total dead embryos 
*Hutt' and Greenwood* 'Taylor, Guzmg'' 
» (1929) 'Hutt (19P)* and Hoses ' 
* Sdinburgli ' Himesota ' (1953) , ' 
Hyp erenc ephaly 1.5,2 0.13 
Microplithalsaia 
(Including eyes absent). 1,06 1,3s 1.02 
Sxencephaly 1.09 0.25 0.^1 
Prognathism 0.07 0.07 0.61^ 
Ectopia (or eversion of 
viscera) 0.05 . 0.10 0.^ 
Otocephaly 0.01 6.12 • 
Legs incosmlete 0.02 0.05 
Hemorrhage 1.7^ 
Sdeaa 1.63 
Duplicity 
) 
0.06 . 0.07 0.06 
^These embryos were from cMlled eggs but gave quite similar rest 
to l,30g clieck lot e^s. 
2 Includes both iiyperencerpitaly and prognatMsm. 

3onti2iaed) 
>F ASEOmkL SMBRYOS 2SG0UHT3RED 
3on -witli preTieus results 
B. OomDarisoa of incidsscs of certa.ia aoastsrs and a"baoraal 
conditiong with some previous results - As percent of 
total dead embryos 
-
1 
t 
1 
Hatt and Greenwood 
(1929) 
Sdinburgb 
11.797 dead 
T 
"*Hutt (1930) 
' Minnesota 
*f^ r974 dead 
'Taylor, GtamS' 
' and Moses ' 
; 1 * 
• deadr * 
Present 
study 
perencephaly 1.52 0.13 0.4g 
sroplithaliBia 
aoluding eyes absent), 1.06 1.36 1.02 3.21 
encephaly 1.09 0.25 O.^ KL 1.04 
ognathisffl 0.07 0.07 0.6I2 0.40 
topia (or eversion of 
Bcera) 0»05 ^ 0.10 0.^  2.61 
ocephaly 0.01 6.12 . 0.12 
gs incoumlete 0.02 0.05 0.24 
Borrbage i.7^  6.67 
exsa 1.6g 3.17 
plicity 
) 
0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 
T^bese embryos were from cMlled eggs but gave quite similar results 
to 1,30^  check lot eggs. 
p 
Includes both bypereneepbaly and prognatMsa. 

Abnormalities of the head exclusive of eye abnormali­
ties fall chiefly into tvio categories, abnomal "beaks and 
abnornal slaill developnent or oxencephaly. She total so 
classified is 2.91 percent of the dead enbryos of Tjliich 1,04 
percent is ezenceplialj, 1,28 percent bealc abnoz^ malities, 
0.12 percent head absent and the balance unclassified, 
I-.lalpositions constit^ ited 22,94 percent of all dead en-
bryos or 3,26 percent of the fertile eg^ s set, 
Tlie total of 63,79 percent abnormal eiubrj'os of all dead 
or 17.42 percent of all fertile esGS set is slightly higher 
than act'oally encountered because a fexT embryos showed nore 
than one abnorisality. This total is greater than obtained 
by previous investigators. In experinents conducted to as­
certain the effects of electric current interruption upon 
enbryo mortality, Taylor £md coworkers (1933) obtained a 
total of 33,94 percent anoinaloiis embr^ ros in his control lot, 
Hutt and Greenfrood (1929) reported tliat monsters ac­
counted for "at least 3,5 percent of all mortality^ ', Hutt 
(1930) foimd 1,07 percent to 4,53 percent terata and he 
Quotes the v7orIs; of Hiss Alsop (1919) in i;?hich she identified 
5,43 percent abnormally developed embiyos, and Byerly (1930) 
who obtained 3,1 percent terata. These figures 
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are all below the 10.2E percent abnormally fonried. enbryos 
ionr.d in this stud3^ « The total (10,22 percent) includes only 
embryos trith inconLpletelj/ foiraed legs, abnormal eyes, ever si on 
Qt viscera, abnonaalities of the head and niscellaneous 
terata. It does not include chondrodj-strophj'- nalpositions, 
edeina, etc. 
In part b of table 5 is given a comparison V7ith previous 
i7orle, of the incidence of eight tj'pes of monsters encountered 
in this studj?-, Hyperencephaly is the only type of monster 
that "as found less frequently in this study (0,43 percent) 
than in the previous investi^ tions. Its incidence -.'as 
greater in Eutt and G-reenTOod*s (1929b) Edinburgh -nork 
(1,52 percent), but in the Llinnesota v^ ork of Hutt this type 
of nonster tTas nuch less conmion (O.IS percent), liicrophthal-
nia and ectopia were nuch more frequently found in the present 
study than in the iTOrk of Hutt (19S0a) or Taylor and co-
•worhers (1953), Hemorrhage and edema were also nore coinmon 
in these data than in Taylor*s. 
Eye and brain defects constituted only 47,85 percent of 
total monsters in this TOrk, but comprised 93 percent of all 
terata in Hutt and G-reen^ rood * s data and 74 percent in Byerly^ s 
data. 
One hundred and two embryos, or 4,10 percent of the total 
nmiber examined, f/ere in such a state of deconposition that 
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it TTas not possible to determine xrlietlier or not any abnormal­
ity existed* 
Incidence of certain abnoiraalities - character of i-aating;. 
The incidence of the corsnonly encountered abnonaalities, "v?as 
deteiMined for the different character of matings. These data 
are presented in "table 7, 
Chondrodystrophy' occurred much aore frequently in the Al­
bino 'J^ n^dotte matings (23,40 percent of all dead embryos) 
than in &nj other type of nating. Kiwi isatings also show-
high incidence of this condition. The incidence of chondro­
dystrophy obviously varied \7idely for the different types of 
natings, 
Ejre abnoriiialities were soiiiewhat laore frequent in the sire 
d^ arf carrier siatings but occurred rather uniformly in all 
types of xnatings. Hemorrhage occurred most frea_uently in the 
Albino Uyandotte natings (14,98 percent of all dead embryos}, 
but was rather evenly distributed in the other types of nat-
ings. Delayed hatch fvas confined chiefly to three t^ 'pss of 
inatings. It accounted for 14,89 percent of Albino Yyyandotte 
dead, 13,33 percent of kiv^ i dead and 8.53 percent of the 
aildly inbred dead, yet occurred as only 2.24 percent of all 
dead eribryos. The other abnormalities given in table 7 do 
not appear to be associated with any certain tj'pe of mating, 
A total of 72,62 percent of nildly inbred, 77.77 percent of 
TABL 
IHCIDMOE OF CER7. 
By cliaracte: 
(Percent of tot 
Character of 
aating 
• Hxuaber • ^ ^ 'Absence of ' ^ * 
* Total ' fertile'Chondro- * and ^Sversiou'Hemor 
'number' eggs 'dystropiiy'microphthalmia* of 'rhage 
set • ' eves * dead ' 
I I 
' viscera* 
t t 
0. Regular 1^1-53 5521 
1. Mildly inbred 211 9^3 
3. Sire dwarf 
carrier 132 4gl 
k-. Both d'srarf 
carriers 239 79^ 
9. Both creeper 55 
10. Kiwi mating ^ 222 
11. Albino Wyandotte 9^ 1^0 
15- Sire sticSry -
both dwarf car­
riers 115 225 
Miscellaaeotis 
matings S9 620 
Average all 
ffiatings 24gg ^110 
9.46 
9.09 
^.15 
5.^ 
15.56 
23,^0 
6.07 
3.77 
3.32 
5.30 
3. SI 
3.6^!-
1.06 
Q.gy 
3.22 7.4-1 
1.90 4.74 
1.52 5.30 
1.73 
l.g2 
6.67 
3M 4.35 
3.33 2.61 6.67 
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TABL2 7 
3H0E OF CERTAIN ABHORMALITISS 
By character of mating 
roent of total dead eaibryos) 
I t 1 »' I I f t . 12^0 
BTsio-n^Heaor-* SdeTfia*A"biiormal ^Retarded'Delayed' Yoli als- * Beak a"b- 'Sxen- 'ma 
5f 'riiage ' 'aeabranes* size ' iiatch • normalities*nonaalities*cer>lialy'cl 
Iscera' • * ' ' • • ' * P 
«  I  »  «  t t »  . 1  ?  3 g  
5.22 7.^1 ^.05 1.10 2.33 0.69 l .JB ' 1.^5 1.^5 
1.90 i|-.7i|- 2.37 1.52 1.^2 g.53 1.42 0.95 
1.52 5.30 1.52 1.73 2.27 2.27 0.76 1.52 
1-73 3.^1 1.33 1.73 1.04 1.73 1.04 
1.^2 5.45 3.64 l.g2 3.64 
S.67 2.22 13.33 
1^.89 3.19 2.13 14.69 1.06 
5.4^ ^•33 3.^ 0.87 0.^7 2.61 0.27 
?.6l 6.67 3.17 1.00 l.gl 2.24 - 1.76 1.2g 1.04 

7 
H ABHORICALITISS 
of mating 
. dead eaibryos) 
1 t I I 1 I 'Total abiolr-
Sdeaa'Abnormal 'Retarded'Delayed* Yolk ab» ' Beak ab- 'Sxen- 'aalities (In-
'membranes* size ' batch 'noraalities'normalities'cephaly'eluding aal-
' ' * ' * t - t positions -
' * I ; I ' 'See table Q) 
4.05 1.10 2.33 0.69 1.73 ' 1.^5 1.^5 53.29 
2.37 1.52 1A2 g.53 1.42 0.95 72.62 
1.52 1.73 2.27 2.27 0.76 1.52 57.31 
1,33 1.73 1.04 1.73 1.04 50.17 
3.64 l.g2 3.64 47.27 
2.22 13.33 77.77 
3-19 2.13 14.^9 1.06 ^5.09 
3M 0.87 0.^7 2.61 0.g7 
3.17 1.00 l.gl 2.24 'I.76 1.2g 1.04 

tiae IciTTi, and 35,01 percent of tiie iLLbino Wyandotte satings 
trere classified as liavinc some a"bnorsality, Jor the other 
five t3-pes of natincs only about one-half of all dead embryos 
i?jere classified as abnorsal. 
Incidence of mlpositions - year and institution> The in­
cidence of r::iilpositions according to year and institution is 
given in table 3. Description of the sereral nalpositions and 
the numbers by which they are designated in this study are 
given in this table. In the later tables the malpositions are 
identified by number only. Part A gives the data as percent 
of the total number of erabr^ ros that died on the 18th day or 
thereafter^  and part B the incidence of malpositions as per­
cent of the number of easbryos that ^ ere alive on the 18th dajr, 
T-ie purpose in presenting the data in table 3 xjas to il­
lustrate the great variation encountered in the occurrence of 
malpositions in different years and at the txio different in­
stitutions, Certain malpositions varied -sridely from group to 
group as did the frequency to total irxalpositions. This is 
true Tsrhether the basis of consideration is as percent of dead 
embryos ISth day or thereafter, or as percent of ISth day 
living einbryos. 
Incidence of ijalpositions - character of rratlng. The 
frecuency Trith ivhich laalpositions occurrod in different tj-xes 
of satings is shown in table 2, Tlie data given a.re- based 
- I 
?AI 
INCI3EHC2 OF TA! 
By year aac 
Izistitution 
T  ' H o .  d e a d  
Year* ejabryos 
•igtb day or 
» tliereafter 
I 
I 
I 
*Ho, IStli' 
Ho. fertile* 
eggs set J 
t 
t 
1 
day * Head * Head in* ' 
living * between* small * Head ' 
emlaryos* tiiigbs* er.d of ' to ' 
» * egg ' left * 
• 1 » 2 ' 3 ' 
t I t I 
A. Percent of eatbrvos deac 
lo^ 
Louisiana 
Louisiaixa 
Louisiana 
Iowa 
Iowa 
1931 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1932 
1933 
l6l 
116 
m 
376 
1127 
32.30 
7.76 
6.72 
6.65 
3.si 
10.56 
17.24-
13.19 
15.16 
g.yg 
9.67 
g.70 
^[33 
IS. 09 
13.13 
B. Percent of 1£ 
loira 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Iowa 
Iowa 
1931 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1932 
1933 
11^5 
900 
29^3 
4og2 
2733 
4619 
364 
7^7 
2511 
3359 
2277 
4-149 
6.02 
1.20 
0.4g 
1.2g 
1.10 
0.99 
1.97 
2.6g 
1.43 
2.g9 
1.45 
2.63 
1.62 
0.67 
0.4g 
0.83 
2.99 
3.57 
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TABLE g 
EHOE OF. VARIOUS KALP0SITI05S 
By yea? aad institution 
» ' 
Head*Positions•Positiojis'Positions*Feet * Total So.'Percent mal-in' ^ 
11 ' Head 'Rotated' aot • 3 and 5 * ^ 5 ' 2. and 2 
of ' to ' in 'trnder'oombined 'ooabined 'combined 
g » left * ' • 
x
shell 
i|. 6 g 
*over 
jjieac; 
* 9 I 
I 
- 'positions oi 
' positions'emljriros dea< 
' 'iStli day or 
' ' Atiiereaf ter 
3 I 
abrvos dead Igth dav or thereafter 
;6 
I 
'g 
7 
g.70 
Mo 
lg.09 
13.13 
13.04-
6.90 
9.16 
7.19 
3.19 
2.93 
l.g6 
1.72 
1.47 
13.13 
24-. 73 
37.09 
1.2^ 
0.00 
0.37 
0.31 
0.27 
o.lg 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.34 
I-
1.24 
0.00 
0.37 
1.25 
1.g6 
0.62 
0.62 112 69.56 
0.66 ^5 3^ .79 
0.00 91 33.^ 
0.00 323 ^.4g 
0.00 259 6g.g9 
5.15 g21 72. g5 
ircent of Igth daT living eabrvos 
17 
>S 
i9 
>5 
1.62 
0.67 
0,4g 
0.33 
2.99 
3.57 
2.43 
1.07 
1.00 
1.37 
0.53 
0.79 
0.35 
0.27 
0.16 
2.50 
4.0g 
10.07 
0.23 
0.00 
0.04-
0,06 
0.04 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.45 
O.gg 
0.12 
0.23 
0.00 
0.04 
0.2i}-
0.31 
0.17 
0.12 
0.13 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
i.4o 

MUJPOSITIONS 
4»^4»4 
CPU VdkWJuA 
Ma:|.t)03iti0n3 _ ' ' ^ ' 
• Head* Positions'Positions'Positions'Feet • Total Ho.'Percent aai-'PeroBnt 
ted' not ' 3 5 ' ^ and 5 ' 3. and 2 'over ' laal- 'positions of'nalposi-
'under'ooffibined 'coabined 'combined 'Jiead 'positions'einbr3ros dead'tions of 
11 ' wing' ' ' II 'Igtli day or 'l3tli day 
' 5 ' ^ * 7 ' ^ ' 9 ' '-^-tiiereafter ' living 
» « 2 I ' ^ J 'embryos 
h day or thereafter 
04 
90 
16 
19 
19 
93 
1.36 
1.72 
1.4? 
15.13 
24.73 
37.09 
1.2ii. 
0.00 
0.37 
0.31 
0.27 
O.lg 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.3^ 
1:11 
1.24 
0.00 
0.37 
1.25 
1.86 
0.62 
0.62 
o.g6 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
5.15 
112 
45 
91 
323 
259 
g21 
69.56 
33.7? 
33.^ 
50.4g 
SB, $9 
72.35 
a? living eabryos 
43 
07 
00 
37 
53 
79 
0.35 
0.27 
0.16 
2,50 
4.0g 
10.07 
0.23 
0.00 
0.04 
0.06 
0.04 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.45 
O.gg 
0.12 
0.23 
0.00 
0.04 
0.24 
0.31 
0.17 
0.12 
0.13 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.4o 
12.97 
6.02 
3.63 
9.62 
11.3s 
19.79 
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TABLH 9 
INCID2SCE 0? VARIOUS HAL 
By character of aat 
Character of isating 
t 
t 
t 
1 
^ Total • 
• number' 
' dead ' 
' eiabrvos' 
Humb 
ferti 
egg 
set 
Hegular 0 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
Igth 
embryos 
daylliving 
1458 552 
Mildly inbred 1 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
l^th 
embryos 
day living 
211 92 
Highly inbred laaiposition stock 2 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
Igth 
embryos 
day living 
Sire d^s^rf carrier 3 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
Igth 
embryos 
day living 
132 4g 
Both parents dwarf carriers 4 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
lath 
embryos 
day living 
2g9 79 
Both parents creepers 9 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
iSth 
CTibryos 
day living 
55 8 
Kiwi ajating. 10 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
ISth 
embryos 
day living 
45 22 
Albino Wyandotte mating 11 Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
Igth 
embryos 
day living 
94 
Sire sticky carrier and both 
parents dwarf carriers 15 
Percent 
Percent 
of 
of 
dead 
Igth 
embr3ros 
day living 
115 22> 
Miscellaneous matings Percent of dead embryos 39 6S 
Averages - All satii^s except Percent of dead embryos 24gg 9li< 
highly inbred malposition Percent of I3th day living 
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TABL3 9 
SSCS OF VARIOUS MALPOSITIOIS 
By character of mating 
' Total ' Humbe? ^ ^ ' * 
* ntuBber*fertile^ Mal-positions ' Total ' Total 
' dead ' eggs ' ' * ' ' • •mraiber'percent 
'eiabrvos* set ' 1 » 2 • ^ » 4 • q • 1 
yos 
li-^ng 
1458 5521 5.og 
1.52 
6.17 
1.92 
2.67 
0.^3 
4.46 
1.39 
l.g5 
0.5^ 
0.l4 
0.04 
297 20.37 
6.34 
yos 
living 
211 9^3 6.64 
1.55 
g.53 
2,00 
1.42 
0.33 
9.95 
2.33 
10.43 
2.44 
7^ 36.97 
g.65 
yos 
living 
3.29 
1.24 
6.42 
2.43 
9.02 
3-41 
2.gg 
1.09 
22.19 
g.39 
2.39 
0.90 
1122 46.19 
17.46 
70s 
living 
132 4gl 4.55 
1.51 
4.55 
1.51 
1.52 
0.51 
2.27 
0.75 
13-64 
4.52 
35 26.53 
g.go 
yos 
living 
2S9 79^ 4.50 
1.94 
g.65 
3.73 
1.73 
0.75 
4.g4 
2.09 
10.03 
4.32 
g6 29-75 
12.63 
yos 
living 
55 24 1.82 
1.67 
7.27 
6.67 
l.g2 
1.67 
5.45 
5.00 
5.45 
5.00 
12 21. gl 
20.01 
yos 
living 
45 222 11.11 
2.44 
17.7^ 
3.90 
0.00 
0.00 
2.22 
0.49 
4.44 
0.93 
16 35.55 
7.Si 
yos 
living 
94 ISO 5.32 
3.73 
g.51 
5.97 
4.26 
2.99 
1.06 
0.75 
5.32 
3.73 
23 24.47 
17.17 
yos 
living 
115 225 6.09 
3.95 
13.04 
g.47 
3.4^ 
2.26 2.26 
5.22 
3.39 
36 31.31 
20.33 
yos S9 620 19 21.35 
yos 
living 
242g 9110 5.10 
1.71 l-M 2.57 0.g6 4.62 1.55 4.54 1.52 o.og 0.03 602 24.20 g.l2 
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upon total dead erabrj'os tnroughout the entire period of in­
cubation and upon tlie nunber of ei3br;^ '-os tiiat x?ere living on 
tne IStli day-
It may be noted tliat tae occurrence of malpositions var­
ies r/idely for the different groups. Attention is called in 
particular to the increased frequency of total nalpositions 
TJhicli is based upon ISth day living enbryos in the highly in­
bred natings, both parents dwarfism carrier natings, creeper 
natings and Albino Vi'yandotte matings. It has been suggested 
by previous investigators that rrianj'- of the inalpositicns found 
are inherited. The highly variable incidence of isalpositions 
found in table 9 is in agreement ",1th this suggestion, Znere-
fore, it is desirable to study these data in greater detail 
according to individual mating. 
Incidence of abnoraalities - breed. Distribution of the 
various abnormal esbryos encountered is given in table 10 by 
breeds, 
Sscluding the raiscellaneous group, chondrodystrophy ^ as 
much raore coDEion in the cfnite Wsrandottes used than in anj?-
other breed. Malpositions accounted for 45,19 percent of all 
dead embryos in the highly inbred single coab v/hite Leghorns, 
55,87 percent in the niscellaneous group and approsinately 25 
percent for T/hite wyandottes. Red Z Leghorn crossbreds and 
Hed S sticky crossbreds. The regular single comb white 
TABLj 
IHCIDS3SC2 OF OEETJ 
By b] 
(PercCTit of totaj 
Tfotal ' * 
Breeds ' irtiisber ^diondro- • Malpositioni 
f rt-P (9oo»^ •r1-*re4;T»ft-nlTw' ' • • ' 
f 
of dead'dystrophy
embriras' * 
1 
1 » 
i' 
2 » 
1 
? • ^ ' 
Miscellaneous byeeds 
276 11.96 9A2 and crossbreeds 9.7^ 7.25 3.62 6.11 
White Leghorn 593 5-73 4.22 g.io 0.34 6.7^ ^.7 
Rhode Island Hed •g^l 3.21 2.74 5.11 2.lij- 2.74 2.6: 
White Wyandotte 33B 12.72 g.gs 6,22 3.55 6,51 2.9" 
Crossbred Red and 
^.13 ^^-.50 Leghorn 2g9 7-96 1.73 4.50 10.0' 
Gross'bred Red and 
Ig^ Sticky 7.07 10.87 3.30 3. go 3.2 
Highly inbred 
2^29 6.4-2 Leghorns 3. go 5.29 9.02 2.2g 22.1 
•Total percents do not correspond to individual percen 
twice "because t-ffo positions Trere shown "by the saase eas 
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TABLS 10 
ID2SG2 OF OSRTAIH ABHOHMALITISS 
By breeds 
ercent of total dead embryos) 
; 1 f ^ 1 1 5 
Mal-positions^ *Abnoraal'Sversion' Heaor-' Sdema 'Abnormal 
' *' 'Total * Total * eyes ' of ' rhage ' •membranes 
^ * g) ' Q 'mirnber*percent*' 'viscera * 
5 3.62 6.16 0.36 99 35.37 3.26 l.gl 5.^ 2.17 1.^5 
6,7^ H-.JS 0.00 129 21.76 3.5^ 2.70 6.07 2.19 0.17 
2.74 2.62 0.12 127 15.11 3.92 3.92 ^.16 3.21 0.59 
i5 6.51 2.97 0.00 S9 26. l.SO 0.g9 13.02 7.40 2.37 
4.50. 10. oil- 0.00 Si 2g.03 3.^6 1.3^ 3.^ 0.69 1.73 
10 3.^0 3.25 0.00 ^5 2i|-.i|4 0.5i|- 2.17 3.SO 3.26 0.00 
12 2.gg 22.19 2.39 1122 46.19 
Lividual peroents added sines some laalpositions are counted 
by the same embryo. 

* Abnoxaal 
•menbraiies 
t 
•i;""" -
•Retarded 
• size 
t 
T 
' Delayed* 
'• liatch ' 
1 1 
1 ' •'••""-J - !-
Yolk ab- * Beak ab- *SxeiiC0plialy* 
normalities *iiormalities* * ' 
« } i 
Sabryo too 
decos^osed 
1 
' Pip 
• 
1 
IA3 l.Sl 2.54. 2.17 1.^5 1.09 ^.35 11. 
0.17 1.01 1.69 1.69 2.53 g. 
0.59 3.09 1*66 1.7^ 1.55 2.26 7.73 9. 
2.37 0.30 2.07 l.lg 1.73 0.30 2.66 3. 
1.73. 1.3^ 1.69 1.73 0.69 0.69 0.69 lii-. 
0.00 1.09 1.19 2.17 0.54 0.5^ 1.63 10 

'Retarded' 
' size ' 
1 4 
Delayed' 
hatoli ' 
1 
Yolk ab- * 
normalities' 
Beak ab-
noraalities 
•Sxeaceplialy* 
« 1 
t ( 
Saibryo too 
decojsmosed 1 Pipped ) 
1.31 2.17 1.^5 1.09 ^.35 11.96 
1.01 2.36 1.69 1.69 O.pH- 2.53 S.69 
3.09 1,66 1.73' 1-55 2.26 7.73 9.27 
0,30 2.07 l.lg 1.73 0.30 2.66 3.55 
1.33 1.69 1.73 0.69 0.69 0.69 1^.53 
1.09 
• L 
1.19 2.17 0.54 0.5^ 1.63 10.33 
1 
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Leghorn gronp liad 21,76 percent malpositions and the Rhode 
Island Reds only 15,11 percent so classified. The more 
rarely occurring abnorisalities •frere practicall3- all found to 
sonie extent in the different "breeds although varj^ ng consider­
ably in frequency of occurrence. Hemorrhage and edesa ^ ere 
iTiOre coininon in the f/hite "tTj^ idotte eidbryos and esencephaly 
and retarded size were sore coiEiion in the Rhode Island Reds, 
Some types of abnorioalities, notably chondrodystrophy'-, 
heaorrhage, malpositions and delayed hatch, varied widely in 
occurrence for matings of different types and for different 
breeds. Certain malpositions varied froia year to year and 
for the two institutions as did the frequency of total mal­
positions, It was believed and later analysis shOi7s that 
these differences in incidence of abnormalities were not ac­
cidental. 
Incidence of abnormalities - date eggs v^ sre set. The 
data in table 11 are arranged to reveal the incidence of var­
ious abnormalities resulting from eggs set at different dates. 
The total number of dead embryos is given for each date upon 
which eggs were set. The upper part of the table gives the 
data for four groups combined, namely; Iov7a (1951), Louisiana 
(1951), Louisiana (1932) and Louisiana (1933), The occur­
rence of chondrodystrophy and malpositions in the I0v7a (1933) 
group is given in the lo-v^ er mrt of the table. 
IHCID3H0S 0? VAPJi 
By date egj 
Peroent of tota: 
Date eggs 
were set 
"( i 
* OLondiro- *' 
* dirstropliy' 
t t 
^ Malt)08itions 
* k-
I 
• 
* Total a 
'positio: 
Jamary I-17 9*23 
JamiaiTr lg-30 7*^^ 
February I-16 5'19 
February lg-27 4.33 
March I-I3 6.S3 
Maroh lg-30 11. Si 
April l-l4 7-^ 
April 15-29 5.60 
May (includiag 
1 June hatch) ^.26 
Sept. - Oct. 2.^ 
Fov. - Dec. 8.12 
fotal nozaber 
examined 169 
4.62 
2.42 
4.33 
S.66 
9.21 
5.97 
4.15 
3.47 
1.52 
13.35 
7.27 
6.05 
6.g3 
g.66 
g.33 
9^70 
4.78 
6.44 
6.60 
1.54 
0.61 
2.59 
5.12 
3.96 
.54 I 
1.49 
0.43 
1.49 
1.02 
10.77 
7. SB 
4.32 
1-97 
l.gO 
4,72 
6.58 
6.72 
3.04 
2.97 
5.5^ 
4.62 
3.03 
4.61 
2.76 
6.12 
^.33 
g.33 
2.24 
4.76 
0.99 
6.09 
Four grou-ps 
0.44 
0.43 
129 179 64 ii4 109 597 
Iowa 
Jamiary 9-16 
January 23-30 
February 6-I3 
February 20-27 
March 6-13 
March 20-27 
April 3~10 
ITuisber for to­
tal examination 
Percent for to­
tal examination 
3.60 
0.00 
0.00 
6.31 
2.g4 
4.21 
2.62 
44 
2.g6 
4.60 
4.06 
3.91 
4.50 
1.5s 
1.97 
2.33 
3.^5 g.l2 
10.16 
7.21 
6.62 I:r  ^
12.64 
9.14 
7.Si 
7.21 
g.52 
SA3 
11. OS 
1.15 
2.54 
0.78 
3.60 
2.21 
2.25 
3.50 
24.14 
16.24 
35.9^ 21.62 
25.24 
2g.09 
35. g6 
42 109 142 3g 426 
25.29 
19.29 
0.00 
0.00 
0.63 
0.2g 
0.29 
64 g21 
2.7-^ 7.0g 9.23 2.47 27.6g 4.l6 m.Vy 
^lowa 1931, Louisiana 1931» 19j 
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TABLE 11 
[)3S0S OF YARIOUS ABNORMALITIES 
By date eggs were set 
pcent of total dead embryos 
' 1 •'' ' I ' I I I I ' ». 
' Absent and 'Eversion'Hemor-' 'Abnoraal 'Retarded'Delayed 
'Total mal-'microplitlialaia' of 'rliage ' Edema 'merabraaes* size ' hatcli 
'•positioas * eves 'viscera ' ' ' ' J 
Four groti-ps combined^ 
35-^ 0.00 1.5^ 1^.04 1.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21.21 0.61 6.67 6.45 3.03 0.00 0.61 3.6^ 
21.03 1.15 2.^ 5,79 2.SB 0.29 3.75 7.20 
19.69 1.97 l.lg 10.92 1.97 2.^ l.lg 
25.90 2.52 2.52 9.02 2.gg i}-.6g l.Vl- l.i}4 
29.91 3.5^}- l.lg 4.96 3.15 1.97 0.79 2.76 
37.2g 3,51 2.19 g.o6 3.07 1.75 1.32 0.44 
26.12 4.4g l;g7 7.20 1.12 0.75 1.% 1.^ 
17.gl 7.39 2.6g 2.6g 0.g7 0.g7 2.17 0.g7 
15.36 5.45 5.9^ ^.12 3.47 0.50 1.9g 0.00 
20.gl 5.0g 1.03 ^.23 5.5g 0.51 3.05 1.02 
597 g4 165 154 79 3^ 4g 55 
loTga 19^1 
71.27 
59.39 
52.60 
44.14 
44.g0 
4g.32 
59.47 
64 g2l 
^•16 53-?^ 
ana 1931, 1932 and 1933. 

T r 
'Retarded'Delayed ' 
* size ' hatcli ' 
t t 
Toll: a1>- * Beafc ab- 'Sxencephaly' Total 
nonaalities* normalities' ' * 
* • ' dead 
f 
* Total ab-
nmber- * normalities 
0.00 
0-61 
3.75 
2.^6 
1.45 
0.79 
1.^2 
1.49 
2.17 
1.9s 
3.05 
0.00 
3.6^ 
7.20 
l.lS 
l.i^^ 
2.76 
0.44 
1.49 
0.37 
0.00 
1.02 
0.00 
2.42 
1,15 
0.-39 
2.52 
4.33 
0.00 
1.49 
1.30 
1.93 
3.05 
3.OS 
1.21 
0.86 
0.79 
0.72 
0.39 
1,12 
1.% 
0.B7 
4.46 
1.52 
0.00 
1.21 
2.02 
0.79 
0.72 
0.00 
0.00 
1.12 
0.g7 
3.^7 
0.51 
65 
165 
3^7 
254 
27g 
254 
22g 
26B 
230 
202 
197 
64.83 
54.94 
54.19 
53-05 
61.19 
64.79 
66.4o 
54.22 
46.64 
4q.2l 
54.51 
4g 55 44 33 26 24gg 
S7 
197 
12g 
111 
317 
356 
343 
1539 

(2SGT) "313.01 sir?, tn %dooizQ ss'^ o trp pG5.oti o-ra ep:iG.ia. 
Xti'uos^os oriTHTjop on ^na 'sscj-trp Sin:?,t^.os tj.iiSJiajjip s:if». j:oj i^i^T 
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advanced (Fi£;;:ure "}» Correlation of tli€ date eggs ucrc set 
a:-id incidence of 2:3-0 aoncrr-alities Gsiro a eoeffieisnt of 
r = -•r»9£7 {,70B is recuired for a hixp dogres of Qi{3i-ificancje)« 
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l-ay* ^vliy this t3n5a of tcrata siio^jed sash a seasonal differ­
ence ^lisn otiier cii^oses of aiiosiaiies did not vairj tilth cessozi, 
is not iaiGr/ii. Fc^rther data arc r.ooded to verity this tenderiC^r-., 
The incidonee of lieiiorrJiaGG deereasod as tlie yeai' advanced 
c •"*n*'*"' clt^ *\ /** 'r**f "T 'T^ L / w O  I j ^  « ! .  t j  ^ • ' J i .  o O ^  V a.^a'W VVik ^ X J» \<> WV> ^ .£> .U W aw 
r = -.v'iSO s^ foimd vmen date e^ SS sst arid incidsncs of 
IiesDrrliage uoro correlated. A coeffiaient of ,703 is re­
quired for a hiip. degree of significance altlioush r = ,576 or 
larger ^-lives reasonable assustmee of association in tlzis caso« 
It z::£:.y be stated then that iiociorrliase occ;:rrcd less often as 
tr.c sprir<; season advanced but the association iias not close 
and is of r.-oostienable sl-gjiifioanee^ 
FIGURE V 
INCIDENCE OF EYE ABNORMALITIES - BY DATE EGGS WERE SET 
LEGEND I 
QOBSERVEO VALUES 
T'-EXPECTED VALUES 
i  CORRELATION I  DATE EGGS iwERE SET ASID 
i EYE ABNORMALITIES 
f  _  +  ri t  l e  v  e  i / - i n i ' a  
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
MAY APRIL 
15-29 
APRIL MARCH 
18-30 
MARCH FEBRUARY JANUARY 
18-30 
DATE EGGS WERE SET 
'I'lie percentage or aDnornai nenbranes increased during 
January and Feoruai^ ,^ uas nigliest in Harch 1 to 15 settings 
then decreased consistently tot^ ird the end of the year, Eotr-
eirer, the n'onber of this class of abnonnalities ^ as not great 
at any tine. Delayed hatch embryos v^ 'ere encountered irach 
aore frequently in eggs set during the latter part of January 
and the first part of yebruary, v'liile ei£encephal:y Tras riost 
comon in the Septenber - October settings. Hone of these 
abnormal types showed ani^  consistent seasonal trend e:>:cept 
the two instances nentioned, 
Ses: ratios 
Ses v/as dotermincd for the dead oiibryos 'bj isacroscopic 
e^ ranination of the gonads, v;hen possible to do so, A sr.iall 
nuiiber of older enbryos ~ere not sexed due to decoraposition of 
embryos or to accidents of e::3nination, but most of the em-
brj^ -os that died after 12 days of incubation and a number that 
died before thJ.s tizie vrere sesed, Tables 12 and 13 ^ ive the 
nuinber of dead enbrvos of undeteimined sex, the number of 
nales and nunber of females and the significance of the devia­
tion from a 1:1 ratio for the nuiiber of niales and females 
identified. The proportion of the tvro sexes is ;-3i"cn bjr year 
and institution and b;/ date eggs were set in table 12, The 
Louisiana (1951) group liEid a sex ratio of 41,33 i^ hich is on 
TABLE IS 
SEX RATIOS OF DEAD KIIBRYOS 
By year and institution and by date QgfSB were set 
t 
—^ 
—»— 
• sex » Number t Number t Sox ratio with 
* unlmovm t lual.os t fomales f v.'ith significance 
t 1 t f of Chi-square^  
Dy year and institution 
lo\m 1931 
Louisiana 1931 
Louisiana 1938 
Louisiana 1933 
Iowa 193S 
Iowa 1933 
254 
119 
371 
41S 
35 
148 
101 
62 
166 
372 
167 
406 
127 
88 
168 
379 
271 
669 
44.30 
41,33* 
49.70 
49.53 
38,13** 
37.77** 
Four f^ roups combined^  « By date were set 
January 1-17 
January 18-30 
February 1-16 
February 18-S7 
March 1-13 
March 18-30 
April 1-14 
April 15-S9 
l^ |it, - Oct, 
Nov. ~ Doc. 
25 
49 
127 
112 
119 
81 
81 
116 
132 
90 
95 
21 
56 
111 
71 
85 
70 
72 
78 
48 
46 
42 
19 
60 
109 
71 
74 
103 
75 
74 
50 
66 
60 
52,50 
48.28 
50.45 
50.00 
53.46 
40.46* 
48.98 
51.32 
48,98 
41.07 
41,18 
Totals 1027 700 761 47,91 
Iowa 1933 - By dal be of:^ fsa v/ex'e set 
January 9, 16 
January S3,-.30 
10 
50 
28 
53 
>1 r\ 
49 
94 
n 
36.37** 
36.06** 
ntn OO* 

HY year mm xuttoxouuxvu 
lovm 1931 254 101 127 44.30 
Loiilaiana 1931 119 62 88 41,33* 
Louisiana 19^ 8 371 166 168 49,70 
Louisiana 1933 412 372 379 49.53 
lov/a 1932 35 167 271 38,13** 
Iowa 1933 142 406 669 37.77** 
Four groups combined'^  - By date ef^ f^ s were set 
January 1-17 25 21 19 52,50 
January 10-«3O 49 56 60 48.28 
February 1-16 127 111 109 50,45 
February 18-87 112 71 71 50,00 
March 1-13 119 85 74 53.46 
March 18-30 81 70 103 40,46* 
April 1-14 81 72 75 48,98 
April 15-29 116 78 74 51,32 
132 48 50 48,98 qOJ) U n •• wO 90 46 66 41,07 Nov, - Doo, 95 42 60 41,18 
Totals 1027 700 761 47,91 
Iowa 19SS - By date v/or-e set 
January 9, 16 10 28 49 36.37'^ * 
January 23, -30 50 53 94 36,06** 
February 6, 13 26 40 62 39.22* 
February SO, 27 20 26 65 28.57** 
March 6, 13 88 70 153 33,19** 
March 20, 27 74 111 171 39,36** 
April 3, 10 196 72 75 48.98 
Totals 464 406 669 37,77** 
Oiii~ciq,UQrG Is not significant no indicator is uaed 
* - P of between 0,05 and 0,01, Clil-aquare table p, 96, Fisher (1930), 
- Higiily significant differonco, i.e. P loss than 0,01 
l^ov^ a 1951, Lo\iiaiana 1931, Louisiana 1952 and Louisiana 1933 
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TABLS 13 
SSX EATIOS OF DEAD EMBRYOS 
By breeds and "by cliaracter of raa 
Breeds 
1 1 1 
'Humber 'Ifumber'Sximber 
' unknown ^Bsales * females 
' sex * * 
' Sex ratio 
' with sig-
'nificance of 
'Chi-S0uara^  
» 
* Character of 
' mating 
1 
Miscellaneous breeds Regular 
and crossbreds 73 33 120 
15^  
Mildly inbred 
White Leghorn 267 172 52.76 
423 7^.35 
Highly inbred Legl 
Hhode Island Red 200 21g 
Sire dwarf carriej 
White "Wyandotte 120 103 115 i|-7.25 
Both aire and daa 
Red by Leghorn 
66 45. gg 
carriers 
crossbrcKi 73 92 
Both sire and dam 
Red by sticky 
56 65 63 
sticky carriers 
crossbred 50.73 
Both, sire and daa 
creepers 
Kiwi mating 
Albino Wyandotte 
Sire sticky carri< 
both parents dward 
carriers 
^ - Highly significant difference, i,e. P less the 

~ 5  ^ -
TABL2 13 
SSX RATIOS OF DSUiD EMBRYOS 
By breeds and by ciiaract er of matixig 
' Sex ratio 
* TTitll sig-
*nificance of 
• Ciii-acruar©^ 
t f 
* (Jiiaracter of * 
* mating * 
> t 
1 1 i 
Btusber 'stsmber'Simber * 
unknown'males * females' 
sex * ' * 
Sex ratio 
irith sig­
nificance of 
Gbi-SGuare^ 
40.39** 
Regular 664 370 424 46.60 
66 50.34 Mildly inbred 73 72 
52.76 
B55 
7^.25 
HigMy inbred Legboms 573 939 37.90*» 
52.46 
47.25 
Sire dwarf carrier 71 32 29 
Botb sire and daja d-srarf 
45. gg 
carriers 109 as 94 47.7g 
Botb sire and dam 
45.63 sticky carriers 15 11 13 
50.7s 
Botb sire and daas 
46.3^  creepers 14 19 22 
Kiwi stating IS 13 l4 4g.l5 
Albino Wyandotte 27 3g 29 56.72 
Sire sticky carrier and 
botb parents dwarf 
26 44 50,56 carriers 
3ant difference. i,e. P less than 0.01. 
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tlie "border line of significance and in the (1922) and 
(19S5) groups a definite excess of females died. 
Consideration of tlie ses: ratio for tlie combined groups 
02" date eggs xrere set siiovis no significant differences, ex­
cept possiblv for the I!arch IS to 30 settings. liibryos of 
the loxra (1932) group yielded a consistently significant ex­
cess of femles for all dates upon Txhicii eggs ^ ipere set. Since 
this tendenc;/ r;as constant date of setting eggs did not af­
fect the sez ratio. It nay "be stat ed Gnat one sex ratio ciiG. 
not var;- sezisihly 'according to season. This is contrary to 
early ";rork of Jull (1924), "but is in agreenent mth the re-
siilts of Lasbert and ICno: (1925), 
Sex ratios for eiTibr3-os grouped according to breeds and 
according to character of mating are given in table 13, 
The only significant deTiation of the sex ratio i7hen 
considered by breeds is in the case of the miscellaneous 
breeds. Analysis of the data for this group, by sires, failed 
to indicate a sex-linhed lethal gene. It should be noted that 
the highly inbred single cor.b TJhite Legliorns are not included 
in the I'Jhite Leghorn breed as giTen. 
The highly/ inbred Leghorn groiip is the onl;/ character of 
nating vJiiich shovjs an abnorraal sex ratio, Further analysis 
is i.iade of this group in later sections. 
Significant and striking deTicitions from, the nor^ nal sex 
ratio as reported by the extensive viork of Pearl (1917) and 
- 60 -
Other wOrisers listed bv Jull (1932) vrexe obtained in the 
higlil3r inbred group. 
That no differential sex P.ortalit^ / of embryos occurs 
nonaally has been detemined conclusively by Thonisen (1911), 
Pearl (1917), Jull (1924), Lambert and Znoz (1926), Laabert 
and Curtis (1929) and Horn (1927), The sane is true of this 
study e^ icept for the hishljr inbred White Leghorn natings. 
These unusual sex ratios prompted further analysis, 
possible inheritance of certain abnormalities 
Tlie incidence of abnorr^ lities encountered for the groups 
in Tfhich all dead enbryos rrere examined Mias detemined by 
sires, upon examination of the data soae striking differences 
e^re noted for the different sires. This suggested that 
scxne of the conditions obserred iriight be inherited. Tables 
14, 15 and 16 present the data for certain characters by sires. 
Periodic mortalitv, abnornal e%'-es, emersion of viscera I - - - -. ^ a - . . . . 7- - . 
and edema. The first condition to be considered (table 14) is 
the distribution of mortality at certain periods for the dif­
ferent sires. The particular periods considered are raortality 
on first to fifth days of incubation, on 17th to 21st days of 
incubation and nortelity on 22nd day and tiiereafter. It iiia3r 
be noted that this last classification corresponds to delayed 
hatch nentioned in earlier sections. Tlie percentages of 
Table 14 
PERIODIC MOKTALITS: AND CERTAIN OF THE MORE COMMON ABNORMLITIES NOTED 
By Sires 
Year and 
institution 
I 
* Band 
^nuin'bers 
I 
Number 
fertile» 
Percent of fertile 
of incubation 
B^BSl 
Ab- 'Everslon* 
used • of * eg(5S t —"—r- I'normal' of * Edema 
t aires * set *1«5 days *17-21 daya*aftor-» » eyes • viscera' 
Iowa 1931 1727 305 5.25 16.39 .66 .98 .33 3.93 
Louisiana 193S 1727 110 13.64 15.45 0.00 0.00 .91 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 1727 21 
Iowa 1931 2505 117 11.11 14.53 0.00 .85 .85 2*56 
Iowa 1931 5124 156 4.49 11.54 .64 1.92 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1931 99 121 10.74 6.61 0.00 4.13 .83 2.48 
Louisiana 1933 99 S20 14.09 10.45 2.27 .91 1*36 0.00 
Louisiana 1931 100 164 8.54 11.59 .61 2.44 3^05 1.2S 
Loulsiam 1932 100 320 7.81 19.67 2.19 .94 1.25 1*25 
Itoulalana 193S 6 160 12*50 10.00 .63 .62 .63 0.00 
i^ouislam 1932 456 277 6*86 5.78 1.08 .36 0.00 436 
£ouisla)m 1933 456 182 13.19 19*23 1.10 0.00 .53 • 55 
Louisiana 193S 2125 360 6.67 8.06 1.67 .28 • 56 .28 
Louisiana 1933 2125 102 13.73 .98 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO' 
Louisiatia 1952 2770 270 6.93 4.81 .74 1.11 .37 .37 
Louisiana 1933 2770 186 2.69 12.90 3.23 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 97 155 9.03 23.23 .65 1.29 .65 1.29 
Louisiana 1933 155 186 8.06 23.66 3.76 •64 0.00 1.61 
Louisiana 1933 3261 586 8.87 22.87 .51 2.22 .34 ..17 
Louisiana 1933 3719 134 4.48 27.61 1.49 1.49 • 75 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 3930 270 4.81 7.41 2.96 .37 .74 .74 
Louisiana 1933 4016 344 7.85 34.01 1.16 .29 1.16 1.74 
Louisiana 1933 4144 113 7.96 7.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 4597 241 0.00 14.94 .41 0.00 .41 .41 
Louisiana 1933 4705 144 2.78 9.72 0.00 0.00 .69 .69 
Louisiana 1933 4740 150 2.00 21.33 0.00 .67 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 4790 
un r jA  184 rtn 2.72 Q O'l 13.59 1 no 1.63 *1. wo 0.00 1 . RO 1.63 t - RO •:S4 

xaui' uiiu £>anQ • wumoer» 
' Ab-
used t 
1 
of » 
aires ' 
eggs 
set 
t •! 
*1-5 daya*17-8X daya*afto5?^ 
*normal * 
' eyes • 
of » 
viscera' 
Edema 
Iowa 1931 1727 305 5.26 16.39 .66 .98 .33 3.93 
Louisiana 1932 1727 110 13.64 15.45 0.00 0.00 .91 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 1727 21 
Iowa 1931 2505 117 11.11 14.53 0,00 .85 .85 S«56 
Iowa 1931 5124 156 4.49 11.54 .64 1.92 0,00 0.00 
Louisiana 1931 99 121 10.74 6.61 0.00 4.13 .83 2.48 
Louisiana 193S 99 220 14,09 10.45 2.27 .91 1.36 0.00 
Louisiana 1931 100 164 8.54 11.59 .61 2.44 3.05 1.22 
Louisiana 1938 100 S20 7.81 19.67 2.19 .94 1.25 1.25 
Louisiana. 1932 6 160 12.60 10.00 .63 .62 .63 0.00 
•Louisiana 1932 456 277 6 *86 5.78 1.08 .36 0.00 ^36 
Louisiana 1933 453 182 13.19 19.23 1.10 0*00 .55 .55 
Louisiana 1938 2125 360 6.67 8.06 1.67 .28 .56 .28 
Louisiana 1933 2125 102 13.73 .98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00" 
Louisiana 1932 2770 270 6.93 4.81 .74 1.11 .37 .37 
Louisiana 1933 2770 186 2.69 12.00 3.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 97 155 9,03 23.23 .65 1.29 • 65 1.29 
Louisiana 1933 15S 186 8.06 23.66 3.76 .84 0,00 1.61 
Louisiana 1933 3261 586 8.87 22.87 .51 2.22 • 34 ..17 
Louisiana 1933 3719 134 4.48 27.61 1.49 1.49 .75 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 3930 270 4.81 7.41 2.96 .37 .74 .74 
Louisiana 1933 4016 344 7. 85 34,01 1.16 .29 1.16 1.74 
Louisiana 1933 4144 113 7.96 7.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 4597 241 0.00 14.94 .41 0.00 .41 .41 
Louisiana 1933 4705 144 2.78 9.72 0.00 0.00 .69 .69 
Louisiana 1933 4740 150 2.00 21.33 0.00 .67 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 4790 184 2.72 13.59 1.63 0.00 1.63 •:54 
Louisiana 1932 4974 76 9.21 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.00 
Louisiana 1933 4974 118 7.63 3.30 0.00 3.39 0.00 0.00 
Louisiana 1932 8118 64 10.94 7.81 0.00 6.25 1.56 OSOO 
Louisiana 1933 8118 218 13.76 23.39 1.38 .46 1.38 .92 
a?est of ) X 49.16 71.35 33.22 72.59 
Homogenioty) P Betweenliesa Between Less 
. 02^ .01 than «CQL .30 & .20 than . 
%'hi8 period corresponds fco "Delayed Hatoh"• 
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fertile eggs set tiiat vrere classified as atoomal s jes ,  ever-
sion of -viscera and edena are also given in table 14, 
Sight sires -fsBre used for tt;o seasons mkirig it possible 
to test tlie influence of tliese inales for different years. 
Tiiese sires v^ ere not riated to tlie s-sr.ie hens for tlie txro years 
in sany cases, but inportant influences of tlie sire upon enbryo 
mortality irdGlit be in evidenoe. In fi~e of the eight eases 
•bhe mortality of enbir^ '-os of the sane sire durir^ g the first 
fiire days of incubation vs&s in close agreement for the t-^ jo 
years, HorreYer, in ohree instances, this early eabri.'-onic nor-
tali'S;^ ?- increased noticeably the second year. In all cases ex­
cept two (sire 1727 and sire S125) the 17 to 21 day nortality 
tjas greater for the second year mated. Little consistency is 
noted, in the nortalitj'' of the E2nd day and thereafter for the 
same sire in different years. Sire 2770 produced the largest 
percent of dead e2.oTyos classified as delayed hatch (5,25 per~ 
cent). The two sires mth greatest nortality for the 17 to 21 
day period are 4X)16 trith 54,01 percent dead and 3719 \rith 27,61 
percent dead. Sire 4015 T-'as a carrier of the lethal gene, 
sticlciness, and 571S was a creeper laale^  Four of the seven 
other males with 19,25 percent or nore dead enbr3'-os in the 17 to 
21 day period sired d;7arfisn matings, two sired inbred mtings 
and one sired the Albino Wyandotte nating. More specific 
analysis is inade of the mortality in tliese mtings in a later 
section. 
The incidence of abnorml eyes tras greatest in the 
progenies of sire 99 in 19S2, and sire 8118 in 193E, Hcjever, 
it was not consistent for the sasie sire in different years, 
Uhile the distribution did not oociir at random, no sinplo rela­
tions were found. The sarc.e is tirae of the occarrence of ever-
sion of viscera and of edema. If these anonalies are inherited 
at sJLl the present data are too meager to permit detenaination 
of the node of inheritance. 
Incidence of chondrodystrophy, nalpositions, sex and hem­
orrhage - by sires. Tacie 15 presents the incidence of chon­
drodystrophy, malpositions J. sex, henorrhage and percent of 
dead embryos pipped for all iiiales of lov/a (1931) and the tliree 
Louisiana groups that sired sore than 100 fertile eggs, 
Table 16 gives corresponding data for the sires of lovva (1932) 
and lo^ a (1235) groups. 
Chondrodystrophy is very imevenl^ r distributed asiong the 
various sires of both tebles 15 and 16, Tiiis led to tests 
for honiogeneity of this chaia-cteristic. The results of these 
tests and ratios by dams are diseussed in connection with 
tables 17 and 18, 
The nunber of the specific t^ /pes of malpositions is given 
for each sire together Trf-th the total nuniber of nalpositions 
and the percent total nalpositions of 18th da;- living esbryos. 
Attention is called to the fact that in every case in which 
the number of malpositions for each sire is appreciable^  all 
INGIBSnCE OF CHOJjyRODYSTROPHY, m 
By sires (of lo^a 1931, Louisiana 1931s i 
^ Total * * CliondrodvstyopW' 
» mimlser' Breed^  ' (Peircent of * • " 
* dead * * fertile eggs ' 1 * 
set 
Institution ' 
and year used * 
I 
Band * StraibeT 
nuiabers* fertile*
'of sires * eggs set'embryQB' 
Iowa 193^ 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
lOTra 1931 
Iowa 1931 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
1932 
1933 
1931 
1932 
1931 
1932 
1932 
1932 
1933 
1932 
1933 
1932 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1933 
1932 
1933 
1932 
1933 
1727 
1727 
1727 
2505 
5124 
99 
99 
100 
100 
6 
5^6 
kis 
2125 
2125 
2770 
2770 
97 
155 
3261 
3719 
1^6 
f597 
7^05 
il.740 
i^ 790 
4974 
497^  
gllg 
gllg 
305 
110 
21 
117 
156^ 
121a 
220^  
l64a 
320a 
160a 
277 
122 
360 
102 
270 
1S6 
155 
l&S 
536 
13^  
270 
3^ 
24l 
iHM-
150 
1S4 
76 
US 
64 
2lg 
102 
^5 
10 
Ho 
49 
106 
4g 
42 
68 
6S 
3g 
P 
% 
221 
177 
42 
P 41 
43 
12 
13 
14 
100 
fh. W. 3.61 11 
Wh. w. .^55 1 
m. w. 0 
Wh. w. 3.42 4 
m. w. 0.00 g 
R, I. R. 1.65 0 
R. I. R, 0.00 0 
R. I. R. 0.61 2 
R. I. R. 0.31 0 
R. I. R. 0.63 2 
R. I. R. 0.00 1 
R. I. R. 2.20 1 
L. 0.63 2 
Wh. L. 0.00 0 
Wh. L. 0.00 0 
Wh. L. 0.54 2 
I. Wh. L. 4,52 3 
A. ¥h. W. 11. g3 5 
X. B. 2.39 10 
Or. 2.24- 1 
R. I. R. 1.11 2 
St. X, B. 3.7^  g 
Wh. L. o.gg 1 
Wh. L. 0.00 0 
m. L. 0.69 1 
Wh. L. 1.33 4 
K. X. B. 3.go 3 
I. Wh. L. 0.00 0 
1. Wh. L. 0.00 0 
R. I. R. 0.00 0 
R. I. R. 4.13 g 
Means 
Standard Deviation 
1.S35 
0,456 
iBreeds 
Wh. W. 
R. I. R. 
Wh. L. 
I. 111. L. 
A. Wfe. W. 
X. B. 
Or. 
St. X. B. 
Z, X. B. 
White Ifyandotte 
Bliode Island Bed 
Single comb WMte Leghorn 
Inbred single comb White Leghorn 
Albino White "Wyandotte 
Crossbred 
Greeper 
Sticlcy carrier crossbred 
Kiwi crossbred 
Hoaiogsneity test y; 
3* p of betT^een 0 
^Approximate figurei 
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fABLS 15 
YSTHOFH?, MALPOSITIONS, SEX,  AHD ESMOBBHAGS 
iana 1931, Louisiana 19 32 and Louisiana 1933 groups) 
^ Malpositions ' * ' 3ez Sct : 
' * ' * • ' 'Feircent of iSti'lfimfeer *Stusbsr*2faafcsr ' 
^  1  ' 2  ' 3  ' 4  »  5 'Total * da.y living males * feiaales * 
* * ^ * ^Tmatber* egibrYOS ' t i f Chi— 
11 7 3 11 2 3^ 13.33 26 31 45 
1 0 0 4 1 6 7.50 27 7 11 
0 2 0 0 .2 4 21.05 0 3 7 H- 2 2 1 1 10 10.75 20 6 14 
S 3 4 2 1 13.95 13 13 
0 1 1 0 0 2 2.22 21 4 11 
0 1 3 2 0 6 ^39 44 13 12 
2. 3 1 1 1 6.11 22 9 Ig 
0 6 5 7 19 6.99 39 3g 29 
2 3 0 0 • 0 5 3.91 9 9 
1 3 0 1 1 6 2.42 24 g 10 
1 6 0 4 5 16 10.74 31 17 20 
2 7 0 2 0 11 3 M  32 Ig Ig 
0 0 0 0 1 1 i.i4 l4 0 1 
0 1 1 1 6 2.43 24 g 6 
•2 \ 
4 
1 2 3 12 6.67 5 10 20 
3 1 6 9 23 ig.g5 2g 23 Ig 
5 S 4 1 5 23 16.43 g 29 10 20 5 7 29 71 14.37 66 71 
1 4 2 3 3 13 1^93 15 20 23 
2 3 0 6 1 12 4.90 Ig 
II 
12 
20 7 7 6 42 17.71 4g 65 
2I 
1 1 1 1 2 6 5-?3 10 4 
0 7 3 11 11 32 13.62 1 15 
7 1 4 1 1 1 6 5 7 
6 1 2 5 Ig 13.04 6 24 11 
3 g 0 1 2 16 9.47 16 13 14 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 9 1 2 
0 1 0 1 1 3 2.75 9 2 2 
0 2 0 1 0 3 5-5e 7 5 2 g 2 4 4 13 31 lg.67 4l 27 32 
g.g73. 
0,997 
sneity test yields a Glai-scuaxe of 12^.33 and F less than 0,01. 
of between 0.05 and 0.01 
riinate figures only 

>s) 
T Pipped I ^ Sex ' ratio V. 
'With sig- 'TPeroeat of «Perceiit of •Percent of 
r 'unknown' males * feiaales * ^^'ioance of fertile eggs'total dead' fertile 
t t » t CM^scaaare^ * set^ * embryos ' eg^g set 
26 31 
27 7 11 
0 3 7 20 6 i4 
13 13 
21 4 11 
44 13 12 
22 9 IS 
39 38 29 
30 9 9 
24 g 10 
31 17 20 
32 18 ig 
l4 0 1 
24 & 6 
5 10 20 2g 23 Ig 
g 3S 66 
29 
71 
15 20 23 
Ig 12 
4g 64 65 
10 4 
1 15 2I 
5 7 7 6 24 11 
16 13 14 
9 1 2 
9 2 2 
7 5 2 
4l 27 32 
40.79 
3g-g9 
30.00 
30.00* 
52.06 
26,^7 
52.00 
35.33^  
.^72 
50.00 
m iUi 
^^95 
50.00 
33.33* 
56.10 
56.72 
4g.lg 
.^51 
61.29 K.61 
.^59» 
50.00 
.^15 
.^76 
7.21 
0.00 
:li 
0.00 
0.91 
0.61 
1.25 
0.63 
0.36 
1.10 
1.11 
1.96 
0.37 
0.54 
1,9^  
7.53 
2.22 
2.24 
0.7^  
2.03 
O.gg 
0.4l 
0.69 
3.33 
1.09 
1.32 
0.g5 
1.56 
1.33 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.22 
2.JB 
15.00 
6.12 
U.I5 
12.50 
2.5g 
17.65 
10.29 
0.00 
5.26 
14.29 
7.25 
11.70-
12.67 
lg.97 
16.33 
11.30 
15-79 
11.90 
10.53 
9.76 
13.95 
0.00 
0.00 
7.14 
10.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.64 
0.g3 
4.09 
1.g3 
4.69 
3.75 
0.36 
6.5? 
1.94 
0.00 
0.74 
2.69 
3.23 
5.91 
g.21 
2.96 
5.81 
2.65 
2.07 
1.^  
2.67 
3.26 
0.00 
0.00 
1.56 
4.59 
46.64 
6.45 
1^903 
0.3^ 9 
2,703 
0.435 
ss tlxan 0.01. 

- ( 
TA3I 
INCIDSHCE OF GHOHDHOBTSTROPHT, J 
By sires (Of Iowa 193< 
5 5 »  T o t a l  »  
Institution' Band ' Suaber * muubsr' 
and year » numbers* fertile* dead ' 
used *of sires'eggs set'e!a"bryo8' 
» t t I 
, ' Ohondrodystropliy 
Breed"^ ' (Percent of 
fertile eggs 
set 
T 
• 2 
t 
I 
lo'^a 1932 
Iowa 1933 
1467 
151s 
2533 
3119 
3191 
321^  
4962. 
105 
111 
112 
126 
135 
170 
20^  
202 
3172 
274 
315 
293 
435 
379 
235 
343 
536 
255 
451 
400 
im 
740 
ill 
26 
143 
70 
225 
68 
BO 
93 
127 
154 
60 
170 
220 
isg 
13^ 
172 
253 
539 m 
I. Wh. L. 0.00 1 3 
I. Wh. L. 0.32 •4 7 
I. Wli. L. 0.34 5 5 
I. Wli. L. 3,6B 5 6 
I. W12. L. 0.00 0 9 
I. Tn. L. 0.65 4 1 
I. Wh. L. 5.96 4 5 
I. Wh. L. 3.21 3 4 
I. Wli. L. 0.19 10 16 
0.00 1 4 
I. Wli. L. 1.55 3 10 
I. Wh. L. 1.00 7 IB 
I. WJi. L. 2.27 13 
I. Wh. L, 0.14 1 16 
I. Wh. L. 0.94 7 16 
1. Wh. L. 0.36 3 10 
•? 2 5 
I. mi. L. 0,37 1 g 
Means 1.234 
Standard deviations 0.4l4 
^I, Wh. L. - Inbred single comb WMte Leghorn 
? - Unknown Tsreed 
^Homogeneity test yields a Cfiii--sqaare of 63-55 
and P less tlian 0.01. 
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TABLE 16 
DYSTROPIiY, MALPOSITION'S, S2X AHD ESMORRHA^S 
)f Iowa 1932 and Iowa 1933 groups) 
I 
» 1 
t 
t 
» 
» 2 
t 
t 
T 
: 5 
I 
Ea|.t>ositioiis T Sex 
« 
} 
I 
*PeTceiit of Number * ^ * Sez rat: 
'Total * Igth day ^imknown'Htimber'IfusibeT ' with sij 
•nmKber* 
t t 
living 
embryos 
sex ' males'females*nificanc( 
' ' * Ohi-'SGua: 
1 
•4 
5 
P b 
ii-
H-
•z 
10 
1 
3 
7 
13 
1 
7 
3 
2 
i 
3 
7 
i 
9 
1 
16 
10 
15 
.13 
16 
16 
10 
5 
8 
3 
1 
10 
24 
1 
4 
10 
16 
12 
5 
13 
1' 
12 
Ig 
10 
22 
1 
1 
2 
10 
9 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
9 
4 
0 
7 
1 
21 
10 
39 
15 
7 
-J. 
12 
36 
62 
50 
50 
37 
77 
10 
47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
34 
g4 
40 
Ig 
27 
43 
0 35 
0 25 
10 75 
17 125 
5 104 
0 B2 
2 91 
22 134 
0 27 
2 g7 
12.36 
23.86 
11.36 
4.35 
15.52 
16.29 
17.75 
10.46 
19.53 
39.06 
26.60 
11.4^  
19.32 
27.^ 10 
17.54 
17.121 
4.412 
15 
73 
31 
I 
y. 
5 
71 
53 
26 
65 
79 
59 |3 
60 
70 
1 
57 
7 
14 
l4 
IJ 
16 
Ig 
42 
16 
47 
9 
63 
12 
4a 
I 
4 
39 
2^  
30 
2g 
38 
59 
18 
55 
§5 82 
62 
71 
120 
29 
79 
5 
3  ^ P of between O.O5 and 0.01 
Higlily significant difference, i.e. P 
less tlian 0.01. 

» ' - ' ;* * Pi-at?ed 
of Number * *" ' Sex ratio ''HesKSTroage * Percent of* Percent 
ly *Tmk)io'im.'5ual)er*Ba2aber ' with sig— ^iTeTO&Tit of * total dead* fertile 
r » sex • a&les'females'nif icance embryos * set 
?8 ' * ! 'Ohi«>souare3 ' * ! 
15 7 
73 
31 14 
57 5?-
24 l4 
54 16 
71 Ig 
53 42 
26 16 
65 
^2 
79 4g 
^7 59 
39 
60 47 
70 63 
1 12 
57 42 
M. 63-6^ 0.73 0.00 0,00 
39 44.29 1.59 6.99 3'17 
25 35.90* ^-39 1*02 
m 39.13* 9.39 2-53 
30 31.^2* 2.37 4Ja 0.79 
2g 31.71* 2.61 3.75 0.65 
23 41.03 1.70 3.23 1.2^ 
3g 32/i4»* 3-94 1.% 
59 4-1.53 20.7s 5.97 
Ig 47:06 21.67 5-10 
55 47.62 21.76 S.^ 
93 .34.O4»» 16.SI 9.25 
g2 36.43** 14.36 6.l4 
62 3g.6l* 33.5s 6.06 
71 39.23* 9-9^ 
120 34.43*» 42.67 19.71 
29 
79 34.71«* . 21.91 7-24 
39.65 5.^9 
1.9?54 1.S24 
.05 and 0.01 
sant difference, i.e. P 
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five of the cozinon tx^ pes of n-alpositions are represented, 
r.'Jalposition 9 (feet over head) -nas rarely fcimd except in the 
lowa (1935) examinations; here six sires of tho ton used pro­
duced raalpositions of this type. The great variation in inci­
dence of nalpositions fron sire to sire and the unusually high 
percentage of ISth day living en'bryos fron certain sires dis­
playing this condition induced more conplete analyses -p^ ach 
are presented later. 
In no case did a siro included in table 15 show a con­
clusively large excess of either sex although five border 
line ratios vjere obtained. However, these all involved rela­
tively "! ^  nusibers. In only one case^  of the five mentioned, 
vjas there an apparent excess of males found. 
On the other hand, of the knom 16 highly inbred single 
coab VJhite Leghorn nales (table 16) five produced a highly 
significant excess of females and six other ratios are of 
border line significance. These results suggested the 
presence of a sex-lin]£cd lethal gene and further analyses ~ere 
undertaiien to test this possibility. 
The average incidence of hemorrhage for the sires con­
sidered in table 15 is 1.S05 percent of fertile eggs set -ith 
a standard deviation of 0.3S9, Tn.e incidence of this class 
of abnormal embryos, varied too greatly to be attributed to 
chance alone (P less than 0,01), but for the sires v^ dth the 
- 67 -
greatest percentac© present no siuiple relations were evident for 
t'ne various dajris to -^ 111011 tiiey e^re nated, 
Tlie percentage of fertile e^ s^ set that T?ere classified 
as pipped but failed to hatch varied considerably, avsr-
a:^ e of 2,703 percent v7as obtained for the sires considered in 
table 15, and 5,209 percent v;as the avera.-e for the highly 
inbred sires {table 16), A positive correlation existed be­
tween percent to'tal r-alpositions and percent pipped for the 
sires cited in table 15, The association v/as not intir.iate, 
hoT/sver, as indicated by a coefficient of r = +.491, This 
association is not surprising since enbr^ o^s in position o fre­
quently pip the shell. This relationship did not exist for 
the inbred sires of table 16, 
Tests of inheritance 
Chondrodystroph^ r, A test of the homogeneity of the in­
cidence of chondrodystrophy for all sires that fertilized 
100 or more eggs is given by groups in table 17, All re­
sults for a sire used in tvjo or raore j^ ears are included in 
the group in i?hich he uas originally used. 
In four of the six groups (table 17) the incidence of 
chondrodystrophy is definitely different for the various 
sires. The tuo regaining groups include tx70 repeat sires in 
one case and three repeat sires in the other. This fact to­
gether -srith the low incidence of chondrodystrophy in these 
T,\BLE 17 
HOMOGIflWEIW OF IKCIDSHGE OF CHOKlDRODYSTROPirY ACCOIIDING TO 8IRES 
By group 
j ^ i' "I • 
'Number'Degreos* Tortile' Incidence of ' 
Group • of ' of * Sires • ©ses ' chondrodystrophy' Ghi-a(iuaT?e and^  
* BirGG'freedom'repeated-^  ^ set 'M'um^ er''''^ 'ForG^  ^ aip;niflcanoo 
Iowa 1931 5 4 1-3 709 24 3,39 21,67^ *^ 
Louisiana 1931 4 3 2-2 825 4 0,485 0.472 
Louisiana 1932 7 6 3-2 1537 9 0,586 9,49 
Ioy;a 1932 8 7 0 2733 46 1,68 61,54^ =* 
lov/a 1933 9 8 0 4441 32 0,721 38.49=>='''• 
Louisiana 1933 15 14 0 2983 02 2,75 84,90** 
Totals 48 42 13,328 197 215.562='==^  
n 
Sires repeated Those sires used in the later years are included (for all years) 
in the group in vrtiich they originally appear, Example, for the 
lov/a 1931 group 1-3 means that one sire was used for throe 7/oars,. 
*^*nighly significant differencGs i.e. P = less than 0,01, 
— 69' — 
groiips as a thole inav account for the iioniogera.ecus distribution 
in tliese cases, 'Jlien all groups are combined the results in­
dicate that the incidence of Ghondrod:rstroph7 varied noro fron 
sire to sire than can be accounted for l:j randor. sanpling. If 
tliis character rrere inlierited and the several sires differed 
genetically in regard to it such results v/ould be e:jq)ected. 
Table IS presents honogeneitv tests for the distribution 
of chondrodystrophy according to dans nated to certain sires. 
Only sires producing a higher incidence of chondrodystrophy 
are included in this table. Part A of table 18 includes 
Louisiana Tiatings and part B gives IOT:a natings. 
For five of the eight Louisiana sires the distribution of 
chondrodystrophy according to dai'is was homogeneous, but in 
all cases the probability of such distribution rather re­
mote, In the three other cases, Tihich showed a higher inci­
dence of chondrodystrophy, real differences in dans appeared 
to exist. T/hen data of all Louisiana sires are combined the 
Chi-square obtained is of such magnitude as to signify that 
the distribution of chondrod^ /strophy anong all dairis i?s.s not 
due to chance -v'-ariation alone. The sane holds true for the 
corabined Iowa inatings. 
For five of the sev'-en groups of the loua ratings chondro­
dystrophy Tsas not nornalljr distributed and for the other t"f70 
groups the probability v/as low. This agrees trith the findings 
18 
HOr.lOaiilKEITY OF INGIDISKCS OF GHOKDRODYSTROPIiX ACCORDING TO D/lMS 
For oertain oireo 
Part A (Louisiana I&^ tinfls) 
r '•»— f 1 Inoldence of^  • 
Band * Kvunber 'Dogree of* Number of oinbryos chendi'odystrophy • Ghi-square and 
nuiubors ' of ' freedom ' living at • f 1 significance^  
of sires' dams 1 t five days ' Number • Percent* 
97 6 5 168 10 5,95 14,54* 
155 6 5 177 23 12,99 11,49* 
456 4 3 159 3 1,89 0,750 
3S61 14 13 538 13 2,42 19,42 
3719 4 3 119 3 2,52 6,82 
4016 6 5 314 13 4,14 6,84 
4790 4 3 185 7 3,78 6.30 
8118 8 7 188 9 4,79 23,72** 
Totals 52 44 1848 81 89-88** 
Part B (Iowa Matlnf?:s) 
• • • f  f  ' Incidence of ' 
Band * Number •Defjree of* Kuniber of fertile' chondrodystrophy • Ghi-square and 
numbers* of • freedom ' efjfis set ' ' significance 
of sires' dams » » ' Number ' Percent • 
2533 13 12 435 16 3*68 153,99** 
3214 11 10 235 14 5*96 46,23** 
4962 15 14 343 11 3*21 29*97** 
135 15 14 440 10 2*27 20,90 
112 13 12 451 6 1*33 20,46 
126 16 15 400 4 1*00 29,62* 
204 15 14 532 5 0*94 34*09** 
Totals 98 91 2836 66 335*26** 
/^iccordinf^  to raetliod of Snedecor and Irwin (19313) 
- P of between 0,0!3 and 0,01 
- p of less than 0,01, therefore highly Bif^ ,nifleant differences 
of Hutt and Qreenivood (1929j and of Titv.s and Sllis 
(19S3a and "b). The latter naned autiiors (19S3a) attributed 
the vs-riahle incidence of ehondrodystrophj/ as due to sone 
deficiency of the ration, ^ret this v;ould hardi3" account for the 
differences noted in the present stud^  since all birds re­
ceived the sarae ration. Breeding v/ould seen to be a raore 
logical explanation of the variability. 
Tlie incidences-jf chondrodystrophy in 55 individual riat-
inss that produced this character are given in table 19 to- i 
gather \7ith the percente^ e of enbryos affected and ratios ap-
prcaci;ed, that is, the proportion of norml enbr3'os to chon-
drodystrophic er;ibryos, Tlie 15 sires included in this table 
Y;ere selected because of the relatiTel;r high incidence of 
chondrodystrophy in their progenjr. All dans to T;hich they 
were mated are included in the table; therefore, corxplete 
fanilies of progeny- are represented. The sires producing a 
larger nunber of chondrodystrophic einbryos ~ere used because 
such •js.tin^ is include the dans that produced the lowest ratios 
< 
of norsial to chondrodystrophic enibr:/os; thex'- also include 
many hens tiiat produced no chondrodystrophy and others that 
produced \'7ide ratios. In other words, all t^ .^ es of ratios 
that »ere observed are represented in table 18. 
For the data in the first jialf of table 19, the number 
of embrjros alive on the fifth day was used as a basis in. ob­
taining the ratios -n-hile for the other data the ninaber of 
TAB] 
DISTHIBUTIOK OF CHOI 
For fifteen sixes witli Mgl 
T 'No. of • Incidence of ' 
*5tli day* chondro- ' Ratios _ 
d-g-atro-phv ' appToaclied-'-
Sire*s' Dam 
ntimber'numTDex*living 
; ' eialarvos* Itotl^er* Percent * 
* *Ho. of * In( 
Sire's* Daa *5t2i day' < 
numb er'niUBber'living ' | 
' ' eabrvos'Siml 
97 253 
2407 
2m 
2563 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 
Also 1 negative 
mate 
155 ^236 
J257 
427g 
42gO 
Totals for pro­
ducer dBlHS 
Also 2 negative 
aates 
^779 
H-7B$ 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 
Also 2 negative 
mates 
3261 4354 
4g65 
^67 
4870 
4g7l 
49 
g 
20 
50 
33 
160 
59 
17 
31 
33 
70 
75 
1^5 
7^ 
102 
3g 
55 
41 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 310 
Also 9 negative mates 
3719 ^723 37 
Also 3 negative mates 
1 
2 
3 
1 
3 
10 
145 23 
e; 
1 
6 
1 
2 
2 
2 
13 
3 
.2.04 
25,00 
15.00 
2.00 
9.09 
63:1 
3:1 or 7J1 
7J1 or 15:1 
63:1 
7:1 or 15:1 
4oi6 473^ 
47% 
4741 
4747 
5g 
57 6g 
4g 
4g 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 309 
Also 1 nega­
tive mate 
6 ^0.17 15:1 • ^790 3g65 27 3 
3 17.65 13:3 or 3J1* 3910 33 1 
4 12.90 7:1 « 4753 69 3 
3:1 
2.g6 
1.33 
63:1 
63:1 
g.ll 
0.92 
5.26 
3.64 
4.gg 
15 J1 
63a 
15:1 
15 M 
15:1 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 129 
Also 1 negative 
mate 
glig 4795 Ig 
4797 31 
479s lo 
4799 29 
Totals pro­
ducer dams 101 9 
Also 4 negative 
mates 
2533 3106 3g 2 
3121 33 
Totals pro­
ducer dams 71 
Also 11 negative laates 
g.ll 1511 
3214 3226 
3227 
3327 
43 12 
37 1 
21 1 
Totals pro­
ducer dams 101 
Also g negative mates 
^The most closely approached ooaimon rati 
The 7:1 ratios would be obtained i3i ba 
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TABLE 19 
riOH OF CHOIBRODYSTROPHT BY DAMS 
33 urith. Mgh incidence of this character 
^o. of * Incidence of 
jth day* cbondro- ' Ratios 
Living * dystrotihT ' approached 
??il!)r70s * Percent 
Sire*s' Dam 
number * muab er * living 
'Ho. of * 
'5tii day* 
Incidence of 
chondro-
d7Strot>hy 
> ggfeyyos * ffii^'ber^^J[^^rcent * 
53 
gy 
6g 
4g 
4g 
15 
16 
29 
33 
2 
H-
1 
1 
5 
13 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
l4 
71 16 
ce mates 
101 
9 mates 
IrP \:S0 
1.^7. 
P..OS 
10.^2 
27 3 11.11 
1 1.03 
69 3 4.35 
22.22 
2.63 
1^.75 
3.% 
5.26 
^2A2 
43 12 27.91 
37 1 2.70 
21 1 4.76 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
63tl 
7M or 15:1 
496i 3126 
31^3 
3303 
3333 
33% 
3353 
16 
22 
l4 
25 
20 
2g 
7:1 or 15:1 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
3:1 or 15:1 
15:1 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 125 
Also 9 negative 
mates 
135 ^ 
272 
309 
3^ 
3B0 
2470 
2^3 
Totals for pro­
ducer daas iSo 
Also g negative 
mates 
112 226 
2^1 
42 
52 
59 
15:1 
311 
204 
3:1 
63:1 
15a 
12 
236 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
11 
26 1 
24 1 
22 i 
42 2 
Ig 2 
Ig 2 
32 1 
10 
1 
4 
1 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 153 
Also 10 negative 
126 335  ^
Also 15 negative mates 
1 
4 
Totals pro­
ducer dams go 
Also 13 negative mates 
6.25 
13.64 
14.29 
4.00 
15.00 
3.57 
3.25 
Hi 
4.76 
11.11 
11.11 
2.63 
2.3g 
7.69 
1.69 
g.33 
3.12 
g.33 
15J1 
7:1 
7:1 
15:1 
7:1 
15J1 
15J1 
15:1 
1511 
1511 
7:1 
63:1 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
15^1 
common ratios are designated. All ratios suggested are within the razige of .95 a3 
ained backcross matings. 

JYSTROPHT BY DAHS 
ddence of this character 
T ice of 
Iro- ' Ratios 
fopliv ' approaclied 
'ercent 
Sire's' Daa 
•Ho. of * 
'5t2i day* 
Incidence of ' 
clioadro- ' Ratios 
number'noniber*living ' dvetropliv ' approached 
* 'embryos * Knaber 'Percent * 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
63!1 
7M o? 15 il 
496? 3126 
JlH-3 
3303 
3pl 
3353 
16 
22 
l4 
25 
20 
2g 
7:1 or 15:1 
63:1 
15:1 
Totals for pro­
ducer dams 125 
Also 9 negative 
mates 
135 ii. 
272 
309 
3^6 
3^0 
2470 
24^3 
26 
24 
22 
42 
IS 
3g 
63:1 
3:1 or 15:1 
15:1 
Totals for pro­
ducer daas ISS 
Also B negative 
mates 
112 226 42 
52 
59 
15:1 
3:1 
Totals for pro­
ducer daas 153 
Also 10 negative 
126 335 4g 
Also 15 negative mates 
3:1 
63:1 
15S1 
204 12 
236 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
11 
1 
1 
i 
2 
2 
2 
1 
10 
1 
4 
1 
6 
4 
1 
4 
Totals pro­
ducer dams ^ 
Also 13 negative mates 
6.25 
13.64 
14.29 
4.00 
15.00 
3.57 
3.25 
hi 
4.76 
11.11 
11.11 
2.63 
2.3g 
7.69 
1.69 
g.33 
3,12 
g.33 
15:1 
7:1 
7?1 
15:1 
7:1 
15:1 
15.*1 
15:1 
15:1 
15:1 
7:1 
63:1 
63:1 
15:1 
63:1 
15:1 
6351 
15:1 
•re designated. All ratios suggested are within the range of .95 .05 
Dss laatinss. 
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total fertile eg^ s set ivas used, Tl-e niinber of onbiyos alive 
on the fiftli cia3'' not available for tlie latter material. 
The results of a liiriited nirnber of inatirigs are sunniarised in 
table 20, 
It is jzuch to be regreoted that the 1951 luatings "hich 
produced the hi;2iier incidences of chondrodystrophy could not 
be reiDeated. Feiv progeny v;ere available frora the 1952 natings 
Tihich produced higli porcen'tases of this characteristic. As a 
consequence of these circunstances no critical test of inheri­
tance could be nade; hoi?7eyer, the rieager breeding data avail­
able are presented. The data of tables 19 and 20 are of in­
terest in that they suggest that if chondrodystrophj' is in­
herited it is recessive in character trith at least three pairs 
of factors involved. Tlie ratios of 13 additional dar.s Eiated 
in 1953 to sex'eral other nis-les a'e cuite similar to those given. 
Landauer and Bimn (1925), Ilutt and Greenv^ ood (1929) and T.Iunro 
(1932) have sirailarly e:-:pressed the belief that, chondrod^ 'strophy 
has a complex hereditary basis, labile Dunn (1927) and Bj-erly, 
Titus and Ellis (1933a and b) have concluded that it is not 
inherited. Further planned natings nust be nade before final, 
conclusions are dravm. 
Malpositions. Table 21 presents tlie results of tests for 
homogeneity of the occurrence of malpositions in 309 individ­
ual laatings involving 8,552 embryos alive on the ISth day. 
. 7^ -
TABLE 20 . 
BRSSDIIG RSSULT3 COIOSRSING CHO] 
' ' Ratio of • ' ' ' ' 
Sire's'Parents' ciiondrodystropliy | Sire • Sire aated to * 
sire ' ttaza • in progeny * ' » 
' ' of parents * ' * Witli full 
151^ 3331 Begative mating^ I35 One full sister and 1-Iegative : 
l4 half-sisters 
2533 
3119 
1467 
2533 
3400 STegative mating 112 
31^5 Hegative mating 204-
33S5 Hegative mating 126 
3106 15:1 ratio 97 
Piire full sisters 
and two half-sisters 
Two full sisters, 
two half-sisters 
and two outoross 
females 
Three full sisters 
and four outcross 
females 
Pour half-sisters 
and one outoross 
female 
3-Negative ! 
1-15 !1 ratii 
1-6351 rati 
2-Hegative 
3-^egative 
Sumaiary 
Grand Totals 
9-Iegative 
1-15:1 rati 
1-6351 rati 
^The females to which the sire was mated were also from nega 
^Outoross - outcrossed only in the sense of no inbreeding in 
3This female was also from a mating producing a 3?! ratio. 
A negative mating is a mating from raiiicli no chondro-
dystrophic embryos were obtained. 
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TABLS 20 
:SULT3 COIGERSIIG CHOHDRODYSTROPHY 
. t 
I to^  * Ratios of ehondrodYStroTihY approached 
With full sisters ' With half-sisters * With outcross females^ 
:er and 
irs 
1-Segative mating 7-negative matings 
2-7^1 ratios 
4-15:1 ratios 
1-63:1 ratios 
Iters 
•sisters 
3-Negative matii^s 
1-1521 ratio 
1-6321 ratio 
1-Kegative mating 
;ers, 
;ers 
ross 
2-Hegative matings 1-Hegative mating 
1-15:1 ratio 
1-Iegative mating 
1-63:1 ratio 
.sters 
iross 
3-Hegative matings 3J-Negative matings 
1-15:1 ratio 
iters 
ross 
2-7:1 ratios 
2-65:1 ratios 
1-3:1 ratio3 
9-Hegative matings 
1-15:1 ratio 
1-63:1 ratio 
9-Hegative aatings 
4-7:1 ratios 
5-15*1 ratios 
4-63:1 ratios 
4-IIegative aatings 
1-3:1 ratio 
1-15:1 ratio 
1-63:1 ratios 
.s 22-Segative matings 
1-3!l ratio 
4-7jl ratios 
7-15*1 ratios 
6-63:1 ratios 
L were also from negative matings with the one exception noted. 
I of ao inbreeding in this generation although from same inbred strain. 
Lucing a 3;l ratio. 
jh no chondro-

MI-E 21 
TliST FOR IIOMOGiaiiill'fiT CF OCCDBRENGE OF MALPOSITIONS 
Individual matings 
t •'*' T- "V • 
Sire t Number 'Dogroe of ' Kimibor • Wiunber of Peroent f Chi-oquarG with 
t of • froGdom '18th day' mlpositionfj malporiitions t Gignificanoe^  
f dams r » living ' t 
t » Qrabryos* 1 
97 6 5 147 23 15,65 30,010*-'^  
To 5 6 5 141 19 13.48 6,664 
456 11 10 305 27 8.85 31,736^ ^^ -"<'-
3261 14 13 492 66 13.42 33,235** 
3719 4 3 100 13 13,00 28,588*^  ^
4016 6 5 267 45 16,85 5,107 
4597 9 8 216 28 12.96 10,123 
4740 3 2 47 9 19,15 1,155 
4790 4 3 173 12 6,94 2,097 
8118 10 9 176 33 18.75 20,672* 
11727 9 8 255 37 14,51 11,257 
1467 13 12 239 31 12.97 42.566** 
1518 12 11 264 28 10.61 23,095* 
2505 7 6 90 7 7,78 7,236 
5124 5 4 117 14 11,97 16,004** 
438 10 9 273 7 2*56 14,277 
2533 13 12 337 77 22,85 69,965** 
3119 10 9 345 31 8,99 32,067** 
3191 13 12 438 16 3.65 27.442** 
3214 10 9 163 22 13,50 43,565** 
4962 15 14 270 39 14,44 20,918 
105 14 13 475 67 14,10 86,816** 
112 11 10 376 75 19,95 32,476** 
135 15 14 394 103 32,42 32,424** 
170 19 18 713 78 10,94 55,453** 
202 17 16 500 141 28,20 46,534** 
204 15 14 488 85 17.42 86,450** 
3172 13 12 459 84 18,30 34'J 062** 
126 15 14 30S 111 36,78 81,187** 
TntnlK ROQ p.An PBfiP. T.SPft 1R m IQI** 

97 
155 
456 
3261 
3719 
4016 
4597 
4740 
4790 
8118 
,17 S7 
1467 
1518 
S505 
51S4 
430 
2533 
3119 
3191 
3314 
4962 
105 
112 
135 
170 
202 
204 
3172 
iS6 
of ' freedom »18th day' riialpositions ' malpoDitj 
laras f • living ' t 
1 • embryos' t 
6 5 147 , 23 15,65 
6 5 141 19 13,48 
11 10 305 27 8,85 
14 13 492 66 13,42 
4 3 100 13 13,00 
6 5 267 45 16,85 
9 8 216 28 12,96 
3 2 47 9 19,15 
4 3 173 12 6,94 
10 9 176 33 18,75 
9 a 255 37 14,51 
13 12 239 31 12.97 
12 11 264 28 10,61 
7 6 90 7 7.78 
5 4 117 14 11.97 
10 9 273 7 2,56 
13 12 337 77 22,85 
10 9 345 31 8,99 
13 12 438 16 3.65 
10 9 163 22 13,50 
15 14 270 39 14,44 
14 13 475 67 14,10 
11 10 376 75 19,95 
15 14 394 103 32,42 
19 18 713 78 10,94 
17 16 500 141 28,20 
15 14 488 85 17,42 
13 12 459 84 18,30 
15 14 302 111 36,78 
309 280 8562 1328 15,51 
* ~ P of between 0,02 and 0,01 
- P of less than 0,01 
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For the entire sample involTed it is revealed that real var­
iation in the occurrenoe of malpositions e3:isted fron dan to 
das. This also holds true for the different dans siated to a 
given sire in 20 of 29 cases. If the incidence of irialposi-
tions -rore due to chance variation alone T7e mic^ ht e:q>ect 
greater hoiaogeneit^ r but if dependent npon some cause, such as 
inherent differences, scs:ie sub-sanples might v"ell be hono-
geneous, others heterogeneous. 
Tables E2,. 23 and 24 present evidence as to the incideiice 
of malpositions by sexes. Table 22 gives the smnmarised re­
sults for 701 male eiribryos, 762 fotiale and 1,025 of unidenti­
fied sex for data in which all dead embryos were e:-^ :amined. 
-The sex of the progen3r shoeing liialpositions, from 17 males 
producing a high incidence of these abnormalities, is re­
vealed in table 23, In table 24 is presented a tj-pical ex­
ample of the distribution of malpositions by sexes for the 
various females iiffi.ted to one male. Distributions of malposi­
tions are quite similar for the t-iiro sexes both on a basis of 
percentage of each sex that died and.in actual numbers for 
the Louisiana data {table 22), For the data by sires, given 
in table 23, the incidences of malpositions in the two sexes 
are similar when considered on a basis of percentage of each-
sex that died but not in actual number of malpositions. The 
percentage distributions of the respective malpositions for 
all sires combined are remarkably similar for both sexes. 
Table 22 
INCIDENCE OP MALPOSITIOMS ACCORDING TO SEX OP EMBRYO 
Data of lov/a *31, Louisiana *31, *32 and '33 Surmnarized 
'' ' ' ''' ' •" (Fot'al ' ' ''i^ercen'6 
Normal' MQlpoaitions ' number ' 'claasi-
dead ' ' ^ ' 'malposi-*Total 'flod as 
' < ' ' ' ' • ' . ' • tlons 'number'malpoal* 
» 1 '  2  ' 5 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9 '  ' dead ' tlons 
Males (Malpositions as percent of total dead males) 
62.62 8.13 10.27 4.42 6.70 5.14 .29 .71 1.43 .29 262 701 37.38 
Females (Malpositions as percent of total dead females) 
62.99 6.56 12.07 3.15 6.43 6.96 .39 1.31 .13 0.00 282 762 37.01 
Sex Unlmown (Malpositions as percent of total dead of unlmov/n sex) 
97.37 .88 .59 .39 .39 .39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27 1025 2.63^ 
ssu 
^Incidence of malpositions is negligible in this group because moat of the 
embryos so classified died early in the incubation period. 
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TABL] 
ISCIDEHOS OF MALPOSITIONS A( 
By sires (Mghly i 
' Stcaber"^ 
Sire day'Hormal'. 
' living * dead ' 
* embryog' sales* 
Male malpositions 
(As percent of total aale dead! 
f i ^ 
Iowa 1932 
Bl%7 
B151g 
B2533 
B3119 
B3191 
B3214 
34962 
265 
239 
264 
i 43^ 
175 
270 
.50 
54. g4 
IK2Q 
44.44 
2g,57 
46.15 
43.75 
35-29 
0.00 
3.23 
14.29 
5.56 
7.1^ 
23. Og 
12.50 
G.OO 
12.50 
9.6g 
0.00 
3>70 
14.29 
0.00 
6.25 
11.76 
25.00 
3.23 
3^71 
24.07 
o.oo 
7.69 
25.00 
11-76 
0.00 
3.23 
0.00 
0.00 
7.1^ 
15-3^ 
6.25 
0.00 
12.50 
25.31 
35.71 
20.37 
35.71 
0.00 
6.25 
29.41 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 00 
Iowa 1933 
ai05L 
ClllL 
C1122 
C126B 
OI35B 
01701 
C202E 
C204I 
B3172 
47s 
214 
376 
333 
394 
713 
463 
3^.46 
50,00 
32.00 
20. g3 
44.6S 
35.90 
3^.10 
34.04 
2g.57 
0.00 
0.00 
2.00 
m 
0.00 
0.00 
2.13 
2.3s 
10.26 
6.25 
6.00 
12.50 
7.69 
6.35 
l4.g 
7.1 
12.32 
13.75 
10.00 
1:11 
2.56 
11.11 
l4.g9 
19-05 
0.00 
6.25 
4.00 
2.OS 
4.26 
2-56 
4.26 
7.1^ 
33.33 
lg.75 
34.00 
51.2g 
33-33 
25.53 
35.71 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.13 
0.00 
Srand Totals {All lo^ra 1932 and Iowa 1933 sires) 
Ifiiaber 63OI 205 22 45 70 Ig 173 1 
Percent 36.7^ 3-9^ g.06 12.54 3.23 31.00 O.lg 
^Of total Igtii day living emb 
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TABLS 23 
iPOSITIOHS AOCORDINQ TO SSX OF SMBRTOS 
:es (highly inbred Leghorns) 
Ltions 
a male dead) 
.6 X A 
'Total ' '• 
• Huiaber * Percent males' Hormal 
Total 
nnmber 
male mal— 'dead 'classified sls' dead 
t>o3itions 'males 'malpositions 'females^  
0.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 I.g5 0.00 0.00 
0.00 7,14 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 00 11,76 0.00 0.00 
0,00" 0.00 0.00 5.13 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 
0.00 0.00 0,00 10.42 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 7.9^  
2.13 2.13 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
14 
12 
30 
10 
7 
9 
11 
24 
B 
34 
26 
25 
39 
31 
30 
l4 
l4 
1? 
16 
17 
16 
^7 
39 
jj;7 
42 
62.50 
45.16 
5^.71 
55.56 
71.43 
53.^ 5 
56.25 
54.71 
61.54 
50.00 
6g.00 
79.17 
55.52 
64.10 
61.90 
65.96 
nM 
0.00 
51.2g 
36.00 
44.05 
26.67 
67.26 
26.09 
30,55 
22.22 
3^ .59 
36.36 
20.43 
75 
19 
32.77 
2.39. 
.51 
1 5 2 17 
o.is 0.90 0.36 3.05 
353 55« 
63,26 
293 
32.52 
y living embryos. 

-» r 
s* Hoxaal • 
3* dead ' 
*feiaales^ 
-r^  
Female malpositions 
(As -percent total^feaale dead) 
Ji S 
0.00 
51.23 
%,00 
44.05 
26.67 
67.26 
26.09 
p. 55 
0.00 
5.13 
g.oo 
2.3g 
10.00 
0.00 
g.70 
5.56 
50.00 
7.69 
12.00 
4-. 76 
13.33 
0.00 
17.3? 
5.56 
25.00 
0.00 
20.00 
13.10 
3.33 
10.71 
26.09 
30.55 
25.00 
0.00 
0.00 
6.67 
3.57 
i^ .55 
2.73 
0.00 
33.33 
12.00 
25.00. 
13.33 
10.71 
13-OM. 
16.67 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.7s 
0.00 
0.00 
g.oo 
7.1^  
16.67 
3.57 
.^35 
5.56 
0.00 
2.56 
4.00 
0.00 
10.00 
3.57 0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
22.22 
3^ .89 
36.^  
20.43 
19.75 
24.19 
32.77 
2.39 
.51 
3.10 
5.56 
4.30 
14. gl 
1.61 
1.6g 
7.04 
0.00 
11.11 
11.11 
5,45 
10.75 
7.41 
15.35 
4.20 
11.27 
5.O6 
12.96 
11.11 
12.73 
12.90 
12.35 
12.90 
Ig.JL 
12.66 
l.g5 
11.11 
l.g2 
l.Og 
6.17 
3.23 
0.00 
1.41 
2.53 
3^ .89 
22.22 
32.73 
37.63 
32.10 
33.71 
33.66 
23.94 
34. ig 
0.00 1.35 0.00 7.41 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 7.27 
0.00 0.00 0.00 12.90 
0.00 1.23 0.00 6.17 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 14.29 
1.4i 0.00 1.4l 2.32 
0.00 2.53 0.00 2.53 
2 21 7 46 
0.22 2.33 0.73 5.11 
293 
32.52 
42 
4.66 
73 
3.66 
117 
12.99 
24 
2.66 
271 
30.03 

Total » Total •Percent fe- * 
J msittber ' TniTw'ber'males olassi-*Ku22ber 
'female raal-* dead 'fied as * sex 
* r^ ositioss 'fe!aalss']aal"DOSitiODS 'imknown 
ositions 
al^feaale dead) 
± 
0 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 4 100.00 0 
13 0-00 0.00 2.56 0.00 39 43.72 2 
0 
0, 
0.00 
0.00 
g.oo 
7.1^  
^,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
16 
^7 II 64.00 55.95 3 10 
0.00 16.67 10.00 0.00 22 30 73.33 1 
1 0,00 3.57 3.57. 0.00 9 2g 32.14 2 
M- 0.00 .^35 0.00 0.00 17 25 
11^  
7 
1 2.73 55.56 0.00 0.00 25 36 10 
!9 o.do 1.35 0.00 7.41 42 54 
?2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11 IS 
:3 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.27 55 
>3 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.90 74 93 
.0 0.00 1.23 0.00 6.17 65 SI 
a 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47 62 
>6 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.29 go 119 
1.4l 0,00 1.41 2.82 4^  71 
Lg 0.00 2.53 0.00 2.53 47 79 
11-n 
61,11 
63.6^  ^
79-57 
20,25 
75.S1 
§7.23 
67.61 
59.^  
6 
12 
10 
17 
19 
12 
26 
16 
20 
L 2 21 7 46 608 901 173 1 
)g 0.22 2.33 0.7^  5.11 7^-^  2".7i|--^  
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liotrever, attention is called to tlie fact tnat the inbred sires, 
table S3, produced 508 female nalpositions as compared to 35S 
nale malpositions. In other v?ords, 63,27 percent of all mal­
positions produced by these sires were fe:~ale5. It zzay be 
noted also that 61.75 percent of all dead e::;bryos sezed trere 
feraales, TTith great variation for the different sires. These 
facts are considered in connection t:ith discussion of a sex-
linlced lethal s^ene. 
It is interesting; to note, in table 25, that for either 
sex appr ox irately four percent of all sexed eubrj'os irere in 
position 1 (head between thigris); ei^ht percent in position 2 
(head in sr.all end of 033}; 13 percent in position 3 (head to 
left); three percent in position 4 (rotated in shell); 30 
percent in position 5 (head not under mng) and three percent 
of dead r^les and five percent of dead ferrales vrere in position 
9 (feet over head). In a fevT instances a given enbryo was 
found in tijfo different iialpositions, a conbination of positions 
4 and 5 being most frecuent. 
The relative frequency of the different nalpositions for 
different stock is of interest. For the data of the non-inbred 
stock, position 2 (head in siaall end of e-gg) ?jas nost co:3nonly 
found. This agrees trith the results of Sraith (1931) and 
Byerly and Olsen (1931), In the i7orlc of Ilutt (1929) positions 
2 and 4 occurred uith about equal frequency and more often 
than did the other positions. Position 1 (head bet^^een legs). 
position 4 (rotated] and position 5 (Iioad not under vrin^.) were 
found at approximtelj the sane rate in the non-inlsrod stoclc. 
In tile higjilj^ inbred stock, in •"hieh the incidence of mal­
positions \vas in.uch iii^ier, position 5 (head not under •tving) 
occurred irruch nore frequentl3r than did a32y other position. 
This is in asree-:ent with the report of Ilutt and Pilkey (1954). 
Tliis position "vvas not included in the studies of earlier 
workers. Position 5 (head to left) ranl-ced second in occ-arronce 
in the hisiil3- incred stock of this study as in the data of 
Hutt and pill-ie^r (1S34), i:?ith position 1 nent in order. The 
other positions occurred v^ith ahout equal frGcuency. 
It has been obserYed, as vr&j be noted in tahle 24, that 
often the sane dan produces trro or three, and in soirie instan.ce3 
nore, different types of nalpositions. This fact, together 
witli similar observations coneernins sires (table 23 and pre­
vious tables), suggests that possibljr no innate differences 
underlie specific ralpositions» If this be true an impaired 
abilit^T- of orientation lua;/ be the basic underlying factor 
for all nalpositions. 
The family relationships of incidence of nalpositions 
based upon th^e results of 85 individual matings as related to 
occurrence of .aalpositions in the parents of the sires and 
daiTiS, are shotin in table 25, That many of the isatings were in­
bred in the generations involved is shown by the recurrence 
of the same individuals in the Pg generation. The entire 
stock is from iiislaly inbred lines. Considerable variation ex­
isted in tiie incidence of raalpositions for individuals in­
cluded in each ?t_ and Po group as indicated b;.' the ranrre and 
by the standard deviation for each group. No sensible corre­
lation "was found betivsen occurrence of malposition resulting 
fron individual natings and that produced by the maternal 
grand dasis. Eoi^ever, the coefficient of +.352 obtained Mien 
percentage of malpositions of individual natings was corre­
lated Hith average incidence of malpositions for the four grand 
parents, is highly sir'^iificant although close association did 
not eid. st, 
The variation in incidenae of the different positions in 
different stock as reported bj?" pievious investigators night be 
interpreted to indicate genetic differences for each position. 
Hoi^ever, all workers have found several positions in their 
material, and it seens unlikely that in stock fros. various 
sources all would carry the several multiple recessive genes 
required if each position v^ere inherited separately. It is 
definitely indicated that no one position is inherited as a 
sisple recessive. 
The suggestion is offered that an impaired sense of 
orientation is the basic condition involved and that the sev­
eral specific positions are merely different expressions of 
the sas.e trait, i^nalj'ses of data in testing the possible in­
heritance of malpositions are based upon this preMse, However, 
the analyses nade would bo valid should the different nal-
positions prove to be controllsd by separate genes. It is 
freel3r adnitted that the data available do not prove the 
hypothesis suggested. It i^ill be necessary to "iake extensively 
planned eatings of stocks: of laio^ malposition breeding before 
conclusive evidence is available. Bxtensive tests are also 
necessary to deterrnine the niEiber of malpositions of various 
sorts that can be induced to occur by various envirorjiriental 
influences, in a stock standardized as to incidence of inal-
positions. 
ilnother essential point that needs to be definitely de­
termined is the absolute degree to -chich each respective 
position is letlial, socie of the positions are believed to be 
an absolute bar to hatching, for esaiiiple head between thighs, 
v7hile it is laio\m that soiae chicks in other sialpositions do 
liatch, for esaiaple enibrjros uith the head in the sraall end of 
the egg. IIo conprehensive test has been nade to detemine 
the percent of each position that does Iiatch. 
Hutt and Pilkey (1834) found that incubating eggs in a 
horizontal position increased irarkedly the incidonce of 
positions E and 4 as coiapared to eggs incubated vTith the large 
end raised about 45 degrees, "fcile in the tilted eggs raalposi-
tions 1 and 5 were nore comiuon. The total frequency of rial-
positions i^s, however, 10.1 percent of embryos alive at the 
ISth day for the horizontal eggs and 10.7 percent of embryos 
alive at the 18th day for the tilted eggs, This agreement is 
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close and uould tend to support tlie idea that all malpositions 
iiave a coixaon underlying cause. The sliiftir:^ ol" the incidence 
of an;." certain nosition oy enTironi;ie.utal chan.^ss is not sig­
nificant so loni^ as the total incidence of raalpositions re-
laains about the sarae, 
7;e nay even expect the expression of total rxilpositions 
to be influenced soaeviliat the en\aroni'ient since this is 
not an uncoinnon eiqperience in dealing with inherited traits. 
It v7ill be necessary to detenaine ^vhat these influences are 
and to eliminate then insofar as possible. 
The relationsliip foujid to exist betvreen the perccnta-ge 
incidence of total rialpositions of the progeny of individual 
riatinss and the average incidence of rnalpositions for the 
four grand parents indicates tiiat breeding is probably a fac­
tor in incidence of iralpositions. Sajactuary (19S5), Hutt 
(1929), and Snith (1931) have previously sug.^ested that rial-
positions my be inherited. The incidence of malpositions is 
much higher in the inbred stock and it increased rriarhedlTr in 
the riatings of 1953 as conparod to those of 1952, Siese 
facts lend support to this vieT,-. Byerly (1954) obtained an 
increased incidence of ir.alposi tions in three inbred lines 
and in backcross natings. 
Table 26 presents suniijiarised data on approached ratios 
of normal esibiyos to inalposition enibr3''0s for SO sires nated 
to 279 dans involving S,671 ISth day living embr^'-os. 
Table 25 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS OP IMLPOSITIONS 
Summary of 85 individual Mailings 
1  1 —  r - — — 7  r 1  1 —  —  
• 'Mafcornal'Matornal• •Paternal'Patornal* 
' ' grand ' grand • ' grand ' grand ' Average of 
* Bama^' airoa ' dariis ' Sires^ * sires ' dams ' grand parents 
Highest inoidonoe 
of malposition 
Lov/est inoidenoe 
of malposition 
Mean inoidonoe 
of malposition 
Standard deviation 
100.00 23.86 56.67 
0.00 3.5S 0.00 
27.879 13.641 9.899 
2.288 .610 .991 
39.06 23.86 15.15 
11.48 3.52 0.00 
23.358 14.025 3,778 
.857 ,690 .662 
26.10 
1.76 
10.302 
• 389 
No. of different indi­
viduals involved 85 32 5^  .3 
Correlation of malpositions of 85 individual matings and inoidonoe of malposi­
tions for maternal Grand Dams » .0076.^  
Gorrolation of malpositions of 85 individual raatings and incidence of malposi­
tions for four grand parents - .3525.'^  
All available daughters from the 32 maternal grand dams v/ore included. 
%'he Sires had an average of 4 full sisters (ranging from 1-9) and 15 half sisters 
(ranging from 9-23) included in these matings. Tv/o pairs of the sires are lialf-brothers 
®These same individuals are included in the parents of the dams. 
^Coefficients required, for probable significance .217, for high significance .282. -
Wallace and Snodecor (1931). 
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TABLE 26 
APPH0AGH3D HAflOS, HOBHALS TO S 
Suaimarized 
T T Percent ' Sumber"^ 
iTiaber* Humber •malpositiou'lgtli day' 
of • of dams * (Average * l ivisg * 
sires'inelnded^' by dans) ' eabryos' 
Ratios cl 
freouenc 
' r 
i:i 2J1 t J2 
Thirteen Louisiana Sia 
13 76 12.64- 2,^ 0 lumber 
Percent 
0 
0.00 
2 
2.7$ 
2.7g 
2 
2.7g 
g 
11. 
lo^ a 19"^ 2 Sires 
B6 10,13 2,27s mrnher 2 3 6 
Percent 2.33 ^.65 3-^ 6. 
6.93 
Iowa IQl''? Sires 
121 20,21 3^ 933 dumber 6 g 11 21 
Percent 4.96 6.61 9,09 17. 
11.57 
Totals All Sires 
S 1^ 1- ID 35 
2.37 5.02 5.73 12. 
7.S59 
^No dam was included unless at least 10 erabryos were living 01 
^Tables of'Warwlck tl932) used. 
3in one case two embryos ifMcli hatched and were marked, "nonsa] 
ratio is recorded as 29 malpositions to 6 nor!aais.(of •sfhich 1 
6 designated normal were aalpositions. As it staads this cas 
malpositions are recesssive in tJharacter. 
30 279 15.15 g,671 IJuaber 
Percent 
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TABLE 26 
D RATIOS, HOHH&LS TO MALP03ITI0IS 
SusamariEed 
Ratios closely approached^'^ 
frecniency of oocrorxeace ' All ' 
^ ' —• ' •normal M 
« Qi7 * 2;i » 3;i ' l^n ' 7il » 15tl ' 6va * L 
thirteen Louisiana Sires 
2 2 g 12 22 13 3 ID 0 
2.7g 2.7g 11.11 16.67 30.56 IS.06 4.17 13.^ 9 0.00 
2,78 13.29 
Iowa 1932 Sires 
H -  3 6  i J - l g  2 5  3  2 1  0  
4.65 3-^  6.93 .^65 20.93 29.07 3.49 24.4-2 0.00 
6.90 11.63 
loira IQll Sires 
g 11 21 22 Ig 22 6 4 3 ^  
6.61 9.09 17.36 Ig.lg l4.gg iS.lg 4.96 3.31 2.4g 
1.57 35.5^  
Totals All Sires 
l4 16 35 3g 5g 60 12 35 3 
5.02 5.73 12.54 13,62 20.79 21-51 4.30 12.54 l.Og 
7.39 26.16 
embryos were living on ISth day. 
ad were marked "nonsal^ ijiay possibly have been laalpositions. One 
6 normals.{of •^hicii two hatched). It is barely possible that the 
As it stands this case is incot^atible with the hypothesis that 
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Classification vias nade in eacii case under the corcsion 
ratio FiOst closely approaelied aiid all are well uit-iin the 
ran^e of sampling error, The 5:1, 15:5. 7:1 B2id 15:1 ratios 
occurred most f3?ecuently althOu{ih the 1:1 (and 9:7} T7ere 
rather comson anons tlie raatings with higher incidences of 
roalpositions. The general indication is that, if inherited, 
ralpositions are recessive in cMracter with several pairs 
of factors involved. But sone cases observed do net confcrra 
^ith this h^TOothesis, To obtain all i3alposition progeny as 
secured in one case certainly, and possibly in others, it is 
necessary to assui:ie tliat both sire and dan "c?ere genot^nii-cally 
mlpositions but had hatched and "sriisre subsequently mated. 
A ratio of 23 nalpositions to 6 norr^als, as recorded in 
one case, is inconpatible li/ith an hypothesis of recessive in­
heritance, Despite these exceptional cases an attempt was 
roade to apply a dihybrid recessive hypothesis to the avail­
able breeding data* 
A dihyhTid autosonal recessive h^rpothesis proved to be 
untenable in 13 cases vflien applied to 100 individual laatings 
(77 of which produced r:xilpcsitions) and involving seven sires. 
The hjrpothetical s^notype of all Pj. ^i3?ds, v;hich included all 
available sisters, and the proposed genotype of the Pg breeders 
i^ere used in testing the hypothesis. In addition to the above 
exceptions it f^Duld be necessary to assume that t"?7o of the 
sires used •c?ere genotjipically nialpo sit ions, that had Imtched, 
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and that seven of tlae aoiis used T7ere of lil23 classification, 
Tiiese considerations led to the concrasion that the proposed 
two-gene hypothesis nas untenable. vJhile the data available 
indicate that nalpositions probably have a genetic background, 
it Hill be necessary/ to ir^ike further planned s'latings before 
a factorial hypothesis can be isade. It can be stated on the 
basis of results available that if inherited the node of in­
heritance is cosiples:, 
A sex-lir^ed lethal factor. In table 27 is presented 
breeding evidence indicating the presence of a sss-linked 
lethal gene. The sex ratios are given of the progenjr of cer­
tain sires and the sex ratios of the progeny of their sons 
that "556re used the follo^ring season. The sex ratios of the 
raalpositions are given for the sarae males. 
Because the female is heterozygous for sex in the dones-
tic f01171 the sire is the parent that transmits a sex-linlced 
lethal factor. Kales mth the genotype 2Z 11 mated to 
feiaales SL would produce living progeny x^ith a sex ratio of 
tv70 laales to one feraale because one-half of the feinales trould 
not hatch since they TTOuld receive the lethal gene 1 from 
their sire, Converselj'- such a mating vTOuld be e^roected to 
produce a sex ratio of dead esibr^ros of tx70 fenales to one 
male, or, as generally eroressed, a sex ratio of 33,33, One-
half of the Kales from this type of inating would be carriers 
of the lethal gene (Ll) but i^ould be viable. 
TABL 
BHESBIKG EVID3NCE OF A 1 
Sex ratios of 
Band ' 
imsber' i 
1 
Ifumber ' Ho. of each * Sex ratio 'Ho. of eacb 
dead 'sex observed 'witli siff- ' sex of 
females' ' 'nificance of'malposition 
ed * Kal es»Pe-males * CThi-sfmarel ' Mal es • Femal es 
t t 
'Sex ratio' 
' of mal- ' 
'•oosition ' 
Band 
number 
151^ 73 1^ 25 33.90* 12 16 42.36 135 
2533 109 5^ gil- 39.13* 30 ay 32.96 
3119 95 30 31. 10 22 31.25 202 
204 
3191 ? 13 2g 31.71* 7 9 43.75 Ho S 
^962 gg 17 36 32.14** 11 25 29.73 lo s 
ih67 72 l4 19 44.29^ l4 19 42.42 126 
43g ? g 4 5 4 55.56 
"• P between O.O5 and 0.01 
*•* P leas tlian 0.01 
^Tbis ratio 
^?oo few -or 
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TABLE 27 
7ID3SCE OF A SSX-LIUKSD LETHAL FACTOR 
Sex ratios of dead, esbryos 
T 1 r 
"• Band ' Somber lo. 
Carrier sons of sires used in 19^2 
of each ' Sex ratio *Ho. of each ' 
1 
* Band ' 
ratio'number' dead 'sex observed * -with sig- * sex of *Sex ratio'numberLJ 
mal- ' ' females' ' 'nificance of'malnosition ' of mal- ' ' 
^expected'Males'Females' qhi-smiare 'Males'Females'oosition ' ^ 
135 110 
202 137 
20^  133 
KO sons used 
lo sons used 
126 100 
ivr 
63 
i|-7 
gl 
119 
71 
93 
36.^ 3 
3^ A3 
39.^ 3 
3if-.oiJ-
26 
39 
31 
3g 
65 
go 
4^ 
7i{. 
26.57 
32.77 
39.24 
33.93 
105 
112 
170 
T^his ratio is within the probability range of a 2:1 ratio. 
^Too few progeny sexed to be a reliable guide. 

1 negative song of sires used In 19'^2 
f each * B^d ' Ifo. of eaeh • ; - *No. of each * 
of 'Sex sei obseyygd * Sex ratio * sex of 'Sex ratio 
sition » of mal- * « 'malpositioa ' of mal-
'Feiaales'-sosltlen » i Males'Feiaales* '^ales'Feaales'position 
65 2g.57 
105 • 39 5^ ^1-5^ 2il- ^2 36.36 
112 50 55 ^7.62 3^ 35 ^9.2g 
^ 32.77 
4g 39.2i|-
7^ 33.93 
170 39 62 3g.6l 25 i^7 3^1-. 72 
ratio. 
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Tae resiilts presented in table 27 strongly support the 
theory that a ses-linked lethal gene was carried by certain 
males used in 1932, namely 1518, 3119 and 1457, and that it 
"sas transmitted by then to their sons used the follo^ ang sea­
son, Sire 2533 probably lilcevase carried the lethal factor 
even though his ti?o sons used in 19S5 proved to be non-carriers. 
As stated above, ov.lj one-half of the sons would be expected to 
transmit the factor. It is probable that sires S191 and 4952' 
•ra-ere also carriers of the lethal factor althou^  no sons from 
these iTjales viere used the follos'in.i season. It ma3- be noted 
that the number of observed feizales that died is in sone cases 
appreciably less than the number espected, but it should be 
mentioned that not all of the dead ein.br3ros from these sires 
were examined and some of those esaLiined mere not sexed. It 
is to be regretted that the sex of all of the chicks that 
hatched from those matings ^ s not available to be used in 
checking the sex ratio of the viable progeny. The primary 
cause and time of expression of the sex-linked lethal involved 
have not been determined, Hotjever, the nimiber of embr^ '^os in­
volved is large and lends support to the action of a sex-
linked gene. Further, sex ratios of the non-inbred stock of 
this study have shois"n conclusively that there is noiraally 
no differential sex ratio of dead embryos. This substantiates 
the findings of other workers, Jull {1951) has I'eportea that 
- SI -
close inbreeding of itself does not affect tlae ses; ratio. In 
tiie light of these facts the evidence available is convincing 
that a ses-linked gene is responsible for the aberrant sez 
ratios obtained. 
The ses: ratio of the malpositions produced by a given sire 
is in ir.ost cases fairly close to that for all dead esbri^ s 
sesed, but the number of malpositions is in most cases ap­
preciably less than the mimber of total sesed erabrj'os. Ob­
viously, then, malpositions cannot be the sole cause of the 
abnor^ nal sex ratio's observed but they do shosr a tendency to-
i?7ard a sez-liniced ratio for some sires. In the data for two 
sires the ses ratio of the malpositions deviates significantly 
frora a 1:1 ratio and in several other cases the results ap­
proached a 2:1 i^ tiQ more closely than a 1:1 r-atio. The dif­
ferential nortality indicates that a ses-linlced gene rjay be 
involved in the inheritance of r^ lpositions. 
Inheritance of dwarfissi and interrelationshii^ s of the 
dwarfisa., creeper and sticlcy characters. Following the pre-
liininary t/ork reported by llayhe-cv and Upp (1932) more extensive 
natings TTere made in 1952 and 19S3 to further test the node of 
inheritance of d?;arfism (see Figure I, Plate 4, and Fig^ ires I 
and II, Plate 5) and to detemine its interrelationship mth 
the creeper and sticky characters. 
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In tables 23 and 2S are presented the resiilts of mtinss 
"iiiade in 1933. Fcuj? sires and 33 dams, 17 of iThicn proved to 
"be d\7arf carriers, "cjere involved in Platings this season. The 
genotj^ e as to dv/arfiss. is given for tiie sires and the dams of 
the breeders used this year, The nusber of normal and dv/arf 
chicks from individual natings are presented in table 20 and 
the normal and dwarf s"aspect dead-in-shell are presented in 
table 29, 
Stickiness (see Figure II> Plate 2) described bjr Byerlv 
and .Tull (1930) and (1932), -sas also involved in one pen 
and the meager data available are tabiilated» 
All nales and females v7ere -Cadged by appearance and viere 
classified as carriers, non-carriers or doribtfiils prior to the 
breeding season. These classifications are compared to the 
breeding results obtained. 
Totals of 73 d"i~arfs and 272 nomal chicks nere obtained 
from the 17 carrier dans and 255 noroial chicks and no d;7arfs 
were secured from the same nales sated to 16 dains yielding 
negative results. The sire of a portion of the chicks from 
one hen is not definitely kno\sn. If the chicks of this hen 
be OEltted, the observed ratio becomes 235:70 as compared to 
the expected, for a 3:1 ratio, of 230:76, Of chicks dead-in-
shell (15 days or older) exaiiiined frcsi the carrier hens, 50 
Tjrere classed as dvjarf suspects as conpared to 225 normals 
(table 29), The deficiency in the d';7arf suspect class nay be 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in 
sections in the following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH 
SMALL OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
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TA3L3 2S 
IKESRIfAIGS OF DWAI 
Progeny ratios of individual u 
' ' ' 'BtrBbeT ' Bws 
Daa'g daia *Dam*s sire * Band nmaber *3ire'3 sire*8i?e*s dag 'fertile' 
' ' ^ ' 'Daa of Sire of • * ' * eggs ' 
(r Q- 'cMcks^ctiiekg 'Hufflber* G 'Haaber* S ' set 'Obse 
Pen 109A 
6220 1 A456 1 ^6 
6220 1 A456 1 ^733 ^16 
6220 1 A^56 1 40l6 
6220 1 kK^S 1 ^^7^7 40l6 
6223 1 A^6 1 4750 40l6 
Totals for carrier liens Pen 109A 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A%6 
6220 1 AiJ56 1 ij-7^5 4016 A456 
6220 1 A456 1 4oi6 . a456 
? ? ? ? 47i!4 4016 a456 
Totals for noar-producing hens Pen 109A 
Pen IIQB 
? ? 42'go ^^56 
4-24^ 1 a456 1 ^779^ A4-56 
4-2^^9 (L) 0 A456 1 A456 
Totals for carrier liens Pen l^OB 
^21 1 393 0 4778 A4-56 
? A456 1 4-726 A4.56 
? A4-56 1 4-787 A4.56 
Totals for non-producing hens Pen llOB 
Pen lllA 
4^21 1 gllg 1 4IW gllg 
4^21 1 gllg 1 4846 8118 
Totals for carrier hen^ Pen lllA 
0 A4.56 1 ^795 3118 
0 A4-56 1 ^797 SllS 
? ? 4798 8118 
4-249 (L) 0 A456 1 4799 8118 
Totals for non-producing hens Pen lllA 
4249(L) 
4247 
4249(L) 
4249(L) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
0 
1 
gen Ills 
4l5^ 
4862 
4865 
4867 
4870 
4871 
4873 
Totals for carrier hens Pen lllB 
3261 
3261 
3261 
3261 
3261 
3261 
3261 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
1 6220 1 
0 33 1 
0 33 1 
0 33 1 
0 33 1 
0 33 1 
0 33 1 
98 0 1809 
98 0 1809 
9« 0 1809 
98 0 1809 
98 0 1809 
98 0 1S09 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-? 
? 
? 
4249(L} 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249{Lj 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(1.) 0 
60 
97 
72 
58 
2 
289 
2 
51 
5 
58 
i 
2 
13 
IS 
3S 
50 
86 
f5 42 
18 
38 
123 
35 
106 
368 
, U 
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TA3LS 2$ 
HSRITASOS 0? DWARFISM 
s of individual matings of 1933 
* Camber ' Euia'ber of normal 
dam * fertile* cMoks 
' Number of dwarf ' SiKaber 
* chicks^ * of 
' 'crippled' 
Classification 
of breeders5 
T eggs * 7* "P * 
* set 'Ob9erved^"*Sxpeoted^*Observed*Bxr>ected' chicks ' Judged ' Aetaal 
1 60 11 12 5 4 0 1 
1 97 24 22 5 7 3 1 1 
1 72 26 23 5 g 0 1 
1 5g 10 g 1 3 0 0 1 
1 2 1 0 0 0 1 
2S9 72 66 16 22 11 
1 2 2 0 0 0 
1 51 27 0 0 0 0 
1 5 3 0 0 0 ?? 
32 all 0 none 0 
1 ^7 4 6 • 4 2 2 0 1 
1 36 29 3 10 0 0 1 
1 75 23 26 12 9 5 0 1 
176 63 62 19 21 7 
1 ;? 2 0 0 n 
1 2 1 0 0 ??• 
1 13 11 0 0 0 
IS l^S- all 0 none 0 
? 36 16 6 5 1 1 1 
•? 50 l^i- 16 7 5 0 1 1 
30 33 13 10 1 
"9 25 g 0 0 0 ?? 
7 ^2 21 0 0 0 e 
? IB 5 0 0 0 0 
r 3B 19 0 0 0 0 
123 53 all 0 none 0 
0 
0 
:) 0 
0 
0 
0 ) 0 
35 
77 
106 
I 
35! 
13 
25 
39 
5 
20 
i{-
1 
107 
11 1 3 1 0 1 
23 6 g 0 0 1 
3^ 6 11 4 1 f X  
6 3 2 0 ? 1 
17 3 6 0 0 1 g 6 2 2 ? 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
99 25 33 7 
0 0 0 7 ?  
AJ--
? ? rf56 
i}-24g 1 1 ^779^ A^56 
i^249(L) 0 AH56 1 ^JSB A^6 
Totals for carrier liens Pen l^OB 
k621 1 J9B 0 4778 Aii-56 
? a%6 1 ^736 a456 
? Ah^6 1 i{-7g7 Ai|-56 
Totals for non-producing hens Pen llOB 
Pen lllA 
i^621 1 gllg 1 §115 
4621 1 siig 1 4S46 sua • 
Totals for carrier hen? Pen illA 
;L) 0 A456 
!L) 0 A456 
1 4795 gllg 
1 4797 gllg 
? 4793 gllg 
4249 (L) 0 A456 1 4799 gllg 
Totals for non-producing hens Pen lllA 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
9g 
93 
96 
9g 
93 
9g 
4249(L) 
4247 
4249(L) 
4249(L) 
^4630 
0 A456 1 
0 A456 1 
0 A456 1 
0 0 A%6 1 
1 393 0 I* A456 1 
Pen lllB 
4S5ii 3261 
4g62 3261 
4g65 3261 
4667 3261 
4370 3261 
4g7l 3261 
4373 3261 
Totals for carrier hens Pen lllB 
705(L 3261 
•249(L)326I 
4353 3261 
4360 3261 
4366 3261 
4369 3261 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
f 
!* 
•? 
0 A456 1 
1 393 0 
? A456 1 
6 A456 1 
4247 
4630 
4249(L) 
Totals for non-^producing hens Pen lllB 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
A456 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
1309 
1309 
1309 
lg09 
1309 
1309 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
? 
? 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249fL) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
ksHsih) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
4249(L) 0 
17 
34 
176 
2 
13 
IS 
35 
50 
36 
25 
42 
13 
33 
123 
35. 
77 
106 
45 
5 
36S 
7 
20 
31 
25 
5 
75 
213 
3 
2 
1: 
1 
10 
Totals for all carrier hens « 1933 
Totals for all non-producing hens - 1933 -'J 2« 
- proven genotype, 0 - non-carrier, 1 - carrier, ? - •unknown 
%o ohlek was classified as a dwarf unless it had lived for at least ti 
dtfarf from a random group of (circa) 30 chicks on at least two oeoasic 
fied as dwarfs at hatching tiae •srhile others were aoaewhet uncertain x 
tenable since classification is dependent upon external sinrotoms resul 
^Hcn 4779 exchanged pens and produced a auaber of chicks sired "by a ¥yi 
for rose oomb and ail of the chicks sired "by him could not he xdentif: 
totals become, observed 236170 expected 2J0tyS. 
^Observed - observed nuaber. Expected - expected ntiaber 
Probability tests of all ratios were determined by the tables of Warw^ 
were involved. "When sore than 50 "^^^re ooncemed the Ohi-s 
^Judged - classification prior to hatching season. Actual - classific* 
0 - non-carrier, 1 - carrier, doubtful, - undetermined beoat 
(L) Indicates purebred single coiab Ifhite Leghorn hens. 
1 TT 4 b • ^ 2 ~ 0 1 
1 gi 36 29 3 10 0 0 1 
1 75 P 26 12 9 5 0 i 176 63 62 19 21 7 
1 T D 2 0 0 "r? 
1 2 1 0 0 • ? ?  
1 13 11 0 0 0 
IS 14 all 0 none 0 
7 36 16 17 6 5 1 1 1 
?  50 l4 16 7 5 0 1 1 i 
S6 30 33 13 10 1 
1 
25 g 0 0 0 
1 
?? • i 
? 42 21 0 0 0 'e 
? la 5 0 0 0 0 1 
? 3g 19 0 0 0 ^ i 123 53, all 0 none 0 i 
\ 
L) 0 . 35 13 11 1 3 1 0 1 i 
L) Q 77 25 6 g 0 0 1 1 
L) 0 106 39 34 6 11 4 1 n • 
L) 0 5 6 3 2 0 1 i 
L) 0 • - 5b 20 17 3 6 0 0 
L) 0 m 4 g 6 2 2 ? 1 
L) 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
366 107 99 25 33 7 
L) 0 7 7 0 0 0 ? ? 
L) 0 20 15 0 0 0 0 
L) 0 gi 51 0 0 0 0 
L) 0 25 19 0 0 0 0 
L) 0 5 2 0 0 1 ?? 
ii) 0 75 63 0 0 0 6 
213 157 all 0 none 0 
1 919 2733 259 73 26 
4I2 256 all 0 none 0 
- tmknown 
ved for at lesist two weeks and haS been selected out (by appearance) as a 
t least two oeoasioas at weekly intervals. Some cMeks -arere easily ideati-
omewixat Tmcertain until four to six weeks of age. Some variation is 
mal s^rarotoms resulting froa a glandular disturbance. 
ioks sired by a Wyandotte male. Unfortunately the laale was heterozygous 
old not be identified and eliminated. By oadtting all of her chicks the 
mber 
the tables of Wansrick (1932) for cases in which less than 50 individuals 
concerned the (3hi-square test ms applied. 
Actual - classification determined by breeding results 
undeteriained because too few progeny 
s. 
T.A3LE 29 
DWMUi'ISM IN EI/iDRYOS 
D6ad-in~0hell oiabryo ratios of individual matings in 19S3 
' t^fumber *' l^ uiiifaor hoismX"" 'dWri?" ~ 
Dam » Pon » Sire * fertile* dead-in-oholl •pept ctead-in-sholl* iJumbeic stioky 
* » • eggs *(15 days or oldca?)'{l5 days or oMer) * ombryos 
• ' * * get *'Q^ erVed'*'E3n^ 'o'ted*'oVsWveU^ 'lilxpe'ote^  
4734 109A 4016 60 25 20 2 • 7 0 
4738 109A 4016 97 30 28 13 11 0 
4740 109A 4016 72 15 14 4 5 0 
4747 109A 4016 58 6 11 9 4 12 
4750 109A 4016 2 0 1 1 0 1 
Totals for carrier 
hens Pen 109A S89 76 79 29 25 13 
4735 109A 4016 8 0 0 0 
4741 109A 4016 51 17 0 0 
4744 109A 4016 5 S 0 0 
Totals non-producing 
hens Pen 109A 58 19 all 0 none 0 
4880 llOB A456 17 1 2 1 0 
4779 HOB A456 84 8 8 3 3 
4708 HOB A456 75 16 15 4 5 
Totals for carrier 
hens Pen HOB 176 25 25 8 8 
4778 HOD A456 3 0 0 
4786 HOB A456 2 0 0 
4787 HOB A456 13 2 0 
Totals non-produoing 
hens pen HOB 18 2 all 0 none 
4844 IHA 8118 36 2 3 2 1 
4846 HIA 8118 50 15 16 6 5 
Totals for carrier 
hons Pen IHA 86 17 19 a 6 
4795 HIA 8118 25 5 0 
4797 IHA 8118 42 10 0 
A«7QA niA 8118 18 8 0 
4787 HOB A456 13 8 0 
Totals non-producing 
all hens X^ en HOB 18 8 0 none 
4844 lllA 8110 36 8 3 8 1 
4846 IIU 8118 50 15 16 6 5 
Totals for carrier 
hens Pen lllA 86 17 19 8 6 
4790 lllA 8118 85 5 0 
4797 lllA 8118 48 10 0 
4790 lllA 8118 18 8 0 
4799 lllA 8118 38 8 0 
Totals non-produoing 
all 0 hens'Pen lllA 183 31 none 
4854 lllB 3861 35 9 S 1 8 
4868 lllB 3861 77 16 16 5 5 
4865 11113 3861 106 89 85 4 8 
4867 lllB 3261 45 85 19 0 6 
4870 IHB 3861 56 13 11 1 3 
4871 lllB 3861 44 14 13 3 4 
4873 lllB 3861 5 1 8 1 0 
Totals for carrier 
hens Pon lllB 368 107 98 15 30 
3705 lllB 3861 7 0 0 
4849 lUB 3861 80 5 0 
4858 lllB 3861 81 9 0 
4860 lllB 3861 85 1 0 
4868 lllB 3861 5 8 0 
4869 113JB 3861 75 8 0 
Totals non-produoing 
hens Pen HID 813 85 all 0 none 
Totals for carriers 
in 19S3 919 885 814 60 71 
Totals non-produoing 
all 0 hens in 1933 418 77 none 
Total normals, {i»e. non-sticky) including normal chicks, dvTarf chicks, 
noirnal embryos and dwarf suspect embryos mako a ratio of 86 no mala to 
18 sticky orabryos. 

due to inability to reoognize tiie dwarf eralDryos or it rsay be 
due to variation in tine and degree of expression of the dT;arf 
ciiaracter. Sevent-j'-seven noriaal dead-in-sliells and no di?7arfs 
were esaLnined from the negative hens, 
rarticuiar attention is called to hen 4249 and her 
dausiiters. During the 19D2 season this V/hite Loghom hen vjas 
lEatod to ? proveD dtrarf carrier, a Hhode Island Red male, and 
produced 31 norraal chicks and no dTiarfs. In 1S35 she rras 
:nated to her crossbred son that also proved to be a carrier and 
produced 15 norsual chicks and no dwarfs, Sij^ it daughters of 
4249 sired by the l<noun carrier Red nalo used in 1932 Here in­
cluded in the 1953 mtings. Four of theiri T/ere nated to a full 
brother and the other four raated to proven dtrarf-producing 
i23.1es. Three of those siated to their brother proved to be 
carriers and one a non-carrier. One of those i£ated to other 
positive Eiales proved to be a carrier, and three {^ ave negative 
results. The four carrier daughters produced SO normal and 
22 d'kTarf chicks, fiiile the nej^ tive daughters produced 111 
normals and no dt/arfs. The dv;arfisa. character 'eras thus trans-
nitted by bivc not ei-sressed in the crossbred birds and re- , 
appeared in both se:ices in the ?2 generation as ^loulti be e^ mec-
ted of a siinple autosomal recessive. 
Pen 109-A iJas a brother-sister (;\) inating vrith the ex­
ception of t'sjo pullets and one of these xjq.s a halT-sister to 
the sire. The breeders in this pen, except the two noted, 
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"B'ere the 1932 offspring of a stickiness carrier lien obtained 
froii the U, 3. D. lirperirsental Fam at Beltsville and a 
di;arf cairrier nale {see resiilts in table SO - Sire A-456 -
Daia 6220), It fias determined during the 1932 season that the 
two stickj" hens 5220 and 6225 carried dwarfism as ivell as 
stickiness, k sibling mating was nade in 1932 in an attenpt 
to detemine the inter-relationship of drrarfissi and sticki­
ness, In Tlev: of previous results it ^ ras siiraised that sone 
pullets night carry dTJarfisrs., others stickiness, still others 
both of these characters, and some pullets neither of thean, 
Fortunately the sire heading this pen carried both stickiness 
and d-jrarfissi. Unfortunately a nizaiber of the pullets could 
not be induced to lay in trapnests, Consecuently no hatching 
record "tms obtained from thesi and only a limited nunber of 
chicks VJHS hatched from some others, T-sro hens produced 
stickY embryos although in only one case \-as tlie number iden-
tified of appreciable sise. Hen 4747 produced 12 sticky 
erabrj^ os to 26 non-stick3.r embrjros and chicks. This hen Has 
also a dT;?arf producer, her totals for the season being 10 
normal chicks to one dr;arf and six noisiai dsad-in-shell to 
nine dtrarf suspect dead-in-shell or combined totals of 16 
normals to 10 dwarfs. Three of the sisters produced dwarfs 
but no stickys and one produced 27 normal chicks and 17 nomal 
dead-in-shell vTith no dv/arfs or stickj-s. In no ease did a hen 
produce sticky chicks but no dwarfs. The nuiabers iuTOlved are 
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siuall but it appears tliat dT7arfisr.i and stickiness are inheri­
ted as separate cliaracters. 
During th.e past two 3'-ears a considerable nuniber of crip­
pled cniclcs (Figure Plate 4) appeared in -various dv/arf mat-
ings. These cliicks ?;allc on their "lioclcs" and apparentlj^  have 
no use of their feet and shanks. The left les^  the right 
le0 or both na;- be affected and the ch-aracteristic may be 
present at hatching tiiae or nay develop even after the chicks 
are several ~eeks of age. Chicks have been observed that 
•were crippled yet -were not dtrarfs; but only th3?ee cases ^ ?ere 
noted this past season in which crippled was not associated 
•sri-th dvrarfisn. as coiapared to 25 cripples that ?.'ere also dwarfs« 
•Only about cne-half of the dviarf-produeing dams produced any 
crippled chicks. No att^ Tipt is made at this time to e^ qjlain 
the inheritance of this condition, 
Tlie phenotypic classification of the breeders prior to 
the hatching season, as judged by appearance, is cosipared to 
the proven classification as deterrained by subsequent breed­
ing tests. The results are of interest although the numbers 
involved are too small to be conclusive. 
All proven non-carriers, seven in all, T7ere so judged, 
and of the six judged as carriers four proved to be positive 
and the remaining had too few progeny to be proven. Of 
the total of 17 proven carriers, foio' -frere judged as carriers, 
three as doubtful and 10 as non-carriers. In other words, it 
appears that sose dTiarf" carriers can be dstected by appearance 
prior "to a breeding test TJiiile others cannot be so selected. 
It is perhaps significant to note that •s'hile the n'onber 
of dimrfs is, in ge-e^ ral, belou the expected nxmiber and ratios 
of individual sires and darns varjr \5idely; yet in none of the 
43 inatings is the ratio outside the probability 3?ange, 
jiJ.1 data available are susmrized in table 30. The grand 
totals fron 33 daQS and 10 sires were 454: noraals to 123 dwarfs, 
as compared to an expected ratio of 441:146, If, hotvever, the 
data of hen 4779 are onitted (the case \'7herein sone uncertaintj?-
exists), the observed ratio becones 426:120 and expected ratio 
411:137, 
Totals of 5SS norr^ al chicks and no dv?arfs livere observed 
fron 23 other da2!is nated to eight of the dvjarf-producing 
males. It is concluded that diTarfisn is inherited as a sir^ jle 
autosomal recessive. 
Table 31 presents detailed data showing the incidence of 
d^ /arfisni by sexes for chicks and for dead enbrj^ 'os. Examination 
of these data reveals that d"5?arfisEi occurred in the tuo sexes 
•ETith equal fret^ uency. 
Dwarfism, chondrodystrophy, the sticlcy character and the 
creeper character are similar in that abnonsal bone develop­
ment is involved in all of then. In dvjarf, chondrodystrophic, 
and creeper individuals a decided shortening of the leg bones 
is apparent, Landauer (1933). Chondrodystrophy affects 
TABLE 30 
RESULTS OF IITOIVIDUAL MATINGS PRIOR TO 1933 
Grand totals for all data 
iTumber of nbinial 
Ghlcks • 
NiMbor of dwarf 
oliicks Dam* a 
number 
Sii-e^s 
number 
__ ^ 
» Total * 
»number of^  
• ohloks ' Observed Expected * Observed * Expected 
• I f — » # * — « » — — t i O M W W * * ! m i l  i r w n  i j l i  W  l  I W  » . » •  i M i a H  I W < I I  
(1927) V/arren (1933b) Data from Kansas Af^ r. Exp« Station 
8440 978M 
8388 978M 
Total Sire 978M 
19 
43 
US 
16 
34 
W 
14 
32 
6 
3 
9 
6 
5 
11 
8448 
1394A 
1404A 
1414A 
(1928) 
1037?^  
1037M 
1037M 
1037M 
Total Sir© 1037M 
19 
17 
9 
18 
63 
16 
16 
7 
14 
53 
14 
13 
7 
14 
48 
1 
2 
4 
10 
4 
2 
4 
15 
VD VO 
Carrier liens 
33 
39 
50 
30-12 
Totals for 
and 
1 
1 
1 
100 
carrier 
sire matings 
carrier males 
6 
S7 
7 
17 
57. 
Data from Mayhew and Upp (1932) 
¥oF5 JT^ ± 
20 21 
6 
14 
46 
5 
13 
43 
T 
6 
1 
3 
11 
or 2 
7 
2 
A. 
3.4 
Same 
33 
39 
50 
30-12 
Total 
carrier hens and negative males 
99 and F425 22 
98,F485 & 34 25 
? 5 
98 11 
carrier hens 
mated to negative males 63 
22 
25 
5 
11 
63 all 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pen 109 
4E45 A456 
4248^  A456 
Data from Louisiana Ap:r, Exp, Station 1932 
n .y y f 
11 8 8 3 
3 

so-'i.a v#cs J.JU 
Total carrier hone 
mated to ne^ tive males 63 63 all 0 
Pen 109 Data from Louisiana A^ r^, ICxt), Station 193S 
4845 A456 ~IX~ ir~ 3 
4348, A456 11 8 8 3 3 
6820:- A456 23 , " 21: 17 2 6 
6223^  A456 7 3 5 4 2 
Total carrier henp 
mated to negative males 52 41 39 11 13 
Pen 109 . 
4246 A456 2 2 0 
4247 A456 7 V 0 
4249 A456 31 31 0 
Leg. 
Total for negative 
hens Pen 109 40 40 all 0 
Pen 102 Carrier hens mated to carrier malee 
4621 8118 25 " TT 1^^ 5 8 " G 
4630 8118 2 1 2 1 0 
Total carrier hens and 
carrier males Pen 102 27 18 21 9 ' 6 
Same carrier hens Diated to negative males 
4621 398 1T> 16 ' H' 
4630 398 14 14 0 0 
Total carrier hens and 
negative males Pen 102 29 29 all 0 
Summarized data for 1933 Louialana Akt. Kxp, Station 
Totals producer maiinss' 
1933 345 272 259 73 86 
Totals non-producer 
matings 1933 256 256 256 0 0 
Grand total all pro- -
ducer ma tines 587 464 440 123 147 
Grand total all non-
^^ ^^ roducer^ jnatl]^  ^ 388 
o^ns 6220 and 6223 vioro proven sticky cax'riers but produced no sticky chicks 
{from a total of 30) when mated to male A456 a proven dwarfism carrie3r« 
•Hiis lends further support to the contention that dwarfism and stickiness 

4:248^  
6BZ0; 
6823-
A4:50 
A456 
A<!:56 
Total carrier henp 
mabexi, to negatlvo malos 
Pon 109 
4-S46 A456 
4247 A456 
4349 A456 
Leg, 
Total for negative 
hens Pen 109 
11 
g3 
7 
5S 
S 
7 
31 
40 
8 
21: 
3 
41 
S 
, 7 
31 
40 
O 
17 
5 
39 
5 
S 
4 
11 
0 
0 
0 
6 
S 
13 
all 0 
Pen 102 Carrier hens mted to carrier males 
4621 8118 25  ^
4630 8118 2 1 2 1 0 
Total carrier hens and 
carrier males Pen 102 27 18 21 9 6 
Same carrier hens mated to nep;ativo males 
4621 398 1-5 B" 
4630 393 14 14 0 0 
Total carrier hens and 
negative males Pen 102 89 29 all 0 
Suiomarized data for 1933 " Louisiana Agv, Jgxp. Station 
Totals producer mtings 
1933 345 272 259 73 86 
Totals non-producer 
iiiatinss 1933 256 256 356 0 0 
Orand total all pro- p 
duoer ma tings 587 464 440 123 147 
Grand total all non-
producer inatinf;a 388_ 388 all 0 0 
o^ns 6220 and 6223 v/ere proven sticky carriers but produced no sticky chicks 
(from a total of 30) when mated to male A456 a proven dv/arfism carrier« 
Thiis lends further support to the contention that dv/arfism and stickiness 
are distinct characters. 
I^f data on hen 4779 are eliminated ratios become (Observed 420:120), 
(iSxpected 411:137), 
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TABL2 31 
DWAKF PRODUCSR MATIUGS I933 - SEX OF SSRYOS 
Together with soae comparative data from the Ka 
Horaal chicks Dwarf chicS 
Dams t 1 ' Sex 'i ii f 
* Maies'Females 'unknown' Males' F eaales'Ti 
Pen 109A Sire 40l6 Sire and dam boti 
H-TiK 6 3 2 1 1 
^732 9 11 4 0 3 
10 15 1 1 3 
^7^7 6 4 0 1 0 
1^750 
sire 4oi6 
0 0 1 0 0 
Total - 31 33 8 3 7 
Pen HOB Sire A4t?6 Sire non-carrier; dam carrier. A4£56 i 
i|-2g0 2 2 0 3 1 
^ll^ 19 
cx C, 2 1 
^7gg 11 12 0 3 7 
Total - sire A456 2g 33 2 8 9 
Pen lllA Sire gllS - hiisself a , uroven 
11 5 0 0 3 
4 9 1 1 2 
Total - sire gllS 15 14 1 1 5 
Pen lllB Sire -^261 R. I. Red X Lejyhom crossbred. 
5 7 1 1 0 
10 13 2 1 1 
Jg65 22 14 3 6 0 
i|-g67 1 4 0 0 1 
4^70 7 11 2 0 2 
4^71 3 1 0 2 1 
4^73 0 0 1 0 0 
Total - sire 3261 4S 50 9 10 5 • 
Totals for all known carriers - 1933 128 130 20 22 26 
fl927) Sire 978m Data fro® Kansas Aarx. Sro. 
g44g 7 11 0 2 4 
g3gg y 0 10 0 0 1 
Total - sire 97gM 13 21 0 2 5 
g44« 14 
Sire lO^TM 
0 2 0 2 
1^94A 2 2 12 1 0 
I4O4A 2 0 5 0 0 
14I4A 1 2 11 1 1 
Ifotal - sire 1037M c: 
-/ 6 42 2 3 
^Thirty-six dwarfs died before 4 'ffeeks of a^e and 37 lived to be ^ to 3 
therefore dwarfism may be classed as a delayed lethal character. 
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TA3LS 31 
IKGS 1933 - SSX OF 2,'3RY0S AID CHICKS 
loaroarative data from the Kansas Station. 
chicks 
T 
'gomaal dead~in~3hell 
D^rf s-aspects 
dead-in-shell 
* Sex t 1 r- Sex ' —r 1 Sex * T~ Sex 
.les 'unknown* Males' Females 'lanknown' Males *Feaales 'unknoum' Males'Females 'unknown 
iire 40l6 Sire and dam both dwarf carriers 
2 1 1 3 13 11 1 1 1 0 
4 0 3 2 15 10 5 H- g 1 
1 1 3 1 6 7 2 2 c 0 
0 1 0 0 5 1 0 3 4 2 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 7 6 39 29 10 16 3 
irrier: daza carrier. hiiaself a t>roven carrier last season 
0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
2 2 1 0 5 3 0 2 1 0 
0 3 7 2 11 1 1 3 0 
2 g 9 2 10 i4 1 4- 4 0 
.re ^llg - himself a •oroven carrier last season 
0 0 3 3 0 1 1 2 0 CO 
1 1 2 4 g 7 0 2 n- 0 
1 1 5 7 . g 1 4 4 0 
[. Hed X Leghorn crossbred. Sire carrier » dam non-carrier 
1 1 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 
2 1 1 H- & 7 1 1 ii 0 
3 6 0 0 11 17 1 3 i 0 
0 0 1 2 13 11 1 0 0 0 
2 0 2 1 7 i|- 2 1 0 0 
0 2 1 3 g 6 0 1 2 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
9 10 5 10 52 50 5 s 9 0 
2^ 33 
20 22 26 25 109 101 15 2H- 33 3 
Data from Kansas Agr. Sxp 
0 
0 
0 
1^ }-
12 
5 
11 
42 
2 
0 
2 
Sire lO^TM 
0 2 
1 0 
0 0 
1 1 
2 3 
Station 
0 
2 
2 
ClQ2g) 
1 
0 
2 
2 
» Warren (19'?3) 
je and 37 lived to he ^  to 20 weeks of 
tyed lethal character. 
age. None attained sexual aaturity; 
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enbr;.'Os in a nanner c'aite similar to that in "hieh diTarfisn 
affects chicirs. These ODservations lead to speculation as to 
whether or not some of these conditions night "be caused by 
the sane genes. Certain natincs were made to ascertain the 
relationships of these characters, 
Goiiic evidence that the dvjarfisn, creeper and stichy cliar-
acters are distinct abnorisalities, is presented in table 32, 
A total of 70 nomal (as to d'Jiarfism) chicks and no 
dv7arfs produced fron natinss in vihich one parent iTas a creeper 
and the other carried d-i^ jarfism indicates that these charac­
ters are inherited independently, A sire carrying dTJarfism 
and stickiness sated to a creeper dan produced sis noi^ -nal dead-
in-shell embryos and chicks and no sticky esibryos. This is 
insufficient evidence from, trhich to draw conclusions. Totals 
of 36 heterozygous creepers to 34 nomals Tirere obtained from 
matings in -Erhich one parent was a creeper while 10 noimals, 
29 heterozygous creepers, and 11 hos-ozygous creepers X7ere 
produced by creeper X creeper ra.tings, uhe observed numbers 
are close to those exoected from such natings. The apparent 
interrelationships of these cinracters rsay be suismarized in 
a fevv statements. Chondrodystrophy, as revealed by data pre­
viously given in this report, ^ as not especially associated 
with any of the above t^ /pes of riiatings. The stickiness and 
dT7arfisiii traits are likemse sho\m to be inherited 
TalXLo 32 
RELATIONSHIP OP GKISIPER CIIARAGTER 
TO DWARF AND STIGICY GHARACaiCRS 
Number ' 
of »' 
matinp'S' 
Parents 
t "nr^oroayeous 
Prop;eny 
' Homozygous 
Malo ' I''eii[ia3.e ' Nomala' oreepera ' I>y/arfs • Stlclcya ' creepers 
7 Dwarf oarrior X Creeper 
1 Creeper 
1 
X Dwarf 
oarrior 
Sticky and 
dv/arf carrier X Creeper 
Creeper X Creeper 
20 
11 
3 
10 
25 
8 
3 
29 
0 
0 
0 
11 
h 
o 
co 
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independentand tlie creeper cMracter is distinct fron 
d\7arfisn. Adequate data v;ere not obtained to test the re­
lationship of the stickiness and creeper traits in inheritance. 
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DISCUSSION 
The results have been discnssed ratlior full3?- in eacii 
section as tlie data ~ere presented; therefore this section is 
briefs 
This study calls attention to the inportance of breed­
ing as a cause of variations in the normal enbryo mortality 
CUTYC, 
It is TiTorthy of mention that the incidence of abnormal 
eabrj^ 'os was ijreater in this material than in previously re­
ported v:orlc. Part of t:iis increase is due to the fact that 
some conditions tiere considered as abnon-alities herein that 
•crere not included by prcYious inTestigators. Tliis does not 
account for all of the difference, hovjeirer, because a direct 
compsirison of terata of various kinds revealed raore frequent 
occxirrence of these in the present study. It is believed 
tiiat the nore conplete esarrdnation of the dead embryos of all 
ages is responsible in part for the differences obtained^  
Breeding stock is sho^  to be a primary factor in the inci­
dence of certain types of anomalies. 
Chondrodystrophy did not vary seasonally in the Louisiana 
data as it has been reported to vary in data collected in 
Canada, It is an interesting speculation as to v;hether or 
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not tills inconsistGncy is due to differences in geocrapliic 
location and attendant environmental differences. Ciiriosity 
is likewise aroused as to \7liy abnornalities of the eyes oc­
curred dore frequentl3?- later in the season \7liile no other 
anonialjr shov;ed this tendency. Further work is needed to 
Terify these points, 
'ijhether or not chondrod3'"strophy is inherited has not been 
definitely answered but further evidence is presented iniich 
supports the h^ o^thesis that it has a coraples; hereditary 
bacl-csround , 
The proposed hypothesis that specific nalpositions are 
not inherited separately but that an impaired sense of orien­
tation is the basic factor underlying all Ealpositions, will 
be doubted. It nust have additional support before final 
conclusions are draxTn, It is believed, however, that the 
data lend soiae support to this premise. Added weight has 
been given to the hypothesis that the inheritance of nalposi­
tions rests upon a conples: basis, mth several pairs of reces­
sive genes involved. 
Evidence presented leads to the conc3.usion that a sez;-
linked lethal gene was present in the highly inbrod single 
coLib TJhite Leghorn stock. 
The breeding results secured indicate definiteljr that 
dwarfism is inherited as a sinple autosomal recessive. A 
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fertile field of v;orI-; is availalsle in histolosical and 
pli^ rsiological stucies of tliis diaracter and in similar v?orl: 
as to the interrelationsliips of dvjarfisn, stickiness, the 
croeper character and chonQrod;rstroph3', 
1, A studj^  has iDeen made of embryo Hortali'uj^  ^in tlie 
donostic fo\7l and of tlie possible inheritance of tlie abnor-
nalities coinnonly encountered, Four tnousand one hxmdred 
and eigiit" dead enbryos of iaiown pedigree froir^  15,4SE fertile 
e<32s prodnced "oj 557 h.ens mted to 86 males •^ jere exair.ined 
individually, 
2, Particular consideration has been ^ iven to the age of 
the enbrj-cs at death, to distribution of the seses and to 
incidence and descriptions of ail abnonoal enbryos encoimtered 
as influenced by tine of hatch, by breed, by character of 
matins and by ancestry, 
3, Mortality curves \7ere of the sane general vypB for 
the different raatings included in the study but sone striking 
ninor ^ a^riations rrere noted, 
4, A ninor peah of nortality at about 10 dajrs of incuba­
tion was cliaracteristic of the White Uyandotte and creeper 
natings only. 
5, Particularly high mortality during the first four 
days of incubation \7as found for the stichiness, /ilbino V.'yan-
dotte, and the creeper natings. 
- lOS -
6, I/'atin^ s involving tlis sticlc;,'- -ractor siiOvTea e^ iception-
ally hic^ i IGtli day nor tali ty, 
7. Closel^ r inbred single comi) V.'/iite Le^ iiorn •.r^ itinGS, 
vjliicli \7Qre also 'Iiioh laalposition' stock, save a different 
type of nortalit;- ciirvs for tlia latter part of the incubation 
period, I£ortalit3r increased consistently from tlae 16th 
through the 21st day of incubation for this stoci:, 
S, The najor pealc of nortalits^  occurred variously on the 
13th, IGth, 20th or 21st day of incubation dependent upon the 
character of rnating under consideration, 
9, The percentage of er:ibr7fos tiiat died on or after the 
Slst day of incubation varied for natings of different tv^ es 
from 2,27 percent to 2<L,12 percent of the total esbryo rior-
tali ty, 
10, It is eoncluded that the enact type of the mortality 
curve varies apprecis-bly for different breeding stock, 
11, The distribution of prenatal mortality did not sho\7 
any consistent seasonal trend for eggs set on different dates, 
12, Froia 9,110 fertile eggs set, all of the esbrs'-os that 
died ";ere eszamined, slishtly nore than 60 percent of all 
dead enbryos or over 15 percent of the fertile es^ s set were 
classified as being a.bnomal in sorae v;ay. 
IS, Chondrodystrophy i.'Kis noted in G,55 percent of total 
dead enbryos or as 1.79 percent of the total fertile es^ s set. 
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14, Tlic incidenoe of o:.-^ es of rionsters T:as .^ reato 
in uhis studj" tl^ an in previous Vv'ori: revievjsd, 
15, '^ je and "brain dsfccts constituted 47.35 percent of 
all terata erar-ined. 
16, Ciicndrodystrophy, henorrliage, roalpositions and de­
layed liatoli -varied widely in occurrence for different types 
of natings and for different breeds. 
17, Contrary to previous reports, tlie incidence of caon 
drodystropliy did not vary in this stud;,' \Yith tlie season in 
wliicli the eggs trere incuoated, 
18, Abnorrfilitics of the eyes revealed a 2:arhed scasona 
trend, Deconin-g nore frequent as the season advanced, TJie 
incidence of heniorrhaGe decreased for later hatches, "but the 
trend j^s.s not pronounced. Season had little affect, hoirever 
upon the occurrence of roost t;>^ es of abnorioal embryos, 
IS, The se^ : ratio of dead eiiibryos "as not influenced hy 
the date the eggs trere set, 
20, -.'.'hen considered by sires, the incidence of eversion 
of viscera varied at random "hile a"bnornal eyes, delayed 
hatch, henorrhasc and ederaa varied nore accordinr^  to sire 
than could be attributed to chance.. No evidence of the 
presence of genetic ratios \7as apparent, 
21, The incidence of total r.alpositions T:as independent 
of sex for all i-riatings ezcept the hir^ -ly inbred stock. In 
this case 63,27 percent of all mlpositions were feniales. 
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rioivsver, on a oasis of percentage of eacii sex tliat died tlie 
incidence of raalpo sit ions r/as sisiilar for eacli of tlis sexes 
in the inlsred rnatin^ s also, 
22, Certain sires produced a positive excess of dead fe-
mle e::rDr2,'"Os and otiiers prodiiced sex ratios tliat i;ere probabl:/ 
abnorir'al, 
25, Cliondrodystropiiy varied too greatlv in 53 individual 
matinss tested to be accounted for by chance variation. 
Liiaitod breeding data suggests tliat cnondrodystropliy laa^ - be 
imierited. It is concluded that if inherited chondrodystrophy 
is recessive in cnaractor vritii at least three pairs of fac­
tors involved, 
24, Malposition 1, head between legs, nalposition 4, ro-
teited in shell, and nalposition 5, head not under Tring, oc­
curred at approxinately the same -ra-ijo in the non-inbred stock 
of this study. In the highly- inbred stock, in \7hich the in­
cidence of malpositions ^ 'as nuch hir^ lier, nalposition 5 aTD-
peared nuch laore frequently than did any other position, 
25, It T^ as observed that a given dam or a given sire 
often produced several different t;>^ es of nialpositions. The 
regularity tTith vjhich this occurred sug^ es'i^ s the hypothesis 
that no irniate differences underlie specific positions,"but 
rather that an iiapaired sense of orientation is perhaps the 
priEiary consideration. 
- Hi -
3G, .1 sisniricar.t posl'uiTs coefficient}, O.o52, ••^ as ob­
tained v/;ien percen'Ga£]e of -malpositions produced q'j 35 individ­
ual v:£S C02?i'Slau3U ~j."Ca 3."0Tu^ 0 HiCldOUCG Of jTiaJ-pCGi— 
tioiis for tlic four grand parents, 
27, Incidencc of nalpositions vjas much hir:her in t:::e in­
ured stoc^ c and it increased narlcedly in tlie inured natin^ s of 
1933 as cosipared to tnose of 1952, Tiieso fscts arc considered 
as oTidence that "breeding is a factor in the occurrenco of 
r2alpositions, r;o factorial h^ o^thosis is advanced, "but sev­
eral pairs of factors are nocessarj to account for the dis-
trioutions of malpositions obsorved, 
25, Abnormal sex ratios of dead ericr"OS rrere produced 
by certain highly inbred sin^ l^o go;;ij:) hhito Le{^ om laalos and 
by sons of -uheir sons. It is ccnclnded that a son-linhsd 
lethal {^ eno uas responsible for the abGrrs.nt se:n ratios ob-
serTod, 
29. kn. increased incidence of female m.alpositions rras 
noted in the ;.iatin/:s T:hich produced the aberrant ses ratios. 
There is some indication that a sex-linlcod lethal ^ e^ne may be 
involved in the inheritance of r.alpositions, 
50. Breedinc; tests concernins the inheritance of the de­
layed lethal chaiacter, d~arfisn, invol-vang 22 dai.as cuid 10 
sires, producod 428 normals and 120 dirarfs as compared to an 
expected ratio of 411:157. It is concluded tliat dT;?arfis:r;: is 
inherited as a simple autosorial recessive. 
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of d^ rarfisn in tliroe casGs, Ths ::;:ode cf liiricritancc of tliis 
condition lias noi; "bscn dotcmined, 
32, As shoTJii b" subceoiient brcGdin3 tozts sone carriers 
of d'varfisn v;Gre rcco^isaole appearance vjliile otliers ":ere 
no "G, 
35, Breeding;; results indicate tiiat (a) d^ TarfiGm and 
stickiness arc controlled "by separate ("b; creeper and 
dvjarfisn are distinct traits, and (c) c-iondrodystropliv is 
not associated in inlioritai:ce uith any of these characters, 
54, Adequate data Tjere not obtained to test the re-
lationshir? of the stickiness and creeper traits in inheritance. 
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Pigure !• Il^ fperencephaly and Ectopia. A hyperencephalic 
embryo abotit 18 days of age, with yolk-sac and aenbraxies 
removed, 'ihe characteristic absence of upper beaL', eyes and 
brain covering may be noted. Ectopia or eversion of viscera 
is notable in nild form. 
Fi^ are II, Chondrodystrophy, Four chondrodystrophic 
enibryos of about 11 days fron the same dam (at one setting). 
These embryos illustrate various degrees of chondrodystrophy. 
Dam 1035 from inbred S, C. V/hite Leghorn (pen S27) set Llarch 
25, 1931 at Iov;a State College, 
Plate 1 
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figure I, Horaozysous Creeper 2t2bryo, 
Tr^ is erabryo is about 20 days of age. Mote 
the extreme vesti^ al condition of the leg 
and absence o:^  the eyelid. 
Figure II, A Sticky Embryo, 
The calcification of the shanks was so poor 
•chat it v/as possible to tie the legs in a 
Imot, Kote also the doT^ tiward turn of tlie 
beak. 
Plate 2, 
Figure I. ?"C7ins. 
The tv/ins on the left v/ere completely separate 
althouf^ h from a single yolk egg. The embryo on 
the extreme left shows nicrophthalnia, Tiie twins 
on the right illustrate extreme duplicity. They 
are firnly joined in the abdominal region. 
Figure II. Ectopia and Sxencephaly. 
The embryo to the left shoxis extreme ectopia and 
anophthaliaia. Note that the heart and the intestines 
are outside the body cavity. Specimens to the right 
illustrate exencephaly. Kote absence of roof of 
cranium and reduced size of beak. 
Plate 3 
Fl^ -airo I. Group of Diyarfs (w5.th one normal cMck). 
Pour and one-hulf wooko of afiO, The dwarfs ranged in v/oifdit frojn 88 to 
183 gramn (average 135 grarna )» Tho normal chink in tho background la of 
tho aarno ago# IJote tho body carriago, crooked tooa, ohoi't abankn and broad 
heads of tho various dv/arfa. Atteiition ia called particularly to the left 
hock of tho chick at tho extreme right. '.Pliia is a typical "crippled" chick. 
.Plate 4, 
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Pi>?are i. Sisters the Same Age - 17 V.'eeks. 
Bird in front is dvrarf, weight at 15 weeks age 430 
graas, noriaal sibling in background, weight at same 
age 980 grams. 
The one on the left 
The one on the 
right is an F^ . dwarf female from an original Tnating of a dwarf 
producing R. I, Red male and a non-carrier VHiite Leghorn hen. 
,•''Typical Dwarfs." j^ leven weeks of 
is a purebred R, I, Red male, wei.^ t 318 grams. 
Plate 
